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Marriage:
GOD’s
Foundation

2

We are going to be studying the Word together, to see what GOD’s Principles are, in
relation to the question — “How do we nurture, raise, and cultivate (grow-up) Godly
children?”
While children are a product of the union between a man and a woman (who are not
always married/joined in GOD’s Eyes), some children are not always seen as a product of
a GODLY marriage. It is clear that GOD’s Plan was that man (Adam) and woman (Eve)
would join and become ONE flesh, and bring forth after their own kind.
Genesis&2:23*25!23!The!man*person!said,!"At!last!!This!is!bone!from!my!bones!and!ﬂesh!from!my!ﬂesh.!She!
is!to!be!called!Woman&[Hebrew:!ishah],!because!she!was!taken!out!of!Man![Hebrew:!ish]."!24!This!is! why!a!
man!is!to!leave!his! father!and!mother!and!s1ck!with!his!wife,!and!they!are!to!be!one& ﬂesh.!25!They!were!
both!naked,!the!man!and!his!wife,!and!they!were!not!ashamed.
Genesis& 1:24! And! GOD! said,! Let! the! land! produce! living! creatures! according! to! their! kinds:! livestock,!
creatures!that!move!along!the!ground,!and!wild!animals,!each!according!to!its!kind.!And!it!was!so.

Man does not usually think of himself as seed, or
as the “planting” of the LORD — but man was
formed out of the dust of the earth, and then
GOD put (planted) him in the Garden of Eden.
We may not understand why, but in many ways,
the Bible speaks about the principle of a seed.
Biblically (and physiologyically), we understand
that having children/offspring is the only way
that man bears seed after his own kind.
GOD planted MAN — in Adam and Eve — in
the Garden of Eden, as seed to harvest at the
end of the age.
Genesis&8:22!As!long!as!the!earth!endures,!seedMme!and!
harvest,! cold! and! heat,! summer! and! winter,! day! and!
night!will!never!cease.

As it turns out, seedtime and harvest is a basic principle to GOD’s Overall Plan for
mankind.
Since mankind was made in the Image of GOD, mankind would bring forth those who
would reveal the Image of GOD. Children were therefore always meant to be a legacy of a
Godly union, after the image from the Garden of Eden.
The basic requirements for you to raise Godly children are therefore:
1. That you and your spouse must be joined together, “nakedly unashamed”, to
express your love towards one another and reflect the Glory of GOD.
2. That you and your spouse must be “keeping” (working on the relationship) and
“guarding” the marriage from any form of attack from all external sources.
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a. These two English words “keeping” and “guarding” come from two Hebrew
words used in:
Genesis&2:15!And!the!LORD!GOD!took!the!man!and!put!him!in!the!Garden!of!Eden!to!tend&(Strong’s&H5647)&
and&guard&and&keep&(Strong’s&H8104)&it.!

i.

Strong’s H5647 is the Hebrew word “abad”, meaning “to work
(cultivate), serve”. This word is also used in reference to the work of
the Tabernacle — in Hebrew understanding, work is intertwined with
worship.

ii. Strong’s H8104 is the Hebrew word “shamar”, meaning “keep, watch
(guard), preserve”.
Without this foundation … where are you? What would you expect GOD to do for you or
for your children?

The Ten Commandments
In the PHYSICAL domain, the Ten Commandments define how man must live on earth —
They are the markers that define our lives’ journey. In the SPIRITUAL domain, we are
Living-Stones building up a spiritual Tabernacle — that means we are a Holy Priesthood.
The Ten Commandments define how we should live by offering up spiritual sacrifices,
acceptable to GOD.
A marriage which is truly a “Living-Stone in a Holy Tabernacle” must “live a lifestyle”
demonstrating the intent and meaning of the Ten Commandments in such a way that the
children would know that GOD comes to have fellowship with the parents every evening.
The marriage based on the Covenant expressed in the Garden of Eden — and repeated at
Mount Sinai — has to be the basic Foundation Stone needed to raise Godly children.
In the following section, let’s see how GOD intended this to function …

The Ten Commandments Show You How To Love Your Spouse 1
The wedding ceremony and the Sinai experience …
Any one who reads the Old Testament with Spiritual insight will realize that there is a
parallel between what happened on Mount Sinai, with the giving of the Ten
Commandments, and what happens when a man and woman proclaim their wedding vows
to share the rest of their lives together. The wedding canopy — the awning spread over
the bride and groom known as the chuppah — symbolizes in the physical, a replica of the
manner in which the Cloud of GOD’s Glory covered Mount Sinai, and enclosed the
children of Israel, under the terms of the Covenantal promise made to Abraham.

1!Revised!and!edited!from!the!book!“DaMng!Secrets!Of!The!Ten!Commandments”!by!Rabbi!

Shmuley!Boteach.
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The parents escort the bride to the wedding canopy, just as Moses led the people to Mount
Sinai, acting like a chaperone.

(1) Primacy
Exodus& 20:2! “2! ! I! am! the! LORD! your! GOD,!Who!has! brought!
you!out!of!the!land!of!Egypt,!out!of!the!house!of!bondage.”

We want our spouse to confirm our sense of
uniqueness, to be accorded primacy, to be treated
as “Number One”. This is one of the deepest human
desires. The First Commandment is the only one
that commands … NOTHING! “I am the LORD your
GOD” … GOD is teaching us the first rule of a new
relationship.
Once primacy is given, love and
respect follow naturally. Make primacy a priority!
✴

Giving Yourself

“I am the LORD your GOD” indicates His Closeness to us … He is ours, He belongs to us.
Make yourself hers or his by placing your spouse before all other commitments! No gift
can take your place!
✴

Spend Time Together

Deep inside, we all hope that we are unique, irreplaceable. Feeling special is an essential
part of our survival instinct. Your spouse must confirm that you are unique — you NEED
appreciation and to be told that you are cherished.
✴

Being The One And Only

Men and women constantly remind one another of this. They have chosen to be together.
It makes any loss of personal freedom and the challenges and worries of married life
worthwhile.
✴

Respect

Your respect for another person is to let them speak and to listen to what they have to say.
✴

Coming Out Of Egypt

You need healing after coming out of Egypt. You have to achieve proper closure on your
past life, so that you can move forward without being trapped in tombs of death. Coming
out of Egypt is a metaphor for separating yourself from your old ways of life, destroying the
old idols and false beliefs — your old independent life which you had previously
entertained (e.g., photos of previous lovers, cards, jewelry, and so forth).
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✴

Don’t Try To Change People

GOD has primacy over all Creation. He is the Master and Judge of the earth. Do not seek
to be a judge! When Adam was first created, the Bible says that he was lonely. But why
… when he was surrounded by millions of angels? They never needed him. Eve was
someone who needed human warmth just like him, who needed encouragement and
guidance, just like him. In his capacity to give, Adam found meaning and purpose in his
life.

(2)Exclusivity
Exodus& 20:3*5! “3! ! You! shall! have! no! other! gods! before! or!
besides!Me.!!4!!You!shall!not!make!yourself!any!graven!image!
[to! worship! it]! or! any! likeness! of! anything! that! is! in! the!
heavens! above,!or!that!is! in! the! earth!beneath,!or! that!is! in!
the!water!under!the!earth;!5!!You!shall!not!bow!down!yourself!
to!them!or!serve!them;!for!I!the!LORD!your!GOD!am&a&jealous&
GOD,!visiMng!the! iniquity!of! the! fathers! upon!the!children!to!
the!third!and!fourth!generaMon!of!those!who!hate!Me,”

Immature love says, “I love you because I need
you”. Mature love says, “I need you because I love
you”. GOD demands to be worshipped exclusively.
Marriage involves simultaneously choosing
someone exclusively … and giving up all others.
Your spouse should never be made to feel that he/she won some sort of contest. You
probably had intense feelings about most of your former boyfriends/girlfriends at some
point in time. If you raise the memory of your former partners, you reveal that they still
occupy your thoughts. Don’t involve old lovers in your new life with you spouse. Make
your spouse feel that they are the one and only person. The essence of romance is that
you actually give something up for someone you love. You show your spouse that they
make you so happy you don’t need anyone else.
✴

Beware Of Image-Makers

Man is attracted to graven images. Instead of getting to know and love someone’s true
character, we fall for their “image”, their personality, glamour and excitement, a beautiful
face, or money, or for the status of their profession, and so forth. Idolaters are never
impressive. A woman who loves flattery and sets out to attract you to her beauty will
ultimately resent being treated as an object of lust. It is degrading to her because it denies
the richness of her personality. Neither the idols nor the worshippers give anything of any
value at all.
✴

The Perils Of Self-Worship

“You shall not make yourself a graven image …” We must be careful not to turn
ourselves into an idol in any form of self-worship. Self-love creates barriers in any
relationship.
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The egotist has no room for anyone else and is incapable of appreciating love. Everything
he gets is taken for granted. Or, only her opinions are valid, only she has good taste, it’s
her way or no way at all! Learn to eradicate all traces of arrogance, ego and your desire to
be emotionally independent. What is remarkable about the revelation at Sinai is that GOD
chose to enter into this Covenant with the Jews in the first place. He has taught us that
not only is it necessary for Him to choose us — His Divinity has to be affirmed, made
complete, by us choosing Him. If you are prepared to be vulnerable, it will lead to
intimacy, and there is nothing more rewarding.
✴

The Role Of Jealousy In Marriage

It may seem odd that GOD refers to Himself as “jealous”. But, the Hebrew word for
jealousy, “keen’a”, is related to the word for nest or abode, “ken”. The concept of
justifiable jealousy is based on the idea that we have every right to claim those things that
are “our” nest as our own and we will not share these with anybody else. Without jealousy
there can be no exclusivity. One of the best ways to gauge whether or not you are in love
with someone is to see whether you are jealous when other people show interest in them.
Be Patient ... Relationship Takes Time To Grow!
✴

Confront Your Problems

In your relationship, you must learn to deal with things directly and always ensure good,
open lines of communication. Those people that constantly give in, in order not to have to
confront an issue, end up either exploding with rage, or withering on the inside, with little
left to offer. A fear of confrontation results from low self-esteem. When you avoid it, you
are really saying that you feel you have no right to raise the issue. However, be sure to
choose the right time and place to bring up difficult issues.

(3)Confidence
Exodus&20:7!“7!!You!shall!not!use! or!repeat!the! Name!
of! the! LORD! your! GOD! in! vain! [that! is,! lightly! or!
frivolously,!in!false! aﬃrmaMons! or! profanely];! for! the!
LORD!will!not!hold!him!guiltless! who!takes! His! Name!
in!vain.”

The use of profanity and swearing is
offensive not only because it is blasphemous,
but because it is harmful to our relationships.
But … the Third Commandment is about
much more than just not swearing.
✴

Be As Good As Your Word

The Third Commandment is not really about making false commitments that we do not
intend to fulfill.
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GOD commands us not to use His Name in vain for promises that we never intend to
keep. In other words, it’s a Commandment about integrity and confidence. Do not
promise to do something that is clearly beyond you to perform.
✴

Do Not “Stretch The Truth”

Do not make exaggerated claims about yourself and your prowess. Sooner or later the
truth will come out, and you will be more diminished for having lied than for not being the
great success you claimed. You will have betrayed your lack of self-confidence, your own
deep dissatisfaction with yourself and your achievements. You only lie because you lack
pride and confidence in yourself.
✴

Where Do I Get Confidence?

If the key to a successful marriage is confidence, where does it come from? Our most
precious gift from GOD is our individuality, and that is where our confidence comes from.
Develop it. By far the most interesting people to be with are those whose personalities
offer surprises, because they don’t just repeat everything they’ve absorbed from popular
culture.
They think for themselves and come out with their own unique ideas. Confidence doesn’t
come from feeling we are the best, but from knowing we are unique.
In this Third Commandment, GOD tells the Israelites that they are not to abuse the
beautiful gift of human speech. Communication, talking to one another, is the life-blood of
a relationship, and it is imperative that we use it well. Don’t skimp the homework!
✴

No Tittle-Tattle

Remember this Third Commandment, of not taking the LORD’s Name in vain, that also
means not taking anybody’s name in vain. It’s a prohibition against what we call gossip.
We quickly tire of anything in life that is overly exposed.
A secret shared with too many people loses its special quality. GOD’s Name is Holy
because He is hidden beyond our grasp. A relationship closes off two people into a world
of their own. Keep it that way. Treat your spouse as a private experience, something
sacred. Let the relationship retain its mystery.
✴

Never, Ever Lie

Lying to someone is the worst thing you can do, worse even than violent anger. But when
someone lies, every aspect of the relationship becomes suspect. Lies bring doubt …
“Why should I believe your claim that you love me? How can I believe that you are sorry?”
There is nothing worse than a liar because he/she undermines the trust and confidence
that has to be the basis of any relationship. Without trust to bring you together you remain
two strangers.
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✴

And Don’t Keep Looking For A Fight

Self-righteousness has been the death of many a relationship. This almost always comes
to light when there is disagreement. You are in a relationship with someone who has had
different experiences from you, and who can make a valuable contribution to your thinking.
They will bring you new ideas and ways of looking at things.
individuality.

Don’t squash their

(4)Sacred Moments … The Gift Of Time
Exodus&20:8*11!“8!![Earnestly]!remember!the!Sabbath!day,!
to!keep!it!holy!(withdrawn!from!common!employment!and!
dedicated!to!GOD).! !9! !Six!days! you!shall!labor!and!do!all!
your! work,! ! 10! ! But! the! seventh! day! is! a! Sabbath!to! the!
LORD!your!GOD;! in! it!you!shall! not!do!any! work,!you,!or!
your! son,! your! daughter,! your! manservant,! your!
maidservant,! your! domesMc! animals,! or! the! sojourner!
within!your!gates.! !11! !For!in!six!days!the!LORD!made!the!
heavens! and! the! earth,!the! sea,! and! all! that! is! in! them,!
and!rested&the&seventh&day.!That!is!why!the!LORD!blessed!
the! Sabbath! day! and! hallowed! it! [set! it! apart! for! His!
purposes].”

The first Three Commandments are about our
relationship with GOD, and the last six are
concerned with our social behavior … how we treat each other.
This Fourth
Commandment about keeping the Shabbat, is like a bridge between the first part and
second part. It is about both our relationship with GOD and with other people.
The Sabbath Commandment teaches us to turn our meetings into sacred moments.
Maintaining a loving relationship in these difficult times is never easy. You have so many
commitments to cope with. The answer is that you must create special moments. To win
over the heart of the man or woman of your dreams, give them priority over all the urgent
things.
✴

What Is Urgent And What Is Important?

We usually let the urgent things rule our lives at the expense of the important things. To
combat this, GOD in His infinite Wisdom gave us the Sabbath. What is the Sabbath? In
short, it is a twenty-four hour period in which there is nothing urgent! One day of the week
where there is simply NOTHING to be done — in which the important things come before
the urgent things.
✴

Having The Time Of Your Life

The greatest thing you can give is the gift of your precious time — the time of your life.
GOD teaches us that the essence of a relationship is not what we do for each other, but
how much of ourselves we give.
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The Sabbath teaches us that we should devote at least one-seventh of our lives to the
truly important issues. The Sabbath teaches us that the human heart and soul are far more
valuable than material wealth.
So much of our professional life involves careful consideration of our past and our future.
In contrast, Shabbat teaches us to focus on the present. It provides a 24-hour period in
which to live ONLY in the moment, to enjoy simple, immediate pleasures like good
company, good food and wine, and the chance for private contemplation.
✴

The Virtue Of Patience

This Commandment teaches us the virtue of patience. Nowadays, we expect progress,
achieve results and are profoundly impatient. Shabbat forces us to look around rather
than ahead, and to appreciate what we have rather than get anxious about what we hope
to receive in the future.
Nothing is allowed to interfere with that joy and we are to banish from our minds all
material concerns, worries, and all sad and mournful thoughts.
✴

Building The Relationship … Not Your Spouse

Shabbat teaches us to let the time pass, to sit calmly and passively and enjoy the
experience. Show each other you accept them for who they are, rather than attempting to
refashion them. The Sabbath is GOD’s Opportunity to rest from Creation, in order to return
to it refreshed, with a sense of opportunity and hope.
Let nothing spoil the enjoyment of your time together. Use time to discuss important
matters and deepen your relationship. The greatest gift you can give each other is the gift
of your attention and your time — in other words, the gift of yourself.

(5)Gratitude
Exodus& 20:12! “12! ! Regard! (treat! with! honor,! due!
obedience,!and!courtesy)!your!father!and!mother,!that!
your!days!may!be!long!in!the!land!the!LORD!your!GOD!
gives!you.”

GOD commands us to honor our parents. It
is through our parents that He gave us life. It
is a debt that we can never repay or
reciprocate. It is enough, but also absolutely
necessary, that we show them gratitude and
respect for the rest of our lives.
The Fifth Commandment does not tell us to
love our parents — it commands us to honor
them. Unlike love, feelings of honor, respect
and gratitude do not come naturally to us.
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✴

The Power Of Forgiveness

One of the problems with honoring our parents is that often we feel great resentment
towards them because of the way we think they erroneously raised us.
GOD is
commanding us to honor our parents, precisely because of their imperfections. If our
parents were perfect models of loving kindness, then the sacrifices they make for us
wouldn’t be any big deal. It would be expected. How you get along with your parents will
determine how you will get along with your spouse. Honoring your parents is a sign of our
gratitude to them for creating you and raising you, bringing you to life and, as such,
represents GOD, the Almighty Creator and Sustainer of the world.
The Fifth
Commandment teaches us to deal with personal relationships. Only if we honor our
parents can we show that we can be trusted to honor and respect anyone else. For better
or for worse, you will bring your attitudes toward your parents into your marred life. The
sense of renewal and vitality you enjoy in your relationship is reason enough to want to
honor your partner.
✴

The Three “G’s” ... Gratitude, Generosity, And Guidance

1) To show gratitude, adopt a positive attitude. You break down barriers when you show
gratitude and appreciation of their efforts to please. This will show them that your heart is
in the right place.
2) Always be generous and open-minded. You must also be generous — with praise, with
sympathy, with understanding. Your parents were generous to you when you were young.
Be tolerant of all the demands the relationship places upon you, and be generous with
what you give back in return. Don’t expect to be at the receiving end all the time.
3) Guidance. Teach your spouse what will make you happy — they aren’t mind readers,
you know. Men define their masculinity largely by their ability to please a woman. Don’t
deprive him of this by feeling you have to please him in return.
✴

Set Boundaries In Your Relationship ... And Respect Them .

(6)Praise
Exodus&20:13!“13!!You!shall!not!commit!murder.”

What are the things that make us feel more alive,
and what are the things that make us wonder why
we were ever born? The Sixth Commandment
teaches us not to destroy the divine spirit, which
is in every human being. Acknowledge every
other person’s right to live in dignity.
A life
without dignity is not worth living.
The golden rule? Be fulsome in your praise and
generous in your compliments and praise … and
avoid saying anything that might humiliate.
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Take precautions not to say anything that might threaten your spouse’s self-confidence
and make them shut down their personality defensively.
✴

Never Judge

To judge is to assume that you have some divine ability to discern why other people
behave the way they do. It is to condemn people without ever knowing the challenges and
hardships they face. Judging someone is like killing them. Be compassionate. Learn to
forgive.
There are usually two reasons why people criticize each other:
(1) The first is to retaliate and inflict injury;
(2) The second is to rescue a relationship from a downhill slide.
If you are sincerely criticizing to be constructive rather than to cause pain, then you will
precede your criticism with a statement of unconditional love. The main beauty of any
relationship is making each other feel good, alive, and unique. The opposite thing is to
crush their spirit, crush their initiative and make them feel plain, ordinary, or even substandard. Whenever you say something hurtful to your spouse — whether in anger or in
an “honest attempt at constructive criticism” — you may destroy their self-esteem, and it is
as if you have killed something inside them.
✴

Anger ... The Biggest Killer Of All

We don’t get angry with someone unless we have both judged and condemned them
simultaneously. Every angry impulse2 involves a fundamental act of judgment. A display of
instant bad temper is destructive, chiefly because it is so utterly self-absorbed.
It is an infatuation with our own sense of grievance that goes beyond reason, a form of
righteous indignation that is unwarranted, an act of self-love that is unacceptable. A worse
kind of anger is silent anger, where you just sink into yourself, harboring resentment and
refusing to talk about it. Anger is indicative of a deep-seated arrogance. An arrogant
person believes he or she reserves the right to judge other people. They never place
themselves in another’s shoes, never imagine themselves in another’s predicament, never
try to understand someone else’s pain, and ultimately dismiss their humanity.
✴

Protecting Your Spouse

“ … I have born you on the wings of eagles and brought you unto Me.” The
commentators state that an eagle carries its young on its back so that its own body will act
as a shield. You should be similarly protective of your spouse. Show that you care for
your spouse by making sure she is safe.
Gossip is a murderous activity. When you defame a person behind his or her back, they
have no way of responding, and if you are believed, their reputation suffers immediately.

2!Please!see!J2W!for!a!complete!study!on!Anger!Management
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The Sixth Commandment teaches that a person’s reputation is as important as life itself.
Many married women stop talking in mid-sentence because they know they are not being
listened to. This experience of being ignored is a denial of their viability as an intelligent
human being. LISTEN!

(7)Mystery
Exodus&20:14!“14!!You!shall!not!commit!adultery.”

Adultery is really about how we misuse our
intimacy, our sexuality, by handing over the
most intimate part of ourselves to someone
who is neither appropriate, nor worthy. It is
where a husband or wife takes the most
sacred element of their married relationship
and gives it away to an outsider, a stranger.
Your body, covered with clothing, is a
mysterious treasure, which only bonds of
commitment can reveal.
✴

Sex Is Not A Shortcut To Intimacy

Sex is the most beautiful part of a loving relationship because it brings out our strongest
emotions. Nothing is as powerful and nothing has the ability to solidify the love and
commitment between a man and woman like sex and make them feel intensely good
about each other. Therefore, if it is abused, misused, or employed for purposes of
recreation only, you have squandered the most powerful weapon in your armory for
achieving intimacy and commitment.
The Seventh Commandment is all about the preservation of sexual focus so that sex is a
function of body, soul and spirit. The Bible teaches that only in sex do two people disrobe
fully. That is, they shed not only their clothes, but more importantly, their emotional and
spiritual defenses as well. Within a loving relationship, sex allows us to lose our inhibitions
and reveal our innermost essence. We become completely honest — innocent — with
one another. However, when sex is separated from love, all the barriers remain. Sex
becomes a performance rather than a soul-stirring event.
✴

The Importance Of Surprises

Make sure that romance plays a part in your relationship. Keep up the teasing and the
mystery; demonstrate a totally new and unexpected dimension to your personality. Make
life more exciting for each other!
✴

The Seed Of Adultery Is Sown By Confusion

The essence of adultery is to misunderstand what we really desire most.
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It is where a man or a woman who is married puts the excitement of illicit sex before the
deeper excitements and pleasure of a committed and loving relationship. An adulterous
relationship makes you loose sight of reason and responsibility. That is because sex is the
most potent and defining factor in a romantic relationship. And when this power of sex is
channeled in the wrong direction, there’s trouble. It retards our ability to think straight.
This is the message of the Seventh Commandment: the need for sexual focus in marriage.
The proof that sex is not what we really want can be seen when you compare how you feel
during the sexual act, and how you feel as soon as it is over. When there is true love, sex
is a satisfying act that brings you closer. But where there is no love and no commitment,
you will feel incredibly empty and let down after the act, almost as if you had done
something wrong and illegal, they gave you what you said you wanted — but deep down
you know that it wasn’t what you really wanted.
Sex is the most beautiful act, which a man and woman in love can do together. So why do
many people feel so rotten after having it? The longing for sex which builds up inside, is
really a longing for intimacy. Trying to have sex before you have achieved spiritual and
emotional intimacy is putting the cart before the horse, and gets you nowhere. Don’t use
sex to try to achieve intimacy in marriage.
In marriage there will be times when you have both got into your separate routines and the
intimacy you have built up may begin to evaporate. Romance each other first so that your
desire for sex springs from a much deeper desire to unite and become one.
✴

Deepen Your Attraction To Your Spouse

In instructing you not to commit adultery, it also requires that you redirect all that sexual
energy into the relationship itself, to deepen and enrich the erotic bond rather than letting it
be concealed by boredom and complacency. If we reach deeper within our relationship,
rather than across to a new partner, into the recesses of our own and our partner’s spirit
and soul, we will come upon amazing new discoveries and richness. Focus all your sexual
and emotional energy INTO your relationship to deepen the bond between you and your
spouse.

(8)Sincerity
Exodus&20:15!“15!!You!shall!not!steal.”

✴

Respect For Others ... The Real
Importance Of Not Stealing

Respect can be best defined as acknowledging
someone else’s humanity and the rights that follow
from their being your equal. The way to show respect
for another person is by being sincere and honest in
all your dealings with them, never trying to
manipulate them.
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✴

Stick To Your Principles

Never underestimate the power of honesty. By showing yourself to be principled you are
displaying immense strength of character.
✴

Do Not Steal Someone’s Heart

Stealing someone’s emotions, manipulating people and creating a false sense of intimacy
by saying things we don’t mean, is a grave sin. Once found out, it will never be forgotten.
Always be sincere. Our hearts must be in all our words and actions. Everything you do
must be motivated by a genuine desire to make your partner happy. Do not steal or break
your spouse’s heart. Once you become a master of manipulation, you will be so in love
with yourself and your own desires that you will have nothing left to give anyone else.
Proverbs&27:19!“19!As!in!water!face!answers!to!and!reﬂects!face,!so!the!heart!of!man!to!man.”

✴

Returning Affection Measure For Measure

The prohibition on stealing teaches us that there must be give-and-take in all our dealing.
If we take something, then we must give equally in return, otherwise we are stealing. Be
creative and resourceful, and always try to think of ways to show your spouse that you
appreciate them.
The definition of a romantic gesture is one undertaken with the sole intent of making your
spouse feel cherished and special. Any ulterior motive destroys the romance.
✴

Don’t Steal Your Spouse Away From Their Family

Don’t try to take over your spouse’s life so that they begin to resent you. If you find
yourself becoming too demanding and domineering, take a step back and analyze what
you are really doing. Keep in mind that even in marriage your spouse is still an individual
with the need for individual freedom. In addition to being destructive, this is a classic sign
of insecurity. Don’t be so insecure that you feel jealous and unhappy with how close they
are to their families. A romantic relationship should be something that adds to one’s family
life rather than detracts from it.
✴

The Penalty For Stealing ... And How To Make Up For It

The penalty for stealing recommended by the Bible is full compensation of the amount
stolen, and an equal amount paid as a fine. By stealing, the thief has betrayed his
fundamental lack of empathy with his victim. Had he known what it feels like to be robbed,
he would not steal. In being forced to pay a fine, the thief can be made to understand how
such drastic loss of property is hurtful. There is a lesson here for healing wounds in your
relationships. All too often you will find yourself causing pain and offense to your spouse.
See yourself as having stolen love from your relationship, and apply the Biblical penalty to
yourself. For every measure of pain you caused your spouse, now bring him/her two
measures of joy. For every neglectful incident, be twice as attentive the next time you
meet.
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Numbers&5:5*7!“5!!And!the!LORD!said!to!Moses,!6! !Say!to!the!Israelites,!When!a!man!or!woman!commits!
any!sin!that!men!commit!by!breaking!faith!with!the!LORD,!and!that!person!is!guilty,!7!!Then!he!shall!confess!
the!sin!which!he!has!commiged,!and!he!shall!make!resMtuMon!for!his!wrong!in!full,!and!add!a!ﬁih!to!it,!and!
give!it!to!him!whom!he!has!wronged.”

If you make a mistake, admit it and promise humbly not to do it again, they will find it
easier to forgive you. Learning to say sorry is one of the most important things you can
learn to do within a relationship.

(9)Trust
Exodus&20:16!“16! !You!shall!not!witness!falsely!
against!your!neighbor.”

✴

A Good Name

Essentially, the Ninth Commandment
sets out to help us improve our
character as well as our reputation. It
tells us to make our reputation match
our character, and vice versa.
✴

The Power Of Gossip

The Ninth Commandment prohibits
any form of gossip. “In vain” comes to
mean destroying somebody’s reputation just for your own entertainment.
What is
especially tragic about gossip is that its damage is irreversible. You can never take your
words back, or know how far they may have spread. There is nothing positive to be
gained by it, except a bit of cheap entertainment at someone else’s expense. It exists only
to highlight human failings. The literal meaning of the Ninth Commandment is not merely
“Do not bear false witness”, but even more, “Do not answer or repeat false witness”. Do
not repeat what someone else has told you, but only testify about what you have
experienced. By gossiping you are demonstrating that you are a person who doesn’t mind
hurting someone else, that you are indiscreet and lack confidentiality.
✴

Sharing Yourself

Do not be afraid to disclose personal experiences, even your deepest pain, with your
spouse. Be open and honest. Your trust will grow their trust, your openness will create a
mirror reflection, and you will bring them out of their shell, thereby creating instant
intimacy.
✴

Friends, Enemies, And Strangers

The saddest thing is when someone you love becomes a stranger. A woman can be
married to a man for twenty years and then discover that for the past five years he has
been keeping a mistress. At that moment, he becomes a stranger to her.
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She no longer trusts him. A relationship is about making yourself vulnerable to someone,
lowering your defenses, trusting them absolutely. In marriage, your spouse will come to
trust you not to hurt them. They will trust that you are who you say you are, and mean
what you say. Don’t build up their expectations only to disappoint them.

(10)Contentment
Exodus& 20:17! “17! You! shall!not! covet! your! neighbor’s! house,!
your!neighbor’s!wife,!or!his!manservant,!or!his!maidservant,!or!
his!ox,!or!his!donkey,!or!anything!that!is!your!neighbor’s.![Luke!
12:15;!Col.!3:5.]”

✴

Being Happy With What You’ve Got

Coveting is an emotion — not an action. A person
covets secretly in his heart, and may never reveal it.
Unlike stealing or murder, coveting cannot be perceived by outsiders, and therefore is
impossible to supervise. The Tenth Commandment brings us around, full circle to the First
Commandment, which is also pretty unusual in what it demands. What do these two
commandments have in common? They both aim to ingrain in us peace of mind in a
sense of contentment.
✴

The Importance Of Contentment In Your Marriage

The First Commandment teaches that by subordinating ourselves to the One GOD and
giving Him primacy, we can trust that everything that happens to us is for the best. There
is a plan to Creation. The Tenth Commandment reinforces this by telling us not to yearn
for what we do not have, because what we do have is enough. Someone who covets
always breaks both commandments. It is a denial of GOD’s Abundance.
To succeed in marriage, you must feel and believe that you were created to make
someone else happy, that happiness is something everyone is entitled to; that it is a
birthright; and that you can give it to the one you love. Don’t keep looking around to see if
other people are getting a better deal.
Nothing happens by accident. The Almighty has a soul mate intended for each and every
one of us. And when a couple that are meant to be together separate, we are told that
GOD weeps for this disruption of His plans.
A belief that GOD brought us together inspires us to try much harder. This is the reason
that the Tenth Commandment closes the circle originally opened by the First
Commandment, “I am the LORD your GOD”.
Someone who believes in GOD will be satisfied with what he has as a blessing from GOD,
and will never covet anything belonging to another man. He will accept that he should
exert every effort to make GOD’s Blessing work for him.
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✴

Contentment And Self-Confidence

The most attractive features you can develop is your self-confidence. And contentment is
the key to this development. A relationship needs constant nourishment. Just as food has
ingredients that sustain and nurture the body, so too a relationship has its vital ingredients.
It needs regular deposits of love, joy, attentiveness, romance, physical embrace,
spontaneity and time spent together. But don’t waste time moaning about what you lack.
✴

Is It Ever Okay To Covet?

Covetousness is a feeling, and all our emotions, being GOD given, have a good purpose
as well as the possibility of misuse. It is the misuse that we are warned against. How does
this apply to marriage? Use the good side of covetousness — the desire to expand your
horizons and improve your lot — as something to be shared, not something just to feed
your own ego. If your desire is to be something special, define that specialness by your
capacity to make someone else feel special.
✴

The Chaotic Quest For “The Best”

They say that when women first start dating, their fantasy perfect man is tall, dark and
handsome. At the age of twenty-five they change it to tall, dark and handsome with
money. At thirty-five, they change it again to tall, dark and handsome with money and a
brain. At forty-eighty, it’s a man with hair. And at sixty-six, a man.
Because they date so much, men are becoming experts in women, and women are
becoming experts in men. An expert is someone who can spot the flaws and point out the
imperfections. Even within a loving, long-term relationship, people still feel they are being
compared and evaluated — as though they were an achievement rather than a spouse.
While the essence of love is to be subjective, increasingly we are becoming objective
about other people, so that we are unable to love them.
And because we are unable to love, we cannot feel connected or make any commitment to
them. This is why we are always dissatisfied, and why we start to covet some stranger
instead of being happy with the person we are with.
✴

Never Become Complacent

While you should feel completely comfortable and “right” with your spouse, do not allow
this sense of comfort to slip into one of complacency. If they have become too secure and
familiar for you, you may start to covet your freedom to be single, yearn for the excitement
of the chase again, since you have long since forgotten how lonely that was.
One of the reasons we fight with our partners, and sometimes even allow a petty squabble
to undo years of love and devotion, is because we lose all sense of proportion. We fight
and focus only on the current raw emotions, the hurtful things our partner has just said,
and we forget at that moment all the love and devotion that they have shown us over the
years. By consciously remembering all the good things our partner has done for us, we
can avoid the temptation to break up.
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✴

Dealing With “Marriage Envy”

Every day you will see storybook couples, madly in love with one another. Everything
looks good about them — it seems flawless. When you look at your spouse, you’ll see his
or her flaws and believe this is proof positive that you are not truly happy. Coveting
another person’s happiness is just as wrong as coveting their property.
✴

Do Not Covet Your Neighbors Wife ... Or Everything

Note that the Tenth Commandment emphatically uses the words “everything” in
prescribing the act of coveting. We tend to covet selectively, rather than perceive the
entire picture when it comes to the object of our desire. But you can’t covet selectively. If
you want to be him, it’s got to come with everything.
✴

The Importance Of Jealousy

The Tenth Commandment prohibits coveting another man’s wife. But it allows you to covet
your own wife. So often a couple begins to date and get married, but then the spark is
lost. Their mutual sexual attraction tapers off and the intense feelings fade. For sexual
attraction to thrive, the sexual relationship has to seem new. Godly jealousy is the key to
keeping sexual attraction alive. It is our most intense emotion, and rather than burying it,
we should employ it for beneficial use within our relationship.
✴

Coveting Yourself: The Perils Of Materialism And Greed

Although the Tenth Commandment specifically forbids coveting someone else’s property,
the prohibition applies equally to coveting your own property. In other words, don’t be
materialistic. Once you begin to define your happiness and security by what you have
done, you begin to find human beings dispensable, and your inherent ability to love and be
loved will become muffled. Generous people attract others to them, while misers are a
turn-off. A charitable man is a caring man. Truly romantic men and women are people
who give themselves instead of their possessions to another person. They give their time,
their attention, and their love. So don’t take the easy way out, and substitute yourself with
lavish gifts and other material gestures of affection.

In summary …
Marriage is about finding someone
who makes you feel special. It is
enjoyed and prospers specifically
among those who believe, deep in
their hearts, that they were created
primarily to make someone else
happy. Therefore, always remember,
you are unique, just like everyone
else.
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The Purpose
of Family,
in the Work
of Raising
Children
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Today, the concept of family values, happy families, and so forth, are considered a rarity.
With the modern thinking of same-sex marriages, raising children with a non-gender
identity, and other humanistic concepts, the definition of a family is changing.
Most modern governments now focus on a concept of “human rights” — these “rights”
allocate legitimacy to certain behavior that has now become the acceptable norm —
political correct … however we seldom see that the principle of cause and effect come into
play — where people accept responsibility to the action of mankind.
As part of the current debate, we will find numerous books on the topic of what exactly is
the differentiation between man and woman. In some cases, we see that there is a deep
desire to remove all differences. In others there is a desire to retain age-old differences of
male authority and female submission.
The real question is — what does the WORD OF
GOD have to say about this? And why would it be
important?
In the Book of Genesis, we read about GOD’s Idea
of the role of mankind. We see a picture of absolute
UNITY, where Adam and Eve are ONE, in alignment
with the purpose — described as “naked and
unashamed”.
We see here that each one complimented the other,
and that the two TOGETHER, made up the Image
of GOD.
And, it was as a UNIT that they were mandated to:
•

Keep,

•

And guard the Garden.

It would seem to me that walking in oneness/unity in marriage has to be about joint
responsibility/accountability — and not as the world will tell you — about the delegation of
roles.

(A)To recognize each other [husband and wife] as equal and
opposite.
The following notes give you an idea of what the word “helper” really means. We also see
a different picture of the role that a spouse is supposed to play. When we understand this
view, we can now say — it’s very clear why GOD wanted a man and a woman to come
together in a marriage. It’s very clear that the attributes of BOTH persons are needed in
order to deal with the challenges of this current world.
And it’s now certain that, for Godly children to be raised, we need the combined force of
BOTH father and mother operating at their full potential.
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EZER KENEGDO: Power and Strength 3
Usages of 'ezer’ in the Old Testament show that in most cases GOD is an
'Ezer’ to human beings, which calls to question if the word "helper" is a valid
interpretation of 'ezer in any instance it is used. "Evidence indicates that the
word 'ezer’ originally had two roots, each beginning with different guttural
sounds. One meant "power" and the other "strength." As time passed, the
two guttural sounds merged, but the meanings remained the same.
She was to be his "helper" — at least that is how most of the translations
have interpreted this word. A sample of the translations 4 reads as follows:
“I shall make a helper fit for him' (RSV);
‘I will make a fitting helper for him” (New Jewish Publication Society);
“I will make an aid fit for him” (AB);
“I will make him a helpmate” (JB);
“I will make a suitable partner for him” (NAB);
“I will make him a helper comparable to him” (NKJV)5
However, the customary translation of the two words `ezer kenegdo as
"helper fit” is almost certainly wrong.
Recently R. David Freedman has pointed out that the Hebrew word ezer is a
combination of two roots: `-z-r’, meaning "to rescue, to save," and g-z-r,
meaning "to be strong."
The difference between the two is the first letter in Hebrew. Today that letter
is silent in Hebrew; but in ancient times, it was a guttural sound formed in the
back of the throat.
The "g" was a ghayyin, and it came to use the same Hebrew symbol as the
other sound, `ayin. But the fact that they were pronounced differently is clear
from such place names which preserve the "g" sound, such as Gaza or
Gomorrah. Some Semitic languages distinguished between these two signs
and others did not.
For example, Ugaritic did make a distinction between the `ayin and the
ghayyin; Hebrew did not.6

3!Taken!from:!hCp://www.godswordtowomen.org/ezerkenegdo.htm!
4!The!arGcle!by!William!Sulik!explains!this!point!quite!well.!He!references!R.!David!

Freedman!and!Biblical!Archaeology!Review!9![1983]:!56U58).

5 !Source:! Hard!Sayings!of!the!Bible!by!Walter!C.!Kaiser,!Peter! H.!Davids,!F.!F.!Bruce,!

and!Manfred!Brauch]!

6!(R.!David!Freedman,!"Woman,!a!Power!Equal!to!a!Man,"!Biblical!Archaeology!Review!9!

[1983]:!56U58).
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It would appear that sometime around 1500 B.C., these two signs began to
be represented by one sign in Phoenician. Consequently, the two
"phonemes" merged into one "grapheme."
What had been two different roots merged
into one, much as in English the one word
"fast" can refer to a person's speed,
abstinence from food, his or her slyness in
a "fast deal," or the adamant way in which
someone holds "fast" to positions.
The noun `ezer’ occurs twenty-one times
in the Old Testament. In many of the
passages, it is used in parallelism to
words that clearly denote strength or
power. Some examples are:
Deuteronomy 33:26 "There is none like the GOD of Jeshurun, The Rider
of the Heavens in Your strength (`-z-r), and on the clouds in His majesty."
Deuteronomy 33:29 "Blessed are you, O Israel! Who is like you, a people
saved by the LORD? He is the shield of your strength (`-z-r) and the sword
of your majesty."
The case that begins to build is that we can be sure that `ezer’ means
"strength" or "power" whenever it is used in parallelism with words for
majesty or other words for power such as `oz’ or `uzzo’. In fact, the
presence of two names for one king, Azariah and Uzziah, both referring to
GOD's Strength, makes it abundantly clear that the root `ezer’ meaning
"strength" was known in Hebrew.
Therefore, could we conclude that Genesis 2:18 be translated as "I will
make a power [or strength] corresponding to man."
Freedman even suggests on the basis of later Hebrew that the second word
in the Hebrew expression found in this verse should be rendered equal to
him. If so, then GOD makes for the man a woman fully his equal and fully his
match. In this way, the man's loneliness will be diminished.
The same line of reasoning occurs with the apostle Paul, who urged in:
1 Corinthians 11:10, "For this reason, a woman must have power [or
authority] on her head [that is to say, invested in her]."
This line of reasoning, which stresses full equality, is continued in Genesis
2:23 where Adam says of Eve: “This is now bone of my bones and flesh of
my flesh; she shall be called ‘woman,' for she was taken out of man."
The idiomatic sense of this phrase "bone of my bones" is a "very close
relative" to "one of us" or in effect "our equal."
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The woman was never meant to be an assistant or "helpmate" to the man.
The word "mate" slipped into English since it was so close to the Old English
word "meet," which means "fit to" or "corresponding to" the man which
comes from the phrase that likely means "equal to”.
What GOD had intended, then, was to make a "power" or "strength" for
the man who would in every way "correspond to him" or even "be his
equal."
The Torah Study for Reform Jews says:
"From the time of creation, relationships between spouses have at times
been adversarial. In Genesis 2:18, GOD calls woman an ezer kenegdo, a
"helper against him." The great commentator Rashi takes the term literally to
make a wonderful point:
"If he [Adam] is worthy, [she will be] a help [ezer]. If he is not worthy [she will
be] against him [kenegdo] for strife."
This Jewish study also described man and woman facing each other with
arms raised holding an arch between them, giving a beautiful picture of equal
responsibility.

(B)Parents are to be role-models in raising children.
The passage that most clearly sets out the boundary/dimension of the place where you
raise children is Deuteronomy 6:1-10. Let’s look at the passage point by point …
1. NOW& THIS& is& the& instruc1on,& the& laws,& and& the& precepts& which& the& LORD& your& GOD&
commanded& me&to& teach& you,& that& you& might& do& them&in& the& land& to& which& you& go& to&
possess&it,&
Here we see that we each get apportion of land — one aspect of that land is defined as a
family, and the legacy that goes with it.
We have been given a “job” to do, a purpose, a destiny … we are to raise Godly children
that reflect the Light of the Messiah.
A wonderful proverb gives us this direction, to prepare a way for the children to walk upon:
Proverbs&4:26!Level!the!path!for!your!feet,!let!all!your!ways!be!properly!prepared;

2. That&you&may&[reverently]&fear&the&LORD&your&GOD,&you&and&your&son&and&your&son’s&son,&
and&keep& all&His&statutes&and& His&commandments&which& I&command& you& all&the&days&of&
your&life,&and&that&your&days&may&be&prolonged.&
If you choose to walk in GOD’s Pathways — and most importantly — keep these
Commandments that pertain to the training and growing up of your children, then you will
have long life.
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3. Hear&therefore,&O& Israel,& and& be& watchful&to&do& them,& that&it&may&be& well&with& you&and&
that&you& may&increase&exceedingly,&as&the&LORD,& the&GOD&of&your& fathers,&has&promised&
you,&in&a&land&ﬂowing&with&milk&and&honey.&
We have a very assuring Promise — if you and I are obedient, and diligently train up our
children in GOD’s Ways, WE WILL BE BLESSED.
4. Hear,&O&Israel:&the&LORD&our&GOD&is&one&LORD&[the&only&LORD].&
5. And& you& shall& love& the& LORD&your& GOD&with& all& your& [mind& and]& heart& and& with& your&
en1re&being&and&with&all&your&might.&
The very FIRST action that a couple must do is to understand the WORD, and listen to the
Holy Spirit to interpret the actions that GOD wants us to follow. You see, we can only love
GOD FULLY as we hear and obey.
How do we love GOD and keep all unholy and unclean thoughts/ideas out of our heart?
How do I keep the “old man” from taking center stage?
6. And&these&words&which&I&am&commanding&you&this&day&shall&be&[ﬁrst]&in&your&[own]&minds&
and&hearts;
Here is our ANSWER … but now the next question
is, how do I put these words on my heart?
I make a commitment to DO whatever GOD asks me
to do. Whatever is in my heart will be revealed in my
words and my actions. It’s easy to say nice things,
but the proof of the pudding is in the “EATING”, and
my children will “taste” to see if my words and my
deeds match.
Children will be Godly children when they repeat
the Godly actions that they see in the parents. Let’s
be frank — any un-Godly behavior by a child will be
a reflection of un-Godly attitudes from the parents.
7. You&shall&whet&and&sharpen&them&so& as&to&make&them&penetrate,&and&teach&and& impress&
them&diligently&upon&the&[minds&and]&hearts&of&your&children,&and&shall&talk&of&them&when&
you&sit& in&your&house&and& when& you&walk&by&the&way,& and&when&you& lie&down&and& when&
you&rise&up.&
8. And& you& shall& bind& them& as& a& sign& upon& your& hand,& and& they& shall& be& as& frontlets&
(forehead&bands)&between&your&eyes.&
9. And&you&shall&write&them&upon&the&doorposts&of&your&house&and&on&your&gates.&
How clear. You cannot slack down for one minute. Every single moment of the day, I must
hear from GOD and DO …
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This must be such a routine that the children start to understand and see the Will of GOD,
the blessing of a life of obedience, and the benefits of being inside of the Covenant
Boundary7 .
We can see some very interesting ways in which obedience to this Commandment is
manifested:
•

A PHYSICAL object with a parchment of the WORD wrapped inside is fastened
onto the doorpost.

•

In the spiritual — the acts of Bible study, the hours of prayer, the words of
encouragement, and the gift of love that a parent pours into a child, all BECOME
the same marker of GOD’s Promises.

10. And&when&the&LORD&your&GOD&brings&you&into&the&land&which&He&swore&to&your&fathers,&to&
Abraham,& Isaac,&and& Jacob,& to& give&you,& with& great& and& goodly&ci1es&which& you& did&not&
build,&
Children must see that WE WALK IN VICTORY when we follow the KING.
A ring is a symbol of a wedding vow … it’s also the symbol of your marriage-Covenant with
GOD. Children must learn to recognize the stones that make up the perimeter of this
Covenant.
Do you have boundary stones of LOVE, RESPECT, TRUTH, INTEGRITY?
Do you role-model a Covenant space?
Do you love your wife?
Does your wife show respect to you?

Most of all, do you always walk in Oneness?

7!GOD’s!Commandments/InstrucGons/Word!mark!for!us!the!“boundaries”!within!which!we!

are!to!live.!When!we!stay!within!GOD’s!Boundaries,!we!will!be!PROTECTED!and!BLESSED!!
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Keeping the
Commandment
to be “Fruitful
and Multiply”
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We have seen that the basis of any family, is the marriage of covenantal ONENESS. Both
parties come together to separate themselves, forever, from all other people.
We have also seen that the family unit forms the perfect domain/space where any child will
be safe, loved, and nurtured — purely because they are inside of the covenantal boundary.
The most critical aspects that keep this covenant in place are recognizing each other as
equal, but different, and the commitment to role-model GOD’s Plans diligently.
However, a family is not keeping GOD’s Commandments until they are fruitful and are
multiplying:
Genesis&1:27*28&!So!GOD!created!man!in!His!own!image,!in!the!image!and!likeness!of!GOD!He!created!him;!
male!and!female!He!created!them.!28!!And!GOD!blessed!them!and!said!to!them,!Be!fruimul,!mulMply,!and!ﬁll!
the! earth,!and!subdue! it! [using!all!its! vast!resources! in!the! service! of! GOD!and!man];! and!have! dominion!
over!the!ﬁsh!of!the!sea,!the!birds!of!the!air,!and!over!every!living!creature!that!moves!upon!the!earth.
Genesis&4:1*2& !AND!ADAM! knew!Eve!as! his!wife,!and!she!became! pregnant!and!bore! Cain;!and!she! said,!I!
have!gogen!and!gained!a!man!with!the! help!of!the! LORD.!2!!And![next]!she! gave!birth!to!his!brother!Abel.!
Now!Abel!was!a!keeper!of!sheep,!but!Cain!was!a!Mller!of!the!ground.

This Commandment is not a request, or an item for possible consideration — it’s part of
GOD’s Ultimate Plan.
After the judgment of the Great Flood, the very first thing that GOD tells Noah to do, is be
fruitful and multiply:
Genesis& 9:1& !AND!GOD!pronounced!a!blessing!upon!Noah!and! his! sons! and!said!to!them,! Be! fruimul! and!
mulMply!and!ﬁll!the!earth.

So we can see that it’s a Commandment that is
still in operation today. Having children is a
natural outcome of a Godly marriage. It is also
the sign of GODs Blessing on the union.
We have allowed the “world” system to challenge
this thinking. Having and raising Godly children
is not seen as man’s primary function in life …
the obvious pressure of daily living — costs of
food, education, etc. — have allowed humanistic
governments the opportunity to meddle in this
aspect of GOD’s Plan.
As a result, parents sometime “decide” how many children they will have. These decisions
are not always made on the level of income that a family has, but more often than not, are
the result of an egotistical thought process where either one or both of the parents think
more about their career choice and business opportunity than “listening” to the Holy Spirit.
Sometimes, we have the government determining how many children may be born [China
for example, where a limit of one is the norm].
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Some say the world is over populated — what is more concerning, is the rising numbers of
people choosing not to “work” for a living, but who want to live on hand-puts. A wellmeaning, but un-Biblical concept, has come to light — believers in the Messiah are now
choosing to disregard this GOD’s Commandment to multiply, but will adopt other unwanted
children.
In many lands/cultures, women and babies are treated dismally. Girls are often secondclass citizens — but more importantly, are often not educated. They are abused and
denied the right to equal opportunity.
It’s safe to say the worlds concept/value of children is certainly in disarray.

Children are a blessing.
GOD’s Plan was always that man would multiply.
A. The very essence of Abraham’s blessing, is that:
a. He would be blessed with many descendants/children.
b. He and his family would be a blessing to the rest of creation, because the
Light of GOD would be revealed in them.
B. GOD has special place in His Heart for women that are “barren”. Although these
Biblical women sometimes wait a long time, we see that GOD “remembers” them.
C. After the fall, women have the “curse”
that childbirth will be a painful experience
— but included in that word is the
promise that the Seed/Messiah would
come into this world through a woman’s
childbirth experience.
D. GOD is intimately involved in the
creation of each child. We read that
GOD is involved in the formation of the
child in the womb — it’s important to
Him.
Isaiah&44:24& !Thus!says!the!LORD,!your!Redeemer,!and!
He! Who!formed! you! from! the! womb:! I! am! the! LORD,!
Who! made! all! things,! Who! alone! stretched! out! the!
heavens,!Who!spread!out!the!earth!by!Myself![who!was!
with!Me]?
Isaiah&49:5& !And! now,!says! the! LORD—Who!formed!me! from!the!womb!to!be!His! servant! to! bring!Jacob!
back!to!Him!and!that!Israel!might!be!gathered!to!Him!and!not!be!swept!away,!for!I!am!honorable!in!the!
eyes!of!the!LORD!and!my!GOD!has!become!my!strength—

So should it be for us who proclaim His Name.
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Expecting the baby :)
The intention is not to duplicate notes that already exist8.
The critical points for consideration here are:
•

Bless the baby as soon as you hear the news. Connect baby’s spirit to GOD’s
Spirit.

•

Make prophetic declarations of ACCEPTANCE, and celebrate the covenantal
promise that is being realized.

•

Ask GOD to guide you in the giving of the name. Names have prophetic destiny.

•

Prepare your heart/mind/soul for the life-long work that awaits you. You will be
responsible to guide the child into the full potential that GOD has destined for them.

•

Make a covenantal commitment to reflect the Light/Character of GOD to this child
every day of your life.

8!For!prayers,!peGGons,!and!blessings!regarding!pregnancy!and!children,!please!see!our!

book:!“Preparing,!ExpecMng,!And!Welcoming!Our!Next!GeneraMon”.
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“Rules” vs.
Godly
Discipline
and the
RoleModeling of
Values
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It’s often the case that our own parents did not start off in a Godly manner, or only started
walking in the Footsteps of GOD much later on in life. Sometimes we come from broken
homes, where our parents were wounded, and had not yet been shown how to deal with
these hurts.
A path of forgiveness will often be stunted, if those who hurt refuse to make restitution.
A child in such a home, will in all probability, also end up with a perverted view of what a
GODLY relationship is. If parents were not exposed to a role-model of Godly parenting,
they will not have a good example to follow. Although they start out with the very best of
intentions, inevitably they will have to find some “system” that they can use to make sense
out of the complex job of parenting.
It’s here that the world system steps in to help. This world system is based on a structure:
the biggest — or the boss, or the parent — are at the top. Whatever they say … becomes
the norm.
Instead of walking the walk, they talk the talk — i.e., they tell you what to do, but very often
do something very different.
This double standard becomes confusing, manipulative,
and sometimes criminal.
And we set RULES … rules make you feel safe — rules
define the way that I force you to react — and any
challenge to the rules is regarded as rebellion.
NOTE — not all RULES are BAD … but when they are
based on un-Godly principles, they are totally
unacceptable.
Another truth about rules — they only work if the
circumstances are EXACTLY the SAME EVERY time.
The moment we have any deviation from the norm, then
the rules cannot GUARANTEE a consistent result.
The greater the degree of VARIANCE from the norm, the greater the risk for a wrong
result.
Our children enter a world where the conditions/circumstances change EVERY NOW AND
THEN — CONSTANTLY in fact … how do you expect your child to be able to analyze and
interpret the changes going on around them [remember, not only are the circumstances
changing, but the people that we meet are not always walking in integrity, and so these
people could be manipulating, lying, cheating, etc.] how will a set of rules guide them to a
safe harbor … ?
In this study, we have only listed four attributes/values. There are more — we encourage
you to please identify some of the others, and see how you could apply the same
principles in analyzing them.
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1.

We need to raise children that are independent, adaptable, and
who have courage to face the seemingly impossible.

We need to raise children that are independent, adaptable, and who have courage to face
the seemingly impossible.
For this we need to teach values/principles — lessons that can be taken and applied to
different circumstances, and if the application is correct, then we could expect a successful
outcome. The ability to think, to evaluate, to make a judgment call based on many “trialruns” in the home, should have the right result in the “wilderness” when they are adults
and facing difficult circumstances.
•

Parents are to cultivate and encourage inner strength in their
children , to stand for justice with courage.

No matter where we go, there will always be those who are cleverer, speak more
eloquently, or who are stronger than you are … the world also has a way of dominating its
will and norms on others.
All to often, the underdog/the woman/the children are subjected to various forms of abuse
and even slavery. The norm in the world is to turn away, and not get involved … it’s then
that those who are weaker really suffer.
Parents need to teach children to have COURAGE. It’s not something that you can teach
like Mathematics, English, etc. … you cannot draw pictures of courage.
Courage is only taught in the physical walk of life. Even the greatest of leaders like
Joshua, was encouraged by Moses on no fewer than three times to BE STRONG and
TAKE COURAGE.
COURAGE can be defined as — “The quality or state of mind/spirit enabling a child to face
danger/hardship with confidence, or resolution — the ability to disregard fear”.
The Bible defines courage as:
•

Confidence in speech (Acts 4:12).

•

Moral excellence (2 Chronicles 15:8).

•

Courage of one’s convictions (Hebrews 13:6).

Let’s do a little test — answer the questions as TRUE or FALSE:

Ques%on

TRUE

Do you stand up for what is right, even if you are alone?
Fear of failure does not prevent me from trying things.
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FALSE

Ques%on

TRUE

FALSE

I don’t draw back to peer pressure.
I never ridicule others.
Let’s look at some examples of people of courage …
•

The woman DEBORAH:
o She was not afraid to give words of prophecy and direction to her people —
nor to go to war at the right hand of the general, when the people of Israel
where under bondage to a pagan king.

•

The man CALEB:
o He is willing to enter the Land of Canaan
— he sees the giants, but believes with
his whole heart that they can be
defeated.
o He faces the other ten princes who want
to stone him, when he chooses to speak
words of faith (that the children of Israel
could possess the Land).
o He walks in obedience to GOD’s
Decree for forty years in the wilderness,
for a sin he did not commit.
o And at 80 is ready to go to war against
the giants.

What makes some people to be courageous … and others not?

It’s the lessons that parents give that make the difference:
•

Give them love.

Love casts out fear. If your children know that home is a safe haven, and that their parents
will back them up at all times … then they will learn the truth that GOD will also always be
faithful. The consistency of an earthly father will translate into a secure child.
•

Give them heroes.

Take the stories from the Bible — teach of the normal men and women who also made
mistakes, but who stood for those who were less fortunate. Look for real life people — in
the news, at the school, etc. — who exhibit the same characteristics.
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•

Share your experience.

Tell the children about people who you have met, who have reacted in a Godly way …
stop to show the example of people who stand up for the weak. Also show the example
where men misuse/abuse others … let your children talk to those who have been abused
— let them hear the pain/hurt/despair firsthand (with discretion for their age of course).
•

As parents, be courageous.

Every now and then you will be called upon to make a difficult decision — a family dispute,
a rebellious child … make these difficult decisions, and let your children see the pain and
the sacrifice that was made.
•

Stand by your child.

This point is best illustrated by a true story … a well known 400m athlete is about to race
one of the biggest races of his life. Halfway around the bend, he pulls up quickly, as one of
his muscles tears. He gets up to “walk” the rest of the race.
From the stands, an elderly man steps down, joins the man — and arm in arm, together,
walk to the end.
That man was his father …
2.

Parents are to teach their children to give kindness and mercy,
with compassion.

The kindness is defined as “having or showing a tender, considerate nature”.
Kindness is not something that you are — it’s something that you DO. It must be
demonstrated or practiced.
•

Kindness is an evidence of love … it expresses goodwill.

•

Kindness is impartial … it will not show to some, and not to others.

•

Kindness is not fickle … you cannot switch it on and then switch it off.

•

Kindness is not given based on worthiness/worth … but rather given to those who
need it the most.

How then do you learn to be kind-hearted?
a) Parents4are4to4teach4their4children4the4lesson4of4GOD’s4PRINCIPLE4of4SOWING4and4

REAPING.

Kindness is a seed that must be sown — “for whatever a man sows, that and only that will
he reap” (Galatians 6:7).
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Joshua&2:12!So,!please,!swear!to!me!by!the!LORD!that,!since!I!have!been!kind!to!you,!you!will!also!be!kind!to!
my!father's!family.!Give!me!some!evidence!of!your!good!faith,
1&Kings&2:7!But!show!kindness!to!the!sons!of!Barzillai!the!Gileadite.!Include!them!with!those!who!eat!at!your!
table,!because!they!came!and!stood!with!me!when!I!was!ﬂeeing!from!Gileadite!your!brother.

And the most powerful example — that of the unforgiving debtor:
Machew&18:23*33!23!!Because!of!this,!the!Kingdom!of!Heaven!may!be!compared!with!a!king!who!decided!
to! segle! accounts! with! his! depuMes.! 24! Right! away! they! brought! forward! a! man! who! owed! him! many!
millions;! 25! and! since! he! couldn't! pay,! his! master! ordered! that! he,! his! wife,! his! children! and! all! his!
possessions! be! sold!to! pay! the! debt.! 26! But! the! servant! fell!down!before! him.!`Be! paMent!with! me,'! he!
begged,!`and!I!will!pay!back! everything.'! 27!So!out!of! pity!for!him,!the!master!let!him!go!and!forgave! the!
debt.!28!"But!as!that!servant!was!leaving,!he!came!upon!one!of!his!fellow!servants!who!owed!him!some!Mny!
sum.!He! grabbed!him!and!began!to!choke! him,!crying,!`Pay!back!what!you!owe! me!'! 29!His!fellow!servant!
fell!before!him!and!begged,!`Be!paMent!with!me,!and!I!will!pay!you!back.'!30!But!he!refused;!instead,!he!had!
him!thrown!in!jail!unMl!he!should!repay!the!debt.!31!When!the!other!servants!saw!what!had!happened,!they!
were!extremely!distressed;!and!they!went!and!told!their!master!every!thing!that!had!taken!place.!32!Then!
the! master!summoned!his! servant!and!said,!`You!wicked!servant!!I!forgave! you!all!that!debt!just!because!
you!begged!me!to!do!it.!33!Shouldn't!you!have!had!pity!on!your!fellow!servant,!just!as!I!had!pity!on!you?'

b) Parents4are4to4teach4their4child4not4to4fear4being4taken4advantage4of.
Many times we see that our fellow man is dishonest, and we get misused/abused. Parents
are to teach their children the principle that GOD will honor our hearts … and HE will deal
with our enemy.
c) Parents4are4to4teach4the4children4to4be4humble4…4whatever4blessing4we4have,4be4

thankful4 —4but4do4not4start4to4 think4 that4the4blessing4 is4 the4work4 of4 your4 OWN4
hand.

d) Parents4are4to4teach4by4roleNmodeling4acts4of4kindness.4When4I4receive4kindness,4I4

will4learn4to4appreciate4how4others4will4experience4a4giQ4of4kindness.

3.

Parents are to raise their children to be humble, satisfied,
grateful, and happy with their potential.
Gratitude — being satisfied with what you have —
is really very tough … you see, it’s man’s inherent
nature to strive to be the best.
This goal-orientation nature creates in man a sense
of dissatisfaction whenever we feel that things
could be different. There is no limit to what you do
not have … and if this is your area of focus then
you will be endlessly unhappy and dissatisfied.
The Hebrew term for gratitude is “hakarat hatov”
and literally means “recognizing the good”.
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We feel that we are happy when we have more … however, gratitude says, no matter what
has happened to you — e.g., if you have lost your job, but still have family and your health
— then you have much to be grateful for. If you have cultivated this attribute of gratitude,
you will always see the good things that you have in this life.
•

Gratitude affirms.

•

Gratitude looks at the silver lining around the dark cloud.

•

Gratitude causes the heart to give thanks to everyone who does something good —
whether they meant it or not — and therefore will always be friends with JOY.

Leah calls her son Judah, which means: “I am grateful” — Leah was grateful because
GOD blessed her with a son … even though she was not really the “loved” wife.
In the ministry of Y’shua9 (Jesus), we see ten men are healed by the Messiah … but only
one returns to express his gratitude!

How do you learn to be grateful?
•

Teach your children gratitude by making a habit
out of being thankful. The simple lesson of
expressing thanks for each and every small
thing that you get given, makes you start to
realize the blessing that you have that others
may not have.

•

Cultivate a domain of PEACE around you, by a
continuous walk of prayer. The word SHALOM
is translated as peace, but also means “having
your hand on the neck of your enemy”. This
is not so much an act of warfare, but rather the
picture of the Garden of Eden, where the
enemy is kept outside. The peace of GOD
guards our inner person, and allows us to see
the blessing that we have.

•

Learn to do the work that you have (however boring/menial) diligently, and be
grateful for the opportunity to show the world that the Glory of GOD resides inside
of you.

9!Y’shua!(Hebrew)!is!Jesus’!real!name,!which!means!“SalvaGon”.!We!have!no!problem!with!

the!name!“Jesus”!—!it!is!merely!the!Greek!transliteraGon!of!“Y’shua”.!Jesus!is!the!name!
most!of!us!grew!up!with.!Remember!though,!Y’shua!was!a!Jew,!of!the!Tribe!of!Judah,!not!a!
Greek.!It’s!sort!of!like!this!…!when!you!come!to!know!someone’s!real!name,!you!want!to!
use!it,!hence!the!use!of!Y’shua!instead!of!Jesus.!Another!powerful!reason!to!use!Y’shua!is!
that!every!Gme!you!say!His!Name,!you!are!proclaiming!“SalvaGon”.!You!will!also!note!in!
some!places,!we!have!used!the!real!Name!of!the!FATHER,!YHVH.!The!Name!is!made!up!of!
the!Hebrew!leCers,!YodUHeyUVavUHey,!and!is!most!commonly!pronounced!“Yahweh”!or!
“Jehovah”.!Again,!we!have!chosen!to!use!this,!as!YHVH!is!the!FATHER’s!Name.
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4.

Parents are to teach their children to love their neighbour as
themselves.

This has been defined as the GREATEST Commandment. It’s a beacon of hope for all
who have been rejected and treated as second class, just because they do not have the
same talents or abilities that others have.
Machew& 22:33*39! 33! ! And! when! the! throng! heard! it,! they! were! astonished! and! ﬁlled! with! [glad]!
amazement! at! His! teaching.! 34! ! Now! when! the! Pharisees! heard! that! He! had! silenced! (muzzled)! the!
Sadducees,!they!gathered!together.!35! ! And!one! of! their!number,!a!lawyer,! asked!Him! a!quesMon!to!test!
Him.! “36! ! Teacher,! which! kind! of! commandment!is! great! and! important!(the! principal! kind)! in! the! Law?!
[Some!commandments! are! light—which!are!heavy?]”!37! !And!He! replied!to!him,!“You!shall!love!the!LORD!
your!GOD!with!all!your!heart!and!with!all!your!soul!and!with!all!your!mind!(intellect).!38! !This! is! the! great!
(most!important,!principal)!and!ﬁrst!commandment.!39!!And!a!second!is!like!it:!You!shall!love!your!neighbor!
as![you!do]!yourself.”
Deuteronomy& 6:5!And!you!are!to!love! the! LORD!your!GOD! with!all!your!heart,!all!your!being!and!all!your!
resources.
Levi1cus& 19:18!Don't!take! vengeance! on! or!bear! a!grudge! against! any! of! your! people;! rather,!love! your!
neighbor!as!yourself;!I!am!the!LORD.

But this is also the Commandment that men try to redefine as much as we can … you see,
it’s easy to love those that you like, or that smell nice, or that are good sportsmen … BUT
it’s not pleasant to love the smelly beggar and “those types”! And it is this type of behavior
that plays itself out in the story of the Good Samaritan …
Luke&10:25*37!25!!And!then!a!certain!lawyer!arose!to!try!(test,!tempt)!Him,!saying,!Teacher,!what!am!I!to!do!
to!inherit!everlasMng!life![that!is,!to!partake!of!eternal!salvaMon!in!the!Messiah’s!kingdom]?!26!!Jesus!said!to!
him,!What!is!wrigen!in!the!Law?!How!do!you!read!it?!27!!And!he!replied,!You!must!love!the!LORD!your!GOD!
with! all! your! heart! and! with! all! your! soul! and! with! all!your! strength! and! with! all! your! mind;! and! your!
neighbor!as!yourself.!28!!And!Jesus!said!to!him,!You!have!answered!correctly;!do!this,!and!you!will!live![enjoy!
acMve,!blessed,!endless!life!in!the!kingdom!of!GOD].!29! !And!he,!determined!to!acquit!himself! of! reproach,!
said! to! Jesus,!And! who!is! my!neighbor?! 30! ! Jesus,!taking!him!up,!replied,!A! certain!man! was! going!from!
Jerusalem!down!to!Jericho,!and!he!fell!among!robbers,!who!stripped!him!of!his!clothes!and!belongings! and!
beat! him! and! went! their! way,! [unconcernedly]! leaving! him! half! dead,! as! it! happened.! 31! ! Now! by!
coincidence!a!certain!priest!was! going!down!along!that!road,!and!when!he!saw! him,!he! passed!by!on!the!
other!side.!32! !A!Levite!likewise! came!down!to!the!place!and!saw!him,!and!passed!by!on!the!other!side![of!
the!road].!33!!But!a!certain!Samaritan,!as!he!traveled!along,!came!down!to!where!he!was;!and!when!he!saw!
him,!he!was!moved!with!pity!and!sympathy![for!him],!34!!And!went!to!him!and!dressed!his!wounds,!pouring!
on![them]!oil!and!wine.!Then!he!set!him!on!his!own!beast!and!brought!him!to!an!inn!and!took!care!of!him.!
35!!And!the!next!day!he!took!out!two!denarii![two!day’s!wages]! and!gave![them]!to!the!innkeeper,!saying,!
Take!care!of!him;!and!whatever!more!you!spend,!I![myself]!will!repay!you!when!I!return.!36!!Which!of!these!
three!do!you!think!proved!himself!a!neighbor!to!him!who!fell!among!the!robbers?!37!!He!answered,!The!one!
who!showed!pity!and!mercy!to!him.!And!Jesus!said!to!him,!Go!and!do!likewise.!

The young lawyer, knows the truth — he understands the intent behind the
Commandments … and yet tries to get authority from the Messiah to redefine the definition
of neighbor:
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•

We only mix with those of our culture (Hungarians, or Germans, or ___________).

•

We only mix with fellow believer’s ….

•

We only ________________ …

… it still happens today. The answer is clear: a neighbor is that person who reaches out to
ANYONE in need.
And then the Commandment: “Go and do likewise” …

How does a parent teach their children not to have un-Godly
prejudices?
•

Parents are to teach their children to seek out others in need.

Your reputation should not prevent you from recognizing all others as equal before GOD.
GOD loves us unconditionally … we must extent the same to others.
We must teach children that this does not mean giving money — it’s about helping people
to help themselves. (Remember, the poor can get some grain from the corner of the field
… but they must work to pick it up, Leviticus 23:22.)
•

Parents are to teach their children to bless those that persecute
them .

We should learn not to seek revenge. GOD says that HE will take revenge — and we
should leave it at that. The urge to “curse” is instinctive … we need to learn how to guard
our hearts.
•

Parents are to teach their children to be good listeners.

It’s so common to see that some people take over a conversation, or always have the best
answer, or interrupt others as they seek to say something.
James&1:19!Therefore,!my! dear!brothers,!let!every!person!be! quick! to!listen!but!slow!to!speak,!slow!to!get!
angry;

By listening, even if we cannot help, we show our neighbor real love.
•

Parents are to teach their children to respect boundaries10 .

There are boundaries to a home, to a person’s emotional being, to someone’s marriage,
work, etc. These personal boundaries must be respected.

10!For!a!more!detailed!study!on!boundaries!please!see!our!book!“Godly!Limits!With!

Children”!and!“Godly!Limits!In!RelaMonships”!
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When I recognize that someone is uncomfortable in a certain situation, and I speedily
move to cover the moment, I show them that I understand and care … people will feel safe
when I respect their boundaries.
•

Parents are to teach their children to be genuine/authentic.
In order to impress, we tend to put a
veneer of gloss — a false image over
the real ME. We also add to the truth to
make us look very good! Helping/loving
our neighbor can only come from a
pure heart.
Ask the question: “is it difficult to reach
out to someone in need?” If so, I would
suggest that you do some introspection
to see who the real you is …
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Building
Character
through
Discipline
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Discipline has been defined as the consequences (normally something negative) for an
action that is not acceptable to the community.
A Biblical definition is rather — “the training that develops self-control and character”.
From this perspective, discipline now has the expectation of a positive outcome … the
road taken may not always be pleasant, but the purpose is good.
A very good analogy was given to me recently. The person made use of the image of a
fruit tree.
An undisciplined tree is one that is planted, and then left to grow. Branches come out
from every side … small side shoots grow from the root system … branches that die are
left unattended. Pretty soon the tree is ugly, bent out of shape, and only bears very small,
useless fruit.
A disciplined tree, on the other hand, is regularly
pruned back to shape … old branches are
removed so that the air flows through the leaves.
When new shoots grow, these are trimmed into
the correct positions. The tree is pleasing to the
eye, and a joy to the heart — as in the right
season, it brings forth the fruit that is good to eat.
Trees that are regularly pruned — take for
example the vine, and how harshly it gets cut
back every year — bring forth much new growth
and a harvest that can be tuned into the finest
fruit, wine, or oils.
It’s much the same with a child …
An undisciplined child is arrogant, has a huge self-ego, and allows his emotions to revert
to the level of an animal — that of rage, violence, hatred, and abuse.
A disciplined child, on the other hand, has an even temperament, a moral value system,
and seeks to see the good in others — trained in SELF CONTROL.
The question now is … what sort of discipline is Biblically correct?
There are in fact some rather harsh sounding verses:
Proverbs&13:24!He!who!fails!to!use!a!sMck!hates!his!son,!but!he!who!loves!him!is!careful!to!discipline!him.
Proverbs& 22:15!Doing!wrong!is! ﬁrmly!Med!to!the!heart!of! a!child,!but!the! rod!of! discipline!will!drive! it!far!
away!from!him.
Proverbs&19:18!Discipline!your!child!while!there!is!hope,!but!don't!get!so!angry!that!you!kill!him!

But is the “rod” the only means? While we continue to look in the physical domain, we will
revert to that which seems obvious.
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A short note on Psalm 23.
In verse four, we see the words “Thy Rod [Strong’s H7626] and Thy Staff, they comfort
[Strong’s H5162] me”.
It is clear that the these words are NOT only representing a physical object, but in fact
carry a spiritual meaning as well.
•

If we start to walk in the spiritual
domain, then the word “rod” carries
the meaning of the WORD of GOD.

•

If we start to walk in the spiritual
domain, then the word “staff” carries
the meaning of the “flowing of the
Holy Spirit”.

If we therefore think of chastisement as a
process of instruction/ethical-norms/Biblicalvalues, then we see that there is hope for
the child to grow to maturity and to become
a valued member of society.
I have already shown that the woman is an “opposite equal”. If the unacceptable offense
occurs in front of the mother, then she therefore has to cover her nurturing nature with a
robe of strength and act brave-heartedly.
NUGGET!! GOD is a GOD of JUSTICE and MERCY. There must always be a balance
between the actions of discipline by a parent, and the child’s unacceptable behavior.
Following are some practical steps in Godly discipline ...
1)

Parents: establish the principle that the home is a place of peace.
a)

Set ground-rules.

In this case, we turn to GOD for our example ... when the children of Israel are taken into
Canaan, they are taken to two mountains. Here six Tribes stand on one mountain, while
the other six Tribes stand on the other mountain — there they all declare the “blessings
and curses”. They ALL hear and get to understand the boundary of what GOD considers
as acceptable and unacceptable behavior.
From a very early age, parents should let it be known that the home is a sanctuary:
•

Unacceptable behavior that threatens to destroy the peace will not be tolerated …

•

Everyone in the family must learn that issues/concerns from external sources need
to be dealt with outside of the home, and should never contaminate the peace.
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•

And disagreements/fights that occur inside of the home between family members
needs to be dealt with transparency and with dignity.

•

Each child therefore needs to have the behavior that is regarded as the norm
described, as well as that which will not be tolerated. For example, a son is told that
men always defend/protect women ... the father therefore expects the son to look
out for his sisters, even if they are older than he is. In addition, the father should
describe this behavior as “never” shouting at a girl, along with some other practical
examples, so that the son will know what is expected of him.

b)

Parents must model desired behavior.

Children are careful observers of the behavior of parents. They will very quickly identify
inconsistent behavior, or take note of the times when the “words” and the “actions” do not
match. Parents, your children are going to MIRROR YOU.
Parents need to take a hard look at their lifestyle and the choices that they make, to see if
any of these actions are detrimental to the over-all picture that we would want them to see.
Following are some examples:

2)

•

A pattern of excessive drinking … does not reveal self-control.

•

A pattern of gossip about others … does not reveal loving-kindness.

•

A pattern of argumentative behavior … does not reveal goodness and mercy.

Parents must continue to build mutual trust.

Parents need to exhibit absolute honesty in every day situations. It’s in the setting of this
boundary around the family that parents can build the understanding that my word is my
word — that what I say will happen … and that no circumstances will prevent this from
taking place.
We live in a real world. Consequently, circumstances beyond our control will impact us —
for example, no one could know that this amount of snow would fall, causing us to be late,
or that the airport would be closed down, etc. — but, how quickly and honestly you
communicate to your children that your promises cannot be met due to unforeseen
circumstances, will determine whether you continue to hold trust or become know as “Mr/
Mrs. Promises” …
Parents should not promise something that they cannot deliver — feelings of
disappointment give rise over time to a habit of dishonesty …
Parents should not set standards that are unrealistic or are impossible to attain, as this
could lead to the feeling that the child is inadequate — and then possible action of
rebellion will result.
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3)

Understanding what discipline to administer.
a)

When NEEDED, and with care.

Leviticus 19:17 tells us that:
•

You shall not hate your brother in your
heart.

•

You shall surely rebuke your neighbor.

Those who truly love will be open and honest
to point out the actions/behaviors that do not
reflect a Godly lifestyle.
This suggests that:
1. We must clearly define the “accepted” way of working — we must set out clearly the
expected behaviour in a set of circumstances and these norms must be
communicated before the time (define the playing field — GOD does);
2. That we must detail how the actual behavior differs from the accepted norm;
3. And that the proposed cause-and-effect discipline will be a product of a loving
father, who defines a desired goal.
b)

Manage your OWN anger.

Children have a way of being very obstructive, clever with the words, and have the
examples of peers, for whom different “rules” are applied, to use as arguments for their
cause. They are also (if allowed) masters of playing the one parent off against the other.
Parents must at all times take time to calm down, to collect their thoughts, to put the entire
situation into perspective by reviewing all of the facts, BEFORE they react …
Anger has at least two consequences:
•

If an unfair discipline is administered — whether it be the rod or the removal of
rights — the pain of this will soon pass. It has a short-term consequence.

•

If unfair, unjust “words” are spoken, even if there is a process of forgiveness later
on, the effect of those words remain forever. They are recorded in the spiritual, and
continue to be sounded out over the child’s life — they are imprinted into the soul
and mind of the individual … and these words come back to hound them, especially
when the child is in a difficult place emotionally.
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c)

Reach out to reconcile.

The world has set a norm that those who wrong others must apologize and make right —
there is some validity in this thinking. However, the parent is the one that has the greater
understanding of the art of relationship. The parent [the stronger] then should be the one
that seeks to restore/reach out to the weaker one (your child). Parents should apply the
Word — they are not to bear grudges (Leviticus 19:18), instead, they should look to see
how they can encourage.
4)

Become a servant-leader: consult.

As the children get older — have more understanding and have learnt to realize the
consequence of their actions — begin the process of consultation. Agree to the boundary
lines for every new adventure. Give them the responsibility to honor their word. Allow them
to be seen as equal, but under guidance …
5)

Parents: match the discipline to the individual child.

All too often we develop a set of rules to follow — we become comfortable with the routine.
This is also true of the way in which we teach children, react to their moods, and discipline
them. Fact is, GOD has given you very different individuals, and He expects you to
recognize those differences and adapt your ways, and become creative in meeting the
potential of each child. Let’s take the example of Esau and Jacob:
•

We have set of twins.

•

They grow up in the same house, with the same parents. It would seem that they
are raised in the identical way … with disastrous consequences.

•

Neither boy is prepared for the journey that they will undertake — each one
struggles with the fears and uncertainties that have been built into their thinking.

We can make the same mistakes with the discipline that we decide to apply. In an effort to
be fair and impartial, we treat each child the same, and so forth — and in doing so, we fail
to realize that, in order for the discipline to be meaningful, for there to be growth, and for
the building of character — we actually need to allocate the appropriate treatment for the
child’s personality11 .
As parents, we are expected to identify the UNIQUE attributes/gifts/potential ... and
develop these. Discipline should therefore be structured to build on the WEAKNESSES of
character that will INHIBIT the child from reaching that goal.
Each child is UNIQUE ... treat then so.

11!For!further!study,!see!“Growing!Kids!With!Character”!by!Heje!Britz
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6)

Various discipline methods, according to child’s age.
a)

Time-outs.

Time-outs involve physically removing your
child from a problem situation. Sending your
child to a neutral and "boring" area, such as
the corner of a room with no toys or television,
and ignoring him/her until he/she is calm and
quiet. Time-outs should not last longer than
FIVE minutes. One minute of time-out per
year of life is a good rule of thumb.
b)

Grounding.

A technique effective with school-age children and TEENAGERS, involves restricting your
child to a certain place, usually home or his/her room, as punishment. For example,
"grounding" your child on a Saturday night as punishment for coming home late on Friday
night.
c)

With-holding privileges.

Children should learn that privileges come with RESPONSIBILITY and they need to be
EARNED. In order to be effective, this technique should be used infrequently. A privilege
that is valued by the child, such as watching TELEVISION or playing with friends, should
be removed.
d)

Discipline methods, most effective for specific ages:
Birth to 18 Months
Effective

Ineffective

Positive Reinforcement

Verbal Instruction/Explanation

Re-Directing

Time-Outs
Establishing Values
Grounding
Withholding Privileges

18 Months to 3 Years
Effective

Ineffective

Positive Reinforcement

Establishing Values
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18 Months to 3 Years
Effective

Ineffective

Re-Directing

Grounding

Verbal Instruction/Explanation

Withholding Privileges

Time-Outs

4 to 12 Years
Effective

Ineffective

Positive Reinforcement
Re-Directing
Verbal Instruction/Explanation
Time-Outs/Spanking
Establishment of Values
Grounding
Withholding Privileges

13 to 16 Years
Effective

Ineffective

Positive Reinforcement

Re-Directing

Verbal Instruction/Explanation

Time-Outs/Spanking

Establishment of Values
Grounding
Withholding Privileges
7)

A word on spanking.
a)

Positive spanking.

Spanking can be effective on a short-term basis in getting children to change any negative
behaviors that prompted the spanking. Spanking has been shown to be most effective in 2
to 6 year-olds, when used in conjunction with milder disciplinary methods, such as
reasoning and time-outs.
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b)

Negative spanking.

Long-term consequences of spanking can include increased AGGRESSIVENESS,
antisocial behavior, and criminal acts. Physical punishment can send MIXED messages to
a child and REINFORCE aggressive behavior.
When parents model AGGRESSIVE
behaviors by spanking, they REINFORCE
the idea that physical aggression is the
way to get what you want.
Spanking is associated with a poorer
relationship between the parent and
child. Children who were spanked feel
less attached to their parents and less
trusting of them. The more the child was
spanked, the less close the parent/child
relationship.
When you spank, you introduce CHAOS into your child's world. This tells him/her that
VIOLENCE is acceptable, and it's an okay way to react when you're angry. If your child is
subdued, but continues to think of hitting as an acceptable behavior, is the trade-off worth
it?
Spanking your kids may work to suppress his or her bad behavior temporarily, but it isn't a
LEARNING type of discipline. The message they get from being spanked is "I'm a bad
kid", which doesn't help your child figure out what he or she did wrong — or how to keep
from doing it again!
8)

Discipline and the Redemptive Gifts.
a)

An example of “matching” the consequence and the discipline.

We have said that there should always be a balance in the actions of discipline given, and
the unacceptable behavior. We also need to recognize that each child is different, and has
different gifts, talents and abilities.
It is therefore inappropriate to apply the same discipline to every unique/individual child. To
use an absurd example, let’s say that the speed limit is 50km per hour ... an offense at
60km per hour gets a fine of R100, while an offense of 200km per hour also gets a fine of
R100. What does that teach the child? If you are going to break the speed limit, GO BIG!!
This cannot be want we mean to be the norm. For the discipline to achieve the desired
goal of developing character, self-control, and values — the discipline must be molded to
the needs.
Remember:
•

Unacceptable behavior is defined in the same way for each child.
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•

BUT! The discipline given is tailored to the character of the child.

We make use of the teaching on redemptive gifts to demonstrate how discipline could be
adjusted in order to build character. We take the unacceptable behaviour to be the “telling
of lies” — of a serious nature — that would cause real harm/hurt/etc, as the wrong
behaviour that must be addressed within the context that we have different children
representing an example of each of the specific GIFTS.
The example given below is illustrative of the principle that we are trying to highlight.
Repeated “offenses” require more thought and weightier discipline.
Please NOTE!! In order to gain the full understanding, and be able to make use of these
principles, you will have to:
•

Understand exactly what gifting EACH of your child have.

•

Consider the type of “unacceptable” behaviour in line with the gifting.

•

Develop appropriate discipline that would be sensible TO MOULD CHARACTER.

Always remember … the goal of the discipline is to build the character traits that will stand
them in good stead later on, and which will be a benefit to the community.
b)

What are the redemptive gifts?12

Redemptive gifts are about fulfilling my PURPOSE in causing the Bride (Body) of Messiah
to DRAW CLOSER to GOD in intimacy ...
Romans 12:6-8:
•

6 Having gifts (faculties, talents, qualities) that differ according to the grace given
us, let us use them:

•

[He whose gift is] prophecy (PROPHET), [let him prophesy] according to the
proportion of his faith;

•

7 [He whose gift is] practical service (SERVANT), let him give himself to serving;

•

He who teaches (TEACHER), to his teaching;

•

8 He who exhorts (EXHORTER) (encourages), to his exhortation;

•

He who contributes (GIVER), let him do it in simplicity and liberality;

•

He who gives aid and superintends (RULER), with zeal and singleness of mind;

•

He who does acts of mercy (MERCY), with genuine cheerfulness and joyful
eagerness.

12!For!more!inUdepth!study!on!the!seven!redempGve!giks,!please!see!J2F!Module!1.
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c)

Looking at the specific gifts and discipline:

• Prophet
The prophet makes use of words to give Godly direction. The TRUTH, and a value of
truthfulness, is a critical element in the character of these individuals. Lies lead to “not”
waiting on GOD, but lead to a “short cut” mentality.
For the prophet, this has far reaching consequences, and needs an action which will be
relevant.

Prophet
Characteristics

Consequences of Lying

Appropriate Discipline

Justice.

Misleading both the
community and individual
believers that the Holy
Spirit had given direction.

Public apology.

Mercy.

Possible spanking if
serious.

• Servant
The servant is a soft-hearted individual. Their impact in the community is small. They are
behind-the-scenes helpers — as such, the discipline can be far more moderate, as even
the smallest degree of discomfort will cause great distress to those with a servant gift.

Servant
Characteristics

Consequences of Lying

Appropriate Discipline

Honour leadership.

Has no credible authority to
pray against the spirit of
death.

Private apology to those
affected.

To serve.
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• Teacher
The teacher has far reaching power with the use of words. In their hands — especially to
those who do not read often, or cannot read the thoughts and/or concepts conveyed —
could transform lives dramatically, for good or for evil. Consequently, the matter must be
seen in a serious light.

Teacher
Characteristics

Consequences of Lying

Appropriate Discipline

Pursuit of truth.

Plagiarism.

Age-appropriate essays on
the value of truth.

Misleading innocent
students.

Public apology.

• Exhorter
The exhorter can open the hearts of all. As a result, they will be informed of the deepest
levels of intimate fears/hurts/etc. Lying and/or gossip, etc., are actions that can destroy
trust that could take years to be rebuilt. Once again, the consequences need to be quite
dramatic.

Exhorter
Characteristics

Consequences of Lying

Appropriate Discipline

Honest covenant-friend.

Destroyed friendships.

Public apology.

Abuse of TRUST.

Acts of restitution.
Acts of service, e.g.
mowing the lawn, and so
forth.

• Giver
The giver is a “silent” partner in the Body. Their action of lying will usually not impact
others directly ... however, since they will be entrusted with Kingdom finance, the discipline
— though not public — still needs to be serious.
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Giver
Characteristics

Consequences of Lying

Appropriate Discipline

Integrity.

Corruption.

Stop pocket money.

Honesty.

Fraud.

Prepare budgets.

Financial discipline.

Public apology.

• Ruler
The ruler has the ability to pick a variety of different people, and energise them to follow
them down any given path. Words are a means to motivate or break down — as a result of
the impact on the community, a serious discipline action is needed.

Ruler
Characteristics

Consequences of Lying

Appropriate Discipline

Servant.

Domination.

Public apology.

Leader.

Abuse.

Possible spanking if
serious.

Slavery.

• Mercy
The mercy people are soft-hearted, slow to transform, and will feel any rejection as a
severe discipline ... moderate appropriate actions are needed.

Mercy
Characteristics

Consequences of Lying

Appropriate Discipline

Worshipper.

Destroying intimacy.

Pay a visit to someone who
is in prison.

Compassion.
Service.
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Blessing to
Survive and
Thrive
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Many times fathers and mothers try to protect their children from every possible influence
— instead of teaching them to question every thing against the WORD of GOD.
If you have never learned to make a judgment call, and you have not been exposed to the
way of the world … then you will not stand.
Today we find that the picture that is often presented reflects as much as 95% of the truth
… with just that very small 5% of lies.
1)

A parent’s role is therefore to teach GOD’s Truth ... but to show
the subtle lies and deviation that are presented by this world
(blessing of surviving and staying faithful /steadfast).

Humanism has become the norm and standard in every country today — any values that
are Biblically based are rejected as corrupt, old fashioned, and legalistic.
We need to discuss these matters — very clearly, very carefully — so that the child is
empowered to listen when someone speaks of these things, and recognize the flaws.
We need to give them confidence in that which we believe — to build a sound foundation
of Biblical principles, quoting from the Old and New Testament, so that they can know …
In the following chart, we set out some of the differences between humanism and the
Bible.
Topic

Secular Humanist

Believer

GOD

Humanists usually do not
believe that GOD even
exists. Humanists believe
mankind is the highest
entity.

GOD is the Highest Entity.
He is perfect in wisdom,
power, might, and love. He
created us.

GOD’s Name means
nothing to the humanist,
because he does not
believe GOD exists.

Reverences GOD’s Name.
Uses GOD’s Name only
when speaking respectfully
about GOD or when talking
to GOD in prayer (Exodus
20:7).

Y’shua (Jesus), if He
existed at all, was a mere
Man.

Y’shua (Jesus) is GOD
manifest in the flesh. He
lived a perfect, sinless life.
He died to pay for our sins,
rose from the dead, and sits
at the Righthand of the
Father.

GOD’s
Name

The
Messiah
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Topic

Secular Humanist

Believer

Creation

Talks of evolution as a
scientific fact, and that all
who disagree are ignorant.

Acts and talks in light of the
truly scientific evidence (as
well as Biblical revelation)
that GOD is the Creator.

The Bible

Believes the Bible to be the
work of men.

Reverences the Bible as
the Word of GOD.

SelfEsteem

Sees man as basically
good. Thinks that people
should feel good about
themselves, regardless of
their behaviour.

Realizes that man has a sin
nature, and tends to do evil
things. Realizes that people
have great value and worth,
because we are created in
the Image of GOD and for
GOD’s Glory. Believes that
GOD has made each
person very unique and
special and for His Glory.
Realizes that GOD has a
great purpose for each of
us.

Sanctity of
Life

Since man is merely a
highly evolved animal,
some human life is not so
special. Supports abortion,
euthanasia, and even
infanticide in some cases.

Since man is created in the
Image of GOD, and for the
purposes of GOD, all life is
precious.

Sin

Rejects the idea of a “sin
nature”. Believes that
whatever I want to do is ok,
as long as it “doesn’t hurt
anyone else”.

We are all guilty of violating
GOD’s Standards. All of us
have sinned, but are
forgiven and cleansed.

Goals

Since this physical life is all
there is, my goal is to get
as much happiness and
gain as many things as I
can before time runs out
and I cease to exist.

Lives in light of Eternity.
Makes decisions on the
basis of what will bring
GOD the most glory.
Realizes that this life is
ultimately very brief
compared to eternity.
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Topic

Secular Humanist

Believer

Sex

Since man is only a highly
evolved animal, sexual
gratification is not to be
denied, as long as it
“doesn’t hurt anyone”.

Realizes that sex is a gift
from GOD, Who created us
as sexual beings. Realizes
that when used as GOD
intended (i.e. within a
marriage relationship), sex
can bring great joy to a
husband and wife.

Moral
Relativism

Humanists believe some
things are right for some
people and some
situations, that may be
“wrong” for other people
and other situations. There
is no absolute right and
wrong.

Believes that GOD has
established some things as
absolutely right, and others
as absolutely wrong. If
GOD says that certain
behaviour is sin, it is wrong
for us to convince ourselves
that the behaviour is really
ok.

Believes that values,
morals, and ethics are
determined by each person
for him/herself. Therefore,
to tell someone else that
their behaviour is “wrong”
or “sinful” is considered to
be intolerant.

Believes that values,
morals, and ethics are
determined by GOD and
revealed in His Word, the
Bible, and given to us for
our benefit. Therefore, to
tell someone else that their
behaviour is wrong may be
one of the greatest
blessings we can give
them. Believes that we
should be tolerant of other
people, allowing them the
freedom to believe and
worship as they see fit. But
we believe that to excuse
and overlook sin in our
society, in the name of
“tolerance”, is to do great
harm to our society in
general, and individual
people in particular.

Tolerance
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Topic

Secular Humanist

Believer

Family

Secular Humanists prefer to
think of “family” in larger
groups of perhaps
unrelated people. Many
secular humanists would
affirm the legitimacy of
same-sex marriages or civil
unions. Many would deny
the importance of fathers,
encouraging “single
parenting by choice”. Many
secular humanists trust
schools more than parents
to know what is best for
children. Some humanists
believe that the child’s first
responsibility is to a
representative of the state,
not necessarily to the
parents.

Sees the traditional family
unit (father, mother, and
children) as created by
GOD to represent our
relationship with Him.
Believes that parents do a
better job at raising children
than government
organizations. Believes
children are to be
responsible to and
submissive to their parents.

How then do I reveal GOD’s Character as a PLUMBLINE against this
worldly thinking?
•

I can highlight these differences to my child.

•

I can show them how this thinking differs from the Word of GOD.
o BUT, this could easily only be an academic exercise …

Many parents fail in this goal … and very simply said, it’s because they do not LIVE the
Word of GOD.
In Hebrew we find a word — “SH’MA”. It’s meaning contains the concept of listening and
doing, with a heart of willing obedience.
In many families we find religion, or legalism — we do things because it’s expected of us
— we attend church, we give to the poor … but behind the façade, we would like to — and
sometimes do — do things differently. For example, we force the family to go to church
every Sunday … but when we go away on holiday, the Bible stays behind!!
Legalism 13 smells — and children hate that smell. It drives them away, and then some of
these other worldly ideas don’t seem so bad … after all, they accommodate/make room for
people without judgments …

13!For!more!informaGon,!see!“Breaking!The!Bondage!Of!Legalism”
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2)

A parent’s role is to release the child into each phase of life
(blessing of thriving and walking in fullness).

In order to bless a child, you must have faith that you are indeed an adopted son of
Abraham, that the doors of the Heavenly Tabernacle are open to you, and that the
FATHER wants to have intimacy with you.
GOD places the accountability for each child’s life
into the hands of the parents. For many in the world,
this means: feeding, schooling, and getting them into
some form of job.
GOD’s Plan is somewhat different — parents are to
plan for a legacy. This means that we must think —
not only of our child — but the grandchildren and
the great grandchildren. Parents need to start
thinking about “the tribe” … to start thinking about
the next Prince/Princess that will lead “the tribe”.
With this in mind, we do not think about how rich we
can become — but rather how close will we be at
the end of our lives, to have raised Godly children
that are reflecting GOD’s Light and bringing His
Peace to this earth.
And this is the BEST JOB a parent can take on!!
To release the child into adulthood — to have prepared them to enter the “teen” years,
where peer pressure from other children/adults, and so forth could have a far greater affect
than the ideas of the parents — but that they stand strong and continue in GOD’s Ways.
•

If I have built a foundation of the WORD, if I have taught them to question or
challenge all thinking against the WORD Of GOD, if I have taught them to respect
others, especially the opposite gender,
o AND, I officially release them into this phase of life with words of
encouragement, with prophetic words of direction, with words of hope, with
the understanding that we [the parents] are still at their side,
!

BUT, that they now have to be personally accountable, before GOD
for their actions,
• THEN, I will have empowered them to PROSPER.
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Authority of
Blessing
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Genesis&1:27&& So!GOD!created!man!in!His! Own!Image,!in!the! Image! and!Likeness!of! GOD!He! created!him;!
male!and!female!He!created!them.

As mentioned previously, there are multiple teachings about what it means to be “made in
GOD’s Image”. We will look at another aspect of how we are made in GOD’s Image —
that is, to bless.

Authority of Blessing
Each male/father is seen as the priest of his family, and
the home is seen as a sanctuary. The father is to
declare these words (the priestly blessing) over his
family:
Numbers&6:24*27!!24!The!LORD!bless!you!and!watch,!guard,!and!
keep! you;! 25! The! LORD! make! His! face! to! shine! upon! and!
enlighten!you!and! be! gracious!(kind,!merciful,! and!giving!favor)!
to!you;! 26! The! LORD! lii! up! His! [approving]! countenance! upon!
you!and!give!you!peace!(tranquility!of!heart!and!life!conMnually).!
27!And!they& shall&put& My& name& upon& the& Israelites,&and&I&will&
bless&them.

Since we have accepted Y’shua (Jesus) as Messiah,
and are now grafted into the Natural Olive, as
Israelites/children of Abraham — we need to make
sure that we keep GOD’s Commandment to speak
out this blessing over His nation and children.

The Power of Blessing
The power of blessing is a specific spiritual moment in time, when we are able to
strengthen our individual bond with GOD, and raise our sights to fulfill our potential.
The Scriptures show us a picture of GOD as FATHER … as soon as Adam and Eve have
been created, He BLESSES them: with words of life, direction, and vision.
Not long after that, in the priestly blessing, GOD commands Aaron to speak words of life
and connectivity over all the children of Israel.
Husband/Father — as priest in your home, you are commanded to do the same. As you
“put” GOD’s Name on each child, so too do you declare their worth and purpose:
Numbers&6:24*27! !24!The!LORD!bless!you!and!watch,!guard,!and!keep!you;!25!The!LORD!make!His!face!to!
shine!upon!and!enlighten!you!and!be!gracious! (kind,!merciful,!and!giving!favor)!to!you;!26!The!LORD!lii!up!
His![approving]!countenance!upon!you!and!give!you!peace!(tranquility!of!heart!and!life!conMnually).!27!And!
they&shall&put&My&name&upon&the&Israelites,&and&I&will&bless&them.
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Blessing Passes through the Father
Genesis&12:3&And!I!will!bless! those!who!bless!you![who!confer!prosperity!or!happiness!upon!you]!and!curse!
him!who!curses!or!uses!insolent!language!toward!you;!in!you!will!all!the!families!and!kindred!of!the!earth!be!
blessed![and!by!you!they!will!bless!themselves].

Fathers build houses — words of faith by a father are the keys to unlocking GOD’s
Purpose in a child/family.

The Role of The Father
Webster defines a FATHER as “the one that gives us significance”.
GOD’S Mandate to fathers is to BLESS. In Hebrew, this is the word “baruch”, which
means:
•

To kneel down before someone,

•

To empower to prosper,

•

To succeed in marriage, finances, health, career, ministry, etc.,

•

To have a pleasant, fulfilling journey.

Blessing = GOD’s Impartation of identity and destiny.

A Father’s Lifestyle

The cross represents two prophetic directions:
1. The vertical direction speaks of humility and total dependence upon GOD ... and I
am a son/daughter.
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2. The horizontal direction speaks of loving your neighbour and being a servant to all.
The question that we must ask is HOW does a father PUT GOD’s Name on his
children?

Hebrew: A Pictorial Language
In Ancient/Biblical Hebrew (known as “Paleo-Hebrew”), each letter was actually a picture
— the individual letters/pictures that then made up a word, formed a larger picture/
meaning.
The Hebrew word for CAMEL is gamal (Strong’s H1581), spelt GIMEL-MEM-LAMED. Let’s
look at the letter-picture …
G-(a)-M-(a)-L:
•

GIMMEL = A walking foot — an eract man in motion (father).

•

MEM = Water, living water that carries unlimited energy/life.

•

LAMED = Root word lamed means to learn, teach, instruct, or practice purpose.
The sages say that since this letter is the largest of all, it tells us that the greatest
thing that we can do is to transform our hearts by the Word.

The VERB root of GAMAL (Strong’s H1580) means:
•

To ripen, to nourish until completely ripe;

•

To recompense or reward;

•

To do good;

•

To be weaned.

So if we put all these things together, we will see the picture story behind the CAMEL …
the a process of a man/father leading by walking with his children through the Water
of the Word, and teaching them how to practice those lessons in everyday life, so
that they can be weaned from him to achieve their purpose!

Let’s Define a Father’s Mandate …
We’ve seen that the first father (Adam) was placed on earth and given the “job” of:
Genesis&2:15!!And!the!LORD!GOD!took!the!man!and!put!him!in!the!Garden!of!Eden!to!tend!and!guard!and!
keep!it.

Take NOTE … we have established that the Garden of Eden was a sanctuary, therefore a
holy place. Husband/Father, to work as a “priest” means that you take care of “things” in
the manner that GOD prescribes.
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As priest, it is your job to determine, that which is:
•

Dedicated to GOD,

•

Complete, whole, peace [shalom],

•

And to separate it from that which is:
-

Conceived by man for his glory,

-

Or fragmented.

Adam failed to “guard” and allowed someone whose motives are for self and destruction,
into the holy place. Messiah Himself teaches that the enemy sows tares while man sleeps
(i.e., fails to guard):
Machew& 13:25! ! But! while! he! was! sleeping,! his! enemy! came! and! sowed! also! darnel! (weeds! resembling!
wheat)!among!the!wheat,!and!went!on!his!way.

(A)By way of EXAMPLES, what does it mean to “TEND”?
We must invest time, role-modelling, love, etc., so that we produce a FRUIT that looks like
us (in the Image of the Heavenly Father).
Isaiah&18:5!!For!before!the!harvest,!when!the!blossom!is!over!and!the!ﬂower!becomes!a!ripening!grape,!He!
will!cut!oﬀ!the!sprigs!with!pruning!hooks,!and!the!spreading!branches!He!will!remove!and!cut!away.!

•

RIPENING = G-A-M-A-L

Machew&13:26&!So!when!the!plants!sprouted!and!formed!grain,!the!darnel!(weeds)!appeared!also.

•

SPROUTED, SPRINGING UP = Yielding = G-A-M-A-L

James&5:18&And![then]!he! prayed!again!and!the!heavens!supplied!rain!and!the!land!produced!its!crops![as!
usual].

•

BRINGING FORTH = Yielding = G-A-M-A-L

Numbers&17:8&!And!the!next!day!Moses!went!into!the!Tent!of!
the!TesMmony,!and!behold,!the!rod!of!Aaron!for!the!house!of!
Levi! had! sprouted! and! brought! forth! buds! and! produced!
blossoms!and!yielded![ripe]!almonds.!

•

AARON’S ROD YIELDS ALMONDS = G-AM-A-L

Proverbs& 11:17& ! The! merciful,! kind,! and! generous! man!
beneﬁts! himself! [for! his! deeds! return!to!bless! him],!but!he!
who!is! cruel!and!callous! [to!the!wants! of! others]! brings!on!
himself!retribuMon.!
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•

DO GOOD = G-A-M-A-L

Psalm&13:6&!I!will!sing!to!the!LORD,!because!He!has!dealt!bounMfully!with!me.!

•

BOUNTIFUL = G-A-M-A-L

Psalm&18:2& !The!LORD!is!my!Rock,!my!Fortress,!and!my!Deliverer;! my! GOD,!my!keen!and!ﬁrm!Strength!in!
Whom!I!will!trust!and!take!refuge,!my!Shield,!and!the!Horn!of!my!salvaMon,!my!High!Tower.

•

REWARD/RECOMPENSE = G-A-M-A-L

In 1 Corinthians, Paul teaches us that is it the physical which comes FIRST … and THEN
the spiritual:
1&Corinthians& 15:46*49&46! ! But!it!is! not!the! spiritual!life! which!came! ﬁrst,!but!the! physical!and!then!the!
spiritual.!47!!The!ﬁrst!man![was]!from!out!of!earth,!made!of!dust!(earthly*minded);!the!second!Man![is]!the!
LORD!from!out!of! heaven.!48!!Now!those!who!are!made!of!the! dust!are!like!him!who!was!ﬁrst!made!of!the!
dust!(earthly*minded);!and!as!is![the! Man]! from!heaven,!so!also![are!those]! who!are!of!heaven!(heavenly*
minded).!49!!And!just!as!we!have! borne!the!image![of!the!man]!of!dust,!so!shall!we!and!so!let!us!also!bear!
the!image![of!the!Man]!of!heaven.!

Let’s go back to Rebecca at the well, and the camels …
Genesis&24:10*14&10!!And!the! servant!took!ten!of!his! master’s!camels!and!departed,!taking!some!of!all!his!
master’s!treasures!with!him;!thus!he!journeyed!to!Mesopotamia![between!the!Tigris!and!the!Euphrates],!to!
the!city!of!Nahor![Abraham’s!brother].!11!!And!he!made!his!camels!to!kneel!down!outside!the!city!by!a!well!
of!water!at!the!Mme!of!the!evening!when!women!go!out!to!draw!water.!12!!And!he!said,!O!LORD,!GOD!of!my!
master!Abraham,!I!pray!You,!cause! me! to!meet!with!good!success! today,!and!show!kindness!to!my!master!
Abraham.!13!!See,!I!stand!here!by!the!well!of!water,!and!the!daughters!of!the!men!of!the!city!are!coming!to!
draw!water.!14!!And!let!it!so!be! that!the!girl!to!whom!I!say,!I!pray!you,!let!down!your!jar!that!I!may!drink,!
and!she! replies,!Drink,!and!I!will!give!your!camels!drink!also—let!her!be! the! one! whom!You!have! selected!
and!appointed!and!indicated! for!Your!servant! Isaac![to!be! a!wife!to!him];!and! by! it!I!shall!know! that!You!
have!shown!kindness!and!faithfulness!to!my!master.!

This story tells us something about the “fruit” of Rebecca:
✓ She has goodness.
✓ She has extraordinary kindness.
✓ She has generosity.
✓ She showed great hospitality.
In the physical, she showed many of the Attributes of GOD’s Seed in her fruit.
The TEN camels in this story represent GOD’s Word — in essence, the camels are a
picture of the TEN COMMANDMENTS that are only a small part of the Abundance and
Attributes of GOD.
Out of the abundance of his wealth, ABRAHAM sent a “seed” of TEN. These were also a
type of a “firstfruits offering” that he gives for his son’s bride.
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•

In the physical, Rebecca looks well after the camels at the well.

•

In the spiritual — if we, as Bride of Messiah, react in the same way as Rebecca, by
being obedient to GOD’s Principles, to “water and care” for our children — teaching
them the Word, etc. — then they will “inherit” the Covenantal Promises given to
Abraham.

(B)Tending and WEANING
We must “wean” our children in such a manner that they will produce fruit and seed after
the same kind — after the Heart of GOD.
Psalm&131:2!!Surely!I!have!calmed!and!quieted!my!soul;!like!a!weaned!child!with!his!mother,!like!a!weaned!
child!is!my!soul!within!me![ceased!from!freung].!

Such are the firstborn of GOD (not man).
Genesis&21:8! ! And!the! child!grew! and!was! weaned,!and!Abraham!made! a!great! feast!the! same! day! that!
Isaac!was!weaned.!

As we look through these examples, we see that our responsibility with TENDING is to
ensure that the “Seed of GOD” is planted in the child, and is nurtured until it is time to
wean them, and let them move on in their own strength.

Fathers (along with Mothers) are to Guard their Family …
The second part of GOD’s Mandate to parents involves GUARDING their family:
Genesis&2:15!!And!the!LORD!GOD!took!the!man!and!put!him!in!the!Garden!of!Eden!to!tend!and!guard!and!
keep!it.

•

Husband/Father, as priest of the home, you are to watch to ensure that the serpent
does not come in.

•

We know that the Garden of Eden was a holy place — GOD came to walk there, to
dwell with man!

When we talk of a HOLY place, what does this mean?

Holy = “Kadosh”

Common/Unholy = “Chol”

Totally dedicated to GOD’s Use
and Will.

That which is conceived by man,
that which gives man glory.
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Clean = “T’hor”

Unclean = “Tamei”

Set apart royal priesthood, holy
nation.

Any thing that is manmade, selfeffort, pleasing to the flesh.

“having our fragmented soul
made whole, unity, and
completeness”.

“fragmented, incomplete,
incapable of perfection or
completion.”

Focused on life and peace,
perfection and completion.

Fragmented, turmoil, and
destruction.

Man, when he introduces his own choice and self into the Garden, becomes fragmented
and broken, in need of being made whole. The act of disobedience to GOD’s
Commandments, means that Adam and Eve are chol [unholy] and tamei [unclean]. As
such, they can no longer be allowed to stay in the Eden sanctuary — GOD expels them!
Genesis&3:23!!Therefore!the!LORD!GOD!sent!him!forth!from!the!Garden!of!Eden!to!Mll!the!ground!from!which!
he!was!taken.

REMEMBER!! Adam failed to GUARD and allowed someone whose motives are for self
and destruction, into the holy place. Messiah Himself teaches that the enemy sows tares
while man sleeps (fails to guard).
Machew& 13:25! But! while! he! was! sleeping,! his! enemy! came! and! sowed! also! darnel! (weeds! resembling!
wheat)!among!the!wheat,!and!went!on!his!way.

We see some other PATTERNS in the account of Adam and Eve … the Garden was
EAST of Eden, and was guarded by cherubim. After Adam and Eve are expelled, GOD
places cherubim with flaming swords at the EAST to guard the entrance.
Genesis&3:24!So![GOD]!drove! out!the! man;!and!He! placed!at!the! east!of!the!Garden!of! Eden!the! cherubim!
and!a!ﬂaming!sword!which!turned!every!way,!to!keep!and!guard!the!way!to!the!tree!of!life.

Later on in the wilderness, GOD tells Moses to build the Tabernacle according to the plan
in heaven. The entrance to the Tabernacle is to face EAST. In addition, the entrance to the
Holy of Holies was veiled — embroidered on the veil were cherubim. We see the same
pattern here, as in Eden. The way to the Holy of Holies (where GOD dwells) is barred by
cherubim (only the high priest was allowed to enter, and only ONCE a year on Yom
Kippur).
Exodus& 26:31*33! 31! And! make! a! veil! of! blue,! purple,! and! scarlet! [stuﬀ]! and! ﬁne! twined! linen,! skillfully!
worked!with!cherubim!on!it.!32!You!shall!hang!it!on!four!pillars!of!acacia!wood!overlaid!with!gold,!with!gold!
hooks,! on! four!sockets! of! silver.! 33! And!you!shall! hang!the! veil! from!the! clasps! and!bring!the! ark! of! the!
TesMmony!into!place! within!the! veil;!and!the!veil!shall!separate! for!you!the! Holy!Place! from!the!Most!Holy!
Place.
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Hebrews&9:5!Above![the!ark]!and!overshadowing!the!mercy!seat!were!the!representaMons!of!the!cherubim!
[winged!creatures!which!were!the!symbols]!of!glory.!We!cannot!now!go!into!detail!about!these!things.”

While the FIRST Adam FAILED to guard the Garden … Y’shua (Jesus), the LAST Adam,
became the One who SH’MA’d (heard and obeyed) what GOD asked.
2&Corinthians&5:21!For!our!sake!He!made!Christ![virtually]!to!be!sin!Who!knew!no!sin,!so!that!in!and!through!
Him!we!might!become![endued!with,!viewed!as!being!in,!and!examples!of]! the!righteousness! of!GOD![what!
we!ought!to!be,!approved!and!acceptable!and!in!right!relaMonship!with!Him,!by!His!goodness].

Because Y’shua (Jesus) guarded with His Life, the veil with the cherubim was ripped open.
Machew&27:51!And!at!once!the!curtain!of!the!sanctuary!of!the!temple!was!torn!in!two!from!top!to!bogom;!
the!earth!shook!and!the!rocks!were!split.

If we guard our children properly, we will be able to present them before GOD, when they
enter into adulthood14 (bar/bat-mitzvah at the age of twelve/thirteen).
In SUMMARY, we see parents are called to TEND and GUARD their family/children:

14!For!addiGonal!study,!see!our!book!“Receiving!The!Yoke!Of!The!Kingdom”.!
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Circle of Blessing (Genesis 1:28)

Parental Rejection ...
We’ve seen that the father’s role is parallel the role of the priest in the Old Testament. The
priest had the authority to declare whether something was:
•

Clean or unclean,

•

Legitimate or illegitimate,

•

Acceptable or unacceptable.

The father publicly declares authority and blessing, which gives the child the right to exist
— legitimacy.
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However, if the father rejects the baby, then a very powerful curse of illegitimacy15 is
released on the baby.

Example of Father’s Rejection of Child
Wife finds out that she is pregnant … but when she shares the happy news with her
husband, he feels that the timing is inappropriate. He not only has a temper-tantrum, but a
demonic manifestation as well. This is very traumatic for the child’s spirit, which turns
inward — like a satellite dish that is unable to get reception.

Even when the baby has grown up, his spirit does not grow — his spirit does not receive
anything that is sent in his direction. Because the spirit was traumatized at the moment of
the announcement, it does not want to risk anymore assault, and therefore it turns its back
to the world.
Children who have been rejected/cursed in the womb, seemingly have no connection with
GOD — they have never experienced Him.
They get saved as an act of the soul … they understand the theology — they may even be
effective Bible teachers in Church! … they are vigorously engaged in life, and try to be
“spiritual” to the best of their ability … but they marvel at the individuals around them, who
are CONNECTING with GOD — while they only know about GOD.
People that have been traumatized in this way will need a safe person to be able to
minister to their spirit — counsellors or prayer ministers that are very gentle and nonconfrontive.

Word to Counsellors and Prayer Ministers:
In ministry to such individuals, simply speak into the direction of their spirit, beginning by
giving them permission to not turn around. The spirit has a sense of guilt over not
participating, a sense of fear — the guilt and fear are both mixed in.

15!For!addiGonal!study,!see!Book41!of!our!J2W!series.
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You can say something like:
“I understand that you have been traumatized. I understand you have every
reason not to want to listen to me or anybody else. It is okay for you to keep
your back turned while I am speaking to you.”
Gently speak the reality of how they are designed (all the things we speak when building
liberty/legitimacy) — GOD WILLED them into existence, and GOD likes the way He made
them.
Foundationally, their liberty/legitimacy has been challenged — foundationally, their right to
exist has been rejected and disowned by the father.
Even if the father later is reconciled to the pregnancy long before the child is born, and
becomes excited about welcoming this child — this will not change the child’s heart,
because he/she has already turned his/her back on the father.
Your job as a counsellor/prayer minister is to say:
“Spirit, you are very valuable and I am going to be here for you for as long as
it takes — I am going to show you love even if you are not free to love back. I
want to give you permission to keep your back turned on me because I know
you have had a very unsafe experience.”
Then, minister to the individual — bless and LEGITIMIZE them.
It is CRUCIAL that you communicate to the person’s spirit that GOD did not enter into
agreement with the statement made by their earthly father.
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Attributes of
a Man Who
can Bless
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The concept of blessing — i.e. of empowering someone else, of removing life’s restrictions
from someone — can only come about by someone who themselves have reached a
place where they have been blessed.
Since blessings are Godly words of direction and life, it seems a foregone conclusion that
such a man will have built up a foundation of truth.

A man who Blesses ...
(1)Will hearken diligently to GOD’s Words.
The concept of “hearken” or listen — SH’MA —
includes the commitment to hear and then do (put
into ACTION) that which GOD says. No more
clearly do we see this principle than in:
Deuteronomy&28:1*2,&9,&13,&15!!1!IF!YOU!will!listen&diligently&
to&the& voice!of! the!LORD!your!GOD,!being!watchful!to!do!all!
His! commandments! which! I! command! you! this! day,! the!
LORD!your!GOD!will!set!you!high!above!all!the!naMons!of!the!
earth.! 2! And! all!these! blessings! shall! come& upon! you! and!
overtake!you!if!you!heed!the!voice! of!the!LORD!your!GOD.!9!
The! LORD!will!establish&you!as! a!people! holy!to!Himself,!as!
He!has!sworn!to!you,!if&you&keep&the&commandments!of!the!
LORD!your!GOD!and!walk!in!His!ways.!13!And!the!LORD!shall!
make! you!the!head,!and!not!the!tail;!and!you!shall!be!above!
only,!and!you!shall!not!be!beneath,!if!you!heed!the!commandments!of!the!LORD!your!GOD!which!I!command!
you!this!day!and!are!watchful!to!do!them.!15!But!if!you!will!not!obey!the!voice!of!the!LORD!your!GOD,!being!
watchful!to!do!all!His!commandments!and!His!statutes!which!I!command!you!this!day,!then!all!these!curses!
shall!come!upon!you!and!overtake!you:

This means that our day-to-day life/walk must reflect the Character and Attributes of GOD.
Psalm&1:1!BLESSED!(HAPPY,!fortunate,!prosperous,!and!enviable)! is!the!man!who!walks!and!lives!not!in!the!
counsel! of! the! un*Godly! [following! their! advice,! their! plans! and! purposes],! nor! stands! [submissive! and!
inacMve]! in! the! path! where! sinners! walk,! nor! sits! down! [to! relax! and! rest]! where! the! scornful![and! the!
mockers]!gather.
Psalm&106:3!Blessed!(happy,!fortunate,!to!be! envied)! are!those!who!observe! jusMce![treaMng!others!fairly]!
and!who!do!right!and!are!in!right!standing!with!GOD!at!all!Mmes.
Isaiah&56:2&Blessed,!happy,!and!fortunate!is!the!man!who!does!this,!and!the!son!of!man!who!lays!hold!of!it!
and!binds!himself! fast!to!it,!who!keeps!sacred!the!Sabbath!so!as!not!to!profane!it,!and!keeps!his! hand!from!
doing!any!evil.”

(2)Will observe and do all of GOD’s Commandments.
The focus here is the level of willingness to submit to His will. It is easy to do something
if:
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•

It does not cost anything;

•

It is in line with your principles or values;

•

You understand fully why you are doing it.

The level of submission that GOD requires is far more than this. It means that we will be
obedient — especially when we do not understand why, if we do not really want to, or if we
think that logically it won’t work.
Deuteronomy& 28:15!!But!if!you!will!not!obey!the!voice!of!the!LORD!your!GOD,!being&watchful&to&do&all&His&
commandments!and!His!statutes!which!I!command!you!this!day,!then!all!these!curses!shall!come!upon!you!
and!overtake!you:

This level of commitment says:
•

I fear the LORD our GOD;

•

I love Him with all my soul;

•

I serve Him with all my heart.

Deuteronomy&10:12*13!!12!!And!now,!Israel,!what!does!the!LORD!your!GOD!require!of! you!but![reverently]!
to!fear!the! LORD!your!GOD,![that!is]! to!walk!in!all!His!ways,!and!to!love! Him,!and!to!serve! the! LORD!your!
GOD!with!all!your![mind!and]!heart!and!with!your!enMre!being,!13!To!keep!the!commandments!of!the!LORD!
and!His!statutes!which!I!command!you!today!for!your!good?”

We make up GOD’s House here on earth, and because we sanctify the “House” of GOD,
His Presence is seen.
Psalm&84:1*4!!1!HOW!LOVELY!are!Your!Tabernacles,!O!LORD!of!hosts!!2!My!soul&yearns,!yes,!even!pines!and&
is&homesick! for&the& courts!of!the! LORD;!my!heart!and!my!ﬂesh!cry!out!and!sing!for!joy!to!the!living!GOD.!3!
Yes,!the!sparrow!has!found!a!house,!and!the!swallow!a!nest!for!herself,!where!she!may!lay!her!young—even!
Your!altars,!O! LORD!of! hosts,!my! King!and!my! GOD.!4!Blessed!(happy,!fortunate,!to!be! envied)! are! those!
who!dwell!in!Your!house!and!Your!presence;!they!will!be!singing!Your!praises!all!the!day!long.!Selah![pause,!
and!calmly!think!of!that]!

(3)Will walk in GOD’s Ways, and be SET-APART.
By walking in GOD’s Ways, you are seen to be identified with GOD — there is a
separation between your lifestyle and that of the world … you are SET-APART.
Many tribes/nations/religions find a way to identify themselves in the PHYSICAL. This
varies from a mark on the body, the use of distinctive clothes, or the sign of some
adherence to a set of norms/rules.
GOD declares that all men/women are equal — there is no classification based on any of
these criteria. GOD wants us to submit to a circumcision of the heart, to have the “Ark of
the Covenant” with His Word and Authority imprinted there. This separateness is therefore
someone who rejects the Greco-Roman system of performance and success, and submits
to the prompting of the Holy Spirit, while keeping/walking-out GOD’s Commandments in
LOVING obedience … this is worshipping in Spirit AND Truth.
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In this way, the world (pagans) will come to see that you are called/set-apart as a child of
GOD.
Deuteronomy&28:9*10!9!!The!LORD!will!establish!you!as!a!people!holy!to!Himself,!as!He!has!sworn!to!you,!if!
you!keep!the! commandments!of! the!LORD!your!GOD!and!walk!in!His! ways.!10!And!all!people!of! the! earth!
shall!see!that!you!are!called!by!the!name![and!in!the!presence!of]!the!LORD,!and!they!shall!be!afraid!of!you.

This is how we show the world that we walk in His Ways:
•

We are part of the living “Tabernacle” that chooses to worship GOD as a lifestyle
— i.e., all day long we reflect GOD’s Countenance/Character.

•

We are seen to walk in the strength of the LORD and do not rely on our own
physical strength.

Psalm&89:15*18!!15!Blessed!(happy,!fortunate,!to!be!envied)!are!the!people!who&know!the!joyful!sound![who!
understand!and!appreciate!the!spiritual!blessings!symbolized!by!the!feasts];!they&walk,!O!LORD,!in!the!light!
and!favor!of!Your!countenance!!16!In!Your!name!they&rejoice&all&the&day,!and!in!Your!righteousness!they!are!
exalted.!17!For!You!are!the!glory!of! their!strength![their!proud!adornment],!and!by! Your!favor!our!horn!is!
exalted!and!we!walk! with!upliied! faces!!18!For!our!shield!belongs! to!the!LORD,!and!our!king!to!the! Holy!
One!of!Israel.

We wait on GOD. We know that the world is always
pushing us to make a decision NOW, to move now with
the threat that the opportunity could be lost. However, we
choose to wait for GOD’s Timing in every situation.
Isaiah&30:18& ! And! therefore! the! LORD! [earnestly]! waits! [expecMng,!
looking,! and! longing]! to! be! gracious! to! you;! and! therefore! He! liis!
Himself!up,!that!He!may!have!mercy!on!you!and!show!loving*kindness!
to!you.!For!the! LORD!is!a!GOD!of! jusMce.!Blessed!(happy,! fortunate,!
to!be!envied)!are&all&those! who![earnestly]!wait&for&Him,!who!expect!
and! look! and!long! for! Him![for! His! victory,! His! favor,! His! love,! His!
peace,!His!joy,!and!His!matchless,!unbroken!companionship]!

This is how we do this:
Psalm&128:1! ! BLESSED!(HAPPY,!fortunate,! to! be! envied)! is! everyone! who! fears,!reveres,!and!worships! the!
LORD,!who!walks&in&His&ways!and!lives&according&to&His&commandments.
Psalm&119:2& ! Blessed!(happy,! fortunate,!to!be! envied)! are! they!who!keep!His! tesMmonies,!and!who&seek,&
inquire&for&and&of&Him&and&crave&Him!with!the!whole!heart.
Deuteronomy& 6:17*20,&24*25! !17!You!shall!diligently! keep!the! commandments!of!the!LORD!your!GOD!and!
His! exhortaMons! and!His!statutes!which!He!commanded!you.!18!And!you!shall!do!what!is! right!and!good!in!
the!sight!of!the!LORD,!that!it!may!go!well!with!you!and!that!you!may!go!in!and!possess!the!good!land!which!
the! LORD!swore!to!give! to!your!fathers,!19!To!cast!out!all!your!enemies!from!before!you,!as!the!LORD!has!
promised.! 20! ! When! your! son& asks& you& in& 1me& to& come,! What! is! the! meaning! of! the! tesMmonies! and!
statutes!and!precepts!which!the!LORD!our!GOD!has!commanded!you?
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24! !And!the! LORD!commanded&us& to&do!all!these! statutes,!to![reverently]! fear!the!LORD!our!GOD!for!our!
good!always,!that!He!might!preserve!us!alive,!as!it!is!this!day.!25!!And!it!will!be!accounted&as&righteousness!
(conformity! to! GOD’s! will! in! word,! thought,! and! acMon)! for! us! if! we! are! watchful! to! do! all! this!
commandment!before!the!LORD!our!GOD,!as!He!has!commanded!us.
Deuteronomy& 32:47!!For!it!is!not!an!empty!and!worthless!triﬂe!for!you;!it!is! your![very]! life.!By!it!you!shall!
live!long!in!the!land!which!you!are!going!over!the!Jordan!to!possess.

(4)Will neither turn to the left or the right of GOD’s purpose
and destiny.
This characteristic of a man who is able to bless is reflected in his:
•

Steadfastness;

•

Commitment to the vision;

•

Endurance.

As Paul says, we do not look back at the things that might have been, but we look forward
to our hope and salvation in Y’shua (Jesus). This is a man who has put on the full armour
of GOD, takes up his position, and stands on his faith.
Deuteronomy&28:14!!And!you!shall!not!turn!aside!from!any!of!the!words! which!I!command!you!this!day,!to!
the!right!hand!or!to!the!lei,!to!go!aier!other!gods!to!serve!them.

Such a man has learnt to identify the Voice of the Holy Spirit and moves when told.
Isaiah&30:21!!And!your!ears! will!hear!a!word!behind!you,!saying,!This&is&the&way;!walk!in!it,!when!you!turn!
to!the!right!hand!and!when!you!turn!to!the!lei.

Such a man has a fire in his heart for GOD. This fire burns to eradicate every idol that is
raised up against GOD, both in the PHYSICAL:
Isaiah&30:22& !Then!you!will!deﬁle!your!carved!images! overlaid!with!silver!and!your! molten!images! plated!
with!gold;!you!will!cast!them!away!as!a!ﬁlthy!bloodstained!cloth,!and!you!will!say!to!them,!Be!gone!

As well as the SPIRITUAL — the idols of self-effort that we build up as strengthened in our
lives. Many times we hold onto hurts/wounds as a means of extracting vengeance, until
this becomes an invisible idol without which we cannot survive.
Another indication of this man’s inner strength is revealed in the fact that he does not
tolerate defilement of any sort in his life.
Psalm&119:1*3!!1!BLESSED!(HAPPY,!fortunate,!to!be!envied)!are!the!undeﬁled!(the!upright,!truly!sincere,!and!
blameless)!in!the!way![of!the!revealed!will!of!GOD],!who!walk!(order!their!conduct!and!conversaMon)!in!the!
law!of!the!LORD!(the!whole!of!GOD’s!revealed!will).!2!!Blessed!(happy,!fortunate,!to!be!envied)!are!they!who!
keep!His!tesMmonies,!and!who!seek,!inquire!for!and!of!Him!and!crave!Him!with!the!whole!heart.!3!!Yes,!they!
do!no!unrighteousness![no!willful!wandering!from!His!precepts];!they!walk!in!His!ways.
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(5)And finally the man who has the capacity to bless others
with conviction will also be able to bless those who curse
them .
He knows that GOD’s Name is written on his
body, soul, and spirit … and that nothing will
come of this curse. Instead, he chooses to move
in the opposite spirit by releasing and blessing.
Machew&5:44!!But!I!tell!you,!Love!your!enemies!and!pray!
for!those!who!persecute!you,
Romans& 12:14!! Bless!those!who!persecute!you![who!are!
cruel!in!their!autude!toward!you];!bless!and!do!not!curse!
them.
1&Corinthians&4:12!!And!we!sMll!toil!unto!weariness![for!our!living],!working!hard!with!our!own!hands.!When!
men! revile! us! [wound! us! with! an! accursed! sMng],! we! bless! them.! When! we! are! persecuted,! we! take! it!
paMently!and!endure!it.

The Capacity to Bless
Many people are quick to speak — they feel that it is good that they proclaim words of
encouragement. We should never attempt to stop this — however, we need to understand
that:
•

Only a man who has developed the quality/characteristics listed above will have the
strength of character to bless with integrity.

•

Only a man who has been released into manhood and who has been blessed
himself, will bless with confidence.

We should never let our physical ability — i.e., my lack of insight with respect to language,
my fear of speaking in the public, etc. — to put us off. The humble-spirited man’s words,
spoken with faith, are all that GOD needs to open doors.

The Potential of GOD’s Blessing over Us ...
Numbers&6:24*27! !24!The!LORD!bless!you!and!watch,!guard,!and!keep!you;!25!The!LORD!make!His!face!to!
shine!upon!and!enlighten!you!and!be!gracious! (kind,!merciful,!and!giving!favor)!to!you;!26!The!LORD!lii!up!
His![approving]!countenance!upon!you!and!give!you!peace!(tranquility!of!heart!and!life!conMnually).!27!And!
they&shall&put&My&name&upon&the&Israelites,&and&I&will&bless&them.

1) GOD BLESSES us.
The Hebrew word BLESS is barak: Strong’s H1288 ()בַָּרך
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You can experience what it is like to be released from restrictions and limitations, to be
infused with the blessing with unlimited potential and empowerment.
Psalm&128:1*6!!1!BLESSED!(HAPPY,!fortunate,!to!be!envied)!is!everyone!who!fears,!reveres,!and!worships!the!
LORD,!who!walks! in!His! ways! and!lives! according!to!His!commandments.!2!! For!you!shall!eat![the! fruit]! of!
the! labor! of! your!hands;! happy! (blessed,!fortunate,! enviable)! shall!you!be,!and!it!shall!be! well!with!you.!3!!
Your!wife!shall!be! like!a!fruimul!vine! in!the!innermost!parts!of! your!house;!your! children!shall!be! like! olive!
plants! round!about!your! table.! 4! ! Behold,!thus! shall!the!man!be! blessed!who!reverently! and!worshipfully!
fears!the!LORD.!5!! May!the! LORD!bless! you!out!of! Zion![His!sanctuary],!and!may!you!see!the!prosperity! of!
Jerusalem!all!the!days!of!your!life;!6!!Yes,!may!you!see!your!children’s!children.!Peace!be!upon!Israel!
Psalm&1:1*3!!1!!BLESSED!(HAPPY,!fortunate,!prosperous,!and!enviable)!is!the!man!who!walks!and!lives!not!in!
the! counsel!of!the! un*Godly![following!their!advice,!their!plans!and!purposes],!nor!stands! [submissive! and!
inacMve]! in! the! path! where! sinners! walk,! nor! sits! down! [to! relax! and! rest]! where! the! scornful![and! the!
mockers]!gather.!2!!But!his!delight!and!desire!are!in!the!law!of!the!LORD,!and!on!His!law!(the!precepts,!the!
instrucMons,!the! teachings! of! GOD)! he!habitually! meditates! (ponders! and! studies)! by!day!and!by!night.!3!!
And!he!shall!be!like!a!tree!ﬁrmly!planted![and!tended]!by!the!streams!of!water,!ready!to!bring!forth!its!fruit!
in!its! season;! its! leaf! also! shall! not! fade! or! wither;! and! everything! he! does! shall! prosper! [and! come! to!
maturity].

2)GOD KEEPS us.
The Hebrew word KEEP is shamar: Strong’s H8104 ()שָׁמַר
You can experience what it is like to be:
•

Cherished,

•

Treasured,

•

Nurtured,

•

To be carefully guarded and kept watch over,

•

And to stay with, dwell in, and make your Divine destiny your highest priority.

Psalm&17:8,13!!!8!!!Keep&and&guard!me!as!the!pupil!of!Your!eye;!hide!me!in!the!shadow!of!Your!wings!…!13!
Arise,!O!LORD!!Confront&and&forestall&them,!cast!them!down!!Deliver!my!life!from!the!wicked!by!Your!sword!
…
1& Samuel&2:9! ! He! will! guard& the& feet& of& His& Godly& ones,! but!the! wicked! shall!be! silenced!and!perish!in!
darkness;!for!by!strength!shall!no!man!prevail.

3) GOD makes His Face to SHINE upon you.
The Hebrew word SHINE is or: Strong’s H215 ()אֹור
This light (Hebrew word for light is ohr) SHINING upon you is as in rays of light as energy.
Energy acts upon matter. The Ohr (Light) of GOD’s Countenance/Face (the Hebrew
understanding here is that GOD’s Face is a reflection of His Innermost Being and
Essence) acts upon you — impacting your body, soul, and spirit.
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The ohr of GOD’s Face warms, heals, restores, renews, and empowers. In this way we are
transformed from glory to glory.
2&Corinthians&3:18! !And!all!of!us,!as!with!unveiled!face,![because! we]!conMnued!to!behold![in!the!Word!of!
GOD]!as! in!a!mirror!the!Glory!of! the!LORD,!are! constantly!being&transﬁgured&into&His&Very& Own&Image!in!
ever!increasing!splendor!and!from!one!degree!of!glory!to!another;![for!this!comes]!from!the!LORD![Who!is]!
the!Spirit.
Psalm& 31:16! ! Let! Your& Face& shine& on& Your& servant;! save! me! for! Your! mercy’s! sake! and! in! Your! loving*
kindness.
Psalm&44:3!!For!they!got!not!the!land![of!Canaan]! in!possession!by!their!own!sword,!neither!did!their!own!
arm!save!them;!but!Your!right!hand!and!Your!arm!and!the! light&of& Your&countenance! [did!it],!because!You!
were!favorable!toward&and&did&delight&in&them.
Psalm&80:3&&Restore&us&again,!O!GOD;!and!cause&Your&face& to&shine! [in!pleasure!and!approval!on!us],!and!
we!shall!be!saved!
Psalm&119:135!!Make!Your!face!shine![with!pleasure]!upon!Your!servant,!and!teach!me!Your!statutes.

4)GOD is GRACIOUS to us.
The Hebrew word GRACIOUS is chanan: Strong’s H2603 ()חָנַן
You can experience that GOD, the Stronger Partner in the Covenant, commits to give
and enable you (the weaker partner) to reach your full potential and enjoy your Covenantal
benefits.
Grace (chanan) is “whatever it takes”.
GOD gives you whatever it takes to bring you to
the point of full Covenant participation and
enjoyment, and to the fulfilment of your destiny.
Psalm&119:29*32!!29!!Remove& from&me!the!way!of! falsehood!
and!unfaithfulness![to!You],!and!graciously!impart!Your!law!to!
me.!30!!I!have!chosen&the&way&of& truth!and!faithfulness;!Your!
ordinances! have! I! set! before! me.! 31! ! I! cleave& to& Your&
tes1monies;! O! LORD,! put! me! not! to! shame!!32! ! I! will![not!
merely!walk,!but]!run&the&way!of!Your!commandments,!when!
You!give!me!a!heart!that!is!willing.
Colossians& 3:12*14! ! 12! ! Clothe& yourselves& therefore,! as! GOD’s! own! chosen! ones! (His! own! picked!
representaMves),! [who!are]! puriﬁed! and! holy!and!well*beloved! [by! GOD! Himself,! by! puing& on& behavior&
marked! by]! tenderhearted!pity! and! mercy,!kind! feeling,! a!lowly!opinion!of! yourselves,! gentle! ways,! [and]!
paMence! [which! is! Mreless! and! long*suﬀering,! and! has! the! power! to! endure! whatever! comes,! with! good!
temper].! 13! ! Be! gentle! and! forbearing! with! one! another! and,! if! one! has! a! diﬀerence! (a! grievance! or!
complaint)! against!another,!readily!pardoning! each!other;! even! as! the! LORD! has! [freely]! forgiven!you,! so!
must! you! also! [forgive].! 14! ! And! above! all! these! [put! on]! love! and! enfold! yourselves! with! the! bond! of!
perfectness![which!binds!everything!together!completely!in!ideal!harmony].
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5) GOD “LIF TS UP” His Countenance on you.
The Hebrew word for “LIFT UP” is naso: Strong’s H5375 ()נָשָׂא
We see this word lift-up used in Numbers 4:21-22
Numbers&4:21*22!!21!!And!the! LORD!said!to!Moses,!“Lij&up!the!head!of!Gershon’s!descendants!by!families,!
following!the!paternal!line.”

Naso is a derivative form of the Hebrew verb nasa (naw-saw), meaning:
•

Elevate; cause to arise;

•

Fetch;

•

Cause to advance; bring forward;

•

Cause to step up;

•

Give attention to; give regard to; give respect to.

We’ve seen that every Hebrew letter is a hieroglyphic picture — therefore, the letters that
make up a Hebrew word form ONE larger letter-picture.
N-(a)-S-A is spelt:
•

NUN = Son or heir.

•

SHIN = Ascending tongues of fire (flames).

•

ALEF = First, strong, leader (often representative of GOD).

The letter-picture we get is of “a son or heir entering ascending flames and appearing
before GOD the FATHER”.
LIFT-UP the head (naso et-rosh in Hebrew) literally means:
•

Appear before the Shekinah,

•

Look through the ascending flames of fire,

•

Focus upon GOD,

•

And have confidence.

This same perspective is used by Y’shua (Jesus):
Luke&21:28&&“…!when!these!things!begin!to!happen,!look!up,!and!lii!up!the!head!(in!Hebrew,!this!would!be!
naso!et*rosh)!because!your!redempMon!is!near.”

The word and role-model of blessing over your life is meant to have the effect that our lives
are totally TRANSFORMED. GOD calls you to “lift up your head” — we are called to
“make our lives count — to make a difference”.
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Psalm&24:7!!Lij&up&your&heads,!O!you!gates;!and!be!liied!up,!you!age*abiding!doors,!that!the!King!of!glory!
may!come!in.
Psalm&25:1!!UNTO!YOU,!O!LORD,!do!I!bring!my!life.
Psalm&63:4&!So!will!I!bless!You!while!I!live;&I&will&lij&up&my&hands!in!Your!Name.
Psalm&121:1*3!! 1& &I&WILL&lij&up&my& eyes&to!the! hills! [around!Jerusalem,!to!sacred!Mount!Zion!and!Mount!
Moriah]—From! whence! shall! my!help! come?! 2! ! My! help!comes! from! the! LORD,! Who! made! heaven! and!
earth.!3!!He!will!not!allow!your!foot!to!slip!or!to!be!moved;!He!Who!keeps!you!will!not!slumber.
Psalm&143:8& !Cause! me!to!hear!Your!loving*kindness! in!the! morning,!for! on!You!do!I!lean!and!in!You!do!I!
trust.!Cause!me!to!know!the!way!wherein!I!should!walk,!for!I!lii!up!my!inner!self!to!You.

6)GOD will GIVE us SHALOM (peace).
The Hebrew word for GIVE is Strong’s H7760. In English, this is translated as “place us
inside”, in the same way Adam was placed in the Garden of Eden — i.e., it’s not something
that comes and goes — it’s all around us.
SHALOM is encompasses MANY meanings: wholeness, wellness, completion, purposeful
living, joy, abundant provision, harmony, safety, security, and covenant enjoyment.
Philippians& 4:6*7! ! 6! ! Do!not! fret! or! have! any! anxiety!about! anything,! but! in!every! circumstance! and!in!
everything,! by! prayer! and! peMMon! (deﬁnite! requests),! with! thanksgiving,! conMnue! to! make! your! wants!
known! to! GOD.!7!And& GOD’s& Peace& [shall&be& yours,! that!tranquil!state! of! a! soul! assured!of! its! salvaMon!
through!Christ,!and!so!fearing!nothing!from!GOD!and!being!content!with!its!earthly!lot!of!whatever!sort!that!
is,!that! peace]! which! transcends! all! understanding!shall!garrison! and! mount! guard!over!your!hearts! and!
minds!in!Christ!Jesus.
2&Thessalonians&3:16&!Now!may!the!LORD!of!peace!Himself!grant&you&His&Peace!(the!peace!of!His!Kingdom)!
at!all!Mmes!and!in!all!ways! [under!all!circumstances! and!condiMons,!whatever!comes].!The!LORD![be]! with!
you!all.
Colossians&3:15!!And!let!the!peace!(soul!harmony!which!comes)!from!Christ!rule!(act!as!umpire!conMnually)!
in!your! hearts! [deciding!and!segling!with! ﬁnality! all!quesMons! that! arise! in!your! minds,! in! that! peaceful!
state]! to! which! as! [members! of! Christ’s]! one! body! you! were! also! called! [to! live].! And! be! thankful!
(appreciaMve),![giving!praise!to!GOD!always].

Following is the HEBRAIC translation of the priestly blessing (Numbers 6:24-26):

"YHVH will kneel before you presenting gifts, and He will guard you with a
hedge of protection, YHVH will illuminate the wholeness of His Being toward
you, bringing order, and He will provide you with love, sustenance, and
friendship, YHVH will lift up the wholeness of His Being and look upon you,
and He will set in place all you need to be whole and complete."
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Growing Up,
Maturity,
and the
Stages of
Development
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Introduction ...
In our experience/research over the years, we have more and more come to understand
the CRITICAL importance and role of:
•

Parenting,
o Of a baby bonding with his/her parents, and being raised in a Godly, loving,
peace-and-joy-filled home,

•

Childhood development/experience,
o How this is connected to every other area in life!

•

Bonding,
o Not only in childhood, but also within relationships and community.

•

Brain development and the limbic system,
o The importance of understanding how our brain develops, and how — if we
have wounds/pain that have not been addressed and healed — we are
easily susceptible to addictive behaviors.

It really is true — your childhood/family (including that of
your generations16) moulds and shapes you as a person!
However, what we have discovered is that this moulding is not merely connected to our
emotions and personality — but that childhood growth and development, as well as
BONDING (relationships/community), are the very foundation on which our brains
PHYSICALLY grow and develop — and continue to grow and develop!
We encourage you to take note of the following key/highlighted principles which we will
discuss:
1. The importance of bonding — which starts as a baby with your parents and/or
guardians — but continues throughout each stage of life.
2. The importance of JOY (and building joy) capacity — everything about us (including
our brains) was designed to function in terms of joy and shalom (peace).
3. The importance of relationships and community — from the very BEGINNING,
we were created for fellowship/relationship with GOD and with each other — we are
not designed to live alone!

16!For!addiGonal!study,!please!see!our!“Journey2Freedom”!series.
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Maturity and
Growing Up
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Maturity means we are fully developed for our age. Unfortunately, most of us lag far
behind the optimum maturity for our physical age. Life does not stop while we catch up —
even if we are trying.
Maturity can be measured in stages. Each stage can be distinguished by the way people
receive and give life. When we look across many cultures we find there are five stages
after birth. These stages and their characteristics are the same for men and women.

Stage.

Pattern of receiving and giving life.

1. The infant.

Receives without having to give (is cared for).

2. The child.

Learns to take care of oneself.

3. The adult.

Cares for two or more at the same time.

4. The parent.

Gives life to others without receiving in return.

5. The elder.

Cares for the community and those families of their own.

To reach the goal of full development, everyone must go through these five life stages and
complete the required tasks. Each stage builds on the one before rather than replacing it.
We can’t skip stages ... we are also not adults if we didn’t do infant and child tasks
correctly. Full development at each stage means that there is a lot to learn and practice.
The goal is worth it!
All maturity is a human responsibility requiring both individual and community effort. The
individual must work at his or her tasks while the community must provide the needed
materials for her or him to succeed. Like most goals, maturity requires individual effort,
team support, and group strategy.
Another truth about maturity is that no one can get mature ahead of schedule. The ideal
model presented here constitutes the fastest possible route to the goal. We can also be
far behind and still be infants at 65, with biological grandchildren who are more mature
than we are!

The lifecycle from birth to death.
Both men and women need to understand these growth stages, but for different reasons.
We need to have clear pictures of what maturity looks like at each stage. You will note the
majority of this manual is focused on dealing with maturity and growth in regards to men
and fathers — although many of the principles will be the same and can apply to BOTH
men and women, we have chosen to particularly focus on men and fathers, as they are the
leaders/elders in both the family, community, and Body of Messiah. This has nothing to do
with equality, or the lack thereof, but simply out of role and function, as established by
GOD.
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Infant Stage
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•

Ideal age:
o Birth to three years.

•

Needs:
o Strong, loving, caring bonds with parents. Important needs are met
without asking. Others take the lead and synchronize with him first.
Quiet time together. Help regulating distress and emotions. Be seen
through the “eyes of heaven”. Receives and gives life.

•

Tasks:
o Receiving with joy. Learning to synchronize with others. Organize
himself into a person through imitation. Learns to regulate and quiet
every emotion. Learns how to return to joy from every emotion. Learns
to be the same person over time. Learns self-care skills. Learns to rest.

Live is to be lived every day … live it now!
Summary of infant stage.
The infant must experience strong, loving,
caring bonds with his parents. These bonds
must meet his needs without baby having to
ask. He must receive life and learn to express
the life that is in him, to everyone’s delight.
During infancy the baby learns to live joyfully
in his mother’s world. The first four years are
the baby years. Babies need to receive all
good things and learn to express themselves.
Each baby learns the value of “just being me”
without having to earn anything. During this
time his identity will either be build around
JOY or FEAR. The child whose emotional
tank is filled with joy becomes strong. He will
not fear the trails or mountains.
Babies require us to understand joy. Being human and wanting joy are inseparable. We
humans are creatures of joy. We like joy. We seek joy. We never outgrow our desire for
joy. Joy is even characteristic of our external existence. GOD makes “everlasting joy” a
promise for His people through the prophet Isaiah.
Isaiah&51:11!“[The! LORD!GOD!says]! And!the!redeemed!of! the! LORD!shall!return!and!come! with!singing!to!
Zion;!everlasMng!joy!shall!be!upon!their!heads.!They!shall!obtain!joy!and!gladness,!and!sorrow!and!sighing!
shall!ﬂee!away.”

At its essence, joy is relational. Joy is the delight we experience when someone really
connects with us. They want to be with us and we with them.
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Our faces glow. Our eyes sparkle! We smile and laugh and our hearts open wide towards
each other. Joy is present even before birth — Mary and Elizabeth — baby John leapt
with joy in Elizabeth’s womb! Joy is also the first emotion that infants will seek on their
own. Seeking joy is the primary and possibly strongest human motivation. Joy is the
centerpiece of human personality and brain structure. Joy and the search for joy form the
basis for all healthy bonding between parent and infant.

Joy and the human brain.
At two or three months of age a region of the brain,
which is not developed at birth, begins its growth.
This area, called the right prefrontal cortex, will
become the top of the command center in the
brain. It has the last word on control of all the body
and mind systems and will grow to become about
one sixth of the adult brain. It is the first to know
everything from inside or outside the body.
But this region is not an “it”. These circuits are
built as an image of three joyful faces looking at
each other — mother, baby, and father. The
strongest bond is usually between the mother and
the child face with the father looking at them both.
This relational image of the self with joyful parents
is stored as our identity at the top of the four-level
control center of the brain.
Our primary identity, at the apex of the neurological control structure of the brain, is a
relational one. If the primary figures in baby’s life are orientated by love, we can bear all
things, endure all things and return to joy. Joy is our strength!
If they are orientated to fear, then our identity readily becomes unstable and disorganized.
GOD has designed our brain to only know itself in a relationship of love. Love rejoices in
knowing us and that makes us know ourselves. This entire region is developed without
words because the baby has no vocabulary.
A baby’s growth is nearly half over by the time they can say “mama”. If baby finds joy on
the faces of his mother and father, he will learn to be joyful like them. This will charge his
inner being with joy. This will provide the strength he will use to fill his emotional tank for
life. If not, he will fill up with fear — it will be one or the other — fear or joy.
This prefrontal cortex has its main growth from three to eighteen months. Unlike the rest of
the brain that gets “hard wired” and stops growing, this part stays young all our lives. The
joyful identity region in the right hemisphere undergoes growth spurts again at four and
eight years of age, at the beginning of significant relationships, the birth of one’s child or
grandchild.
At these identity formation times, bonding is at its best. They are also the times when
repairs can most easily be made to weak bonds.
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Often adopted children or those whose mothers were sick or working can form remedial
bonds during these times. The strength of a human being is limited by how much joy he
can “pack”.
Joy sustains us through suffering, illness, loss, mistakes, and
disappointments.
Those with little joy are often overwhelmed. Their personalities are weaker and without
vigorous workouts on how to return to joy, their brains are underdeveloped.
Underdeveloped structures in the joyful identity area of the brain have resulted in:
depression, schizophrenia, attention deficit disorder, eating disorders, borderline
personality, and autism. All of these suffer from an inability to maintain joy.

The ring of joy.
Until eighteen months of age, babies handle each emotion separately, as though they
were different people for each emotion. Each feeling has its own brain center that works
independently. This is part of why a good mother will teach her child how to return to joy
from each feeling. These emotional centers are located around the bottom of the brain.
At eighteen months the “joyful identity” region attempts to grow a control network that
connects all of these emotional centers together. This “ring” around the bottom of the
brain establishes. For the first time, the baby is the same person no matter what he feels.
In time this ring of joy will allow him to act like himself regardless of what he feels. Keep in
mind that as this is happening a child’s expressive vocabulary is only about fifteen words.
Hence his sense of identity comes from memories of a responsive face that is present with
him no matter what he feels.
If he has worked out on “joy mountain” and found ways back from each feeling, he will now
grow a strong, united self. If not, the distress caused by his failure to return to joy will
become stress and release the stress hormone — cortisol.
Cortisol will burn out any weak connections and newly formed connections in the brain
isolating that emotional center even further. Without training, these feeling centers will
stay disconnected acting like separate selves. These separate regions will always
produce a de-synchronization of the brain’s emotional control center when they are
triggered. In the future, people will say that he is “moody” or changes when he gets angry
or frightened — whatever the disconnected feeling might be.
An incomplete or weak ring of joy is an invitation for psychological problems like identity
splitting, addictions, mood swings, dissociation and behavior problems. The main effect of
childhood trauma and deprivation results in an underdeveloped identity structure in these
individuals who can’t regulate or recover from feeling upset. Sometimes incomplete
formation of the ring produces a strange result.
When there are paths back to joy from some feelings but not others, the person will learn
to move from a “no path back” emotion to one that “has a path”. If a man has no path back
to joy from anger then whenever he gets angry (no path back) he goes to hurt (path back).
A different man who has a path back to joy from anger will go from shame or helpless
despair (with no paths back to joy) to angry (path back) and start a fight because he
learned that sometimes after fights people kiss and make up.
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A strong joy ring will help people act like themselves whether they are frightened, angry,
sad, hurt or happy. Y’shua [Jesus] teaches us when He was sad or when He was tired, He
healed someone. When He was angry, He healed a man (Mark 3:5). He always acted like
Himself.
Between eighteen to twenty-four months, the
baby grows a strong unified self. Many trips
back to joy from all sorts of feelings establish
the first large-scale integration of identity. This
also allows the baby to realize that his mother
is the same person whether she is angry or
joyful with him. All paths lead to joy.
Keeping baby from beginning a life of fear
requires breaking life into baby-sized pieces.
Each effort leads to letting baby rest in a timely
way. The baby years are synchronized to baby
needs. When life comes in his size, baby
learns to synchronize and control his mind and
emotions.
He learns to quiet himself with
others. Relationships that are both joyful and
peaceful result from getting his timing right.
These years of infancy prepare him for weaning. In our culture, weaning from the breast
or bottle is rarely timed to coincide with when the child can take care of himself.
We rush our children into independence as fast as possible. Weaning from infancy is the
change from baby to boy or girl. Once a baby has learned to take basic care of his needs,
he can transform into a boy who can begin living in his father’s world. He moves from life
in his home toward life in both his home and community. The GOAL for infancy is for
babies to organize a strong, joyful, and synchronized identity.
Psalm&16:10!“For!You!will!not!abandon!me!to!Sheol!(the!place!of!the!dead),!neither!will!You!suﬀer!Your!holy!
one![Holy!One]!to!see!corrupMon.”
John& 15:11!“I!have! told!you!these! things,!that! My! joy! and! delight! may! be! in!you,!and!that! your! joy! and!
gladness!may!be!of!full!measure!and!complete!and!overﬂowing.”
Acts&2:28!“You!have!made!known!to!me!the!ways! of! life;!You!will!enrapture!me![diﬀusing!my!soul!with!joy]!
with!and!in!Your!presence.”
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The brain’s control center.

The control center is predominantly on the right side of the brain. This means it focuses
primarily on how to get back to peace and joy from distressing states of emotions. These
recovery skills will let a person act in relational ways while he is still very upset. They
allow him to regulate his own feelings, calm down and return to joy — provided he was
taught how.
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The right side of the brain has its own set of characteristics that influence how the control
center is trained and run. For example, the right-sided memory is unique in that we are
not aware we are remembering when it is activated. When we learn a skill we must
remember what we learned in order to use the skill. Later the skill becomes “automatic”
and I have no awareness of remembering.
You might say the purpose of the brain’s control center is remembering how to act like
myself under any conditions — I need to stay synchronized inside and out no matter what
happens. What happens are emotions like joy, sadness, terror, rage, shame, disgust,
despair and humiliation. Sometimes these emotions arise from inside and sometimes they
come from others around us. If our control center is strong and well trained we stay
exactly the same no matter how intense these feelings get. The preparation for handling
all that distress takes place before a baby’s second birthday — if he has a good mom!

The four levels of the control center.
The first two layers of the control center are powerful influences that are below the cortex
— the level where we experience our awareness and will. The top two levels of the control
center give us some sense of choice in what they do because they are made of cortex. So
we have a control center that is half buried below our awareness.
Careful synchronization of brain activity is learned, in stages, by the four levels of the
brain’s control center. From bottom to top this remarkable structure is a learning machine.
•

Level one: Thalamus (green area)
o This level forms our basic bonds. Our bonds are extremely specific and
sensory. When level one wants mommy, daddy won’t do. Level one is
below the cortex so it has a will of its own. Level one determines when
you are “in love”. Your deepest pains and joys come from level one. It is
our bonding center. When it is ON we want to attach. When it is OFF we
don’t. We could call level one our ATTACHMENT LIGHT because when it
is ON our faces signal — “I want you!”

•

Level two: Amygdala (red area)
o This level is also below the cortex — it is our basic evaluation center. It
has three different opinions about our experiences: good, bad and scary!
Once level two has an opinion it can’t be persuaded to change. It is the
emotional brain for one and it only cares what it thinks. Unless you are in
a rather deep coma, level two of your control center is ALWAYS ON.

•

Level three: cingulate cortex (the “banana”)
o This level is the main synchronization area of the control center. It is
cortex and open to interaction with other people — particularly those with
whom we have bonded. Level three is the emotional brain for two
people. It can synchronize with only one other person at a time. Level
three does its basic growth and training by synchronizing with mother
between two and nine months of age.
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o Level three synchronizes many things — by following a good mom’s lead,
level three learns to synchronize the lower and higher levels of the brain
— those below the cortex with the cortex. Level three synchronizes the
different lobes of the brain. It also synchronizes baby and mommy — one
brain with another. This is why we call level three the “mother core”
because it synchronizes the baby’s level three with mother’s level three.
When mommy and baby are synchronized this way mommy’s third level
is downloaded into the baby’s “mother core”. Mother’s more developed
brain duplicates itself in her baby including what mother knows and how
her brain is built.
•

Level four: Orbitofrontal cortex (blue area)
o This level is our conscious identity center. This is the part of the mind that
thinks of itself as ME. Level four is known as orbital prefrontal cortex —
here flexible thinking, moral behavior, personal preference, and selfawareness reside. The orbital frontal cortex knows it is “I” who am active
and living my life. It is the top level of the control center and, if the four
levels are well trained and developed, level four will have the last word
about what the brain and body will do. This level four “ability to maintain
flexibly organized behavior in the face of high levels of arousal or tension”
— it is also called “a central aspect of a stable individual”. Level four is
where the capacity for flexible organization resides.

Synchronizing attachment lights.
Synchronization does not just start at level
three but much deeper in the brain. There is
so much synchronization going on in the brain
continuously — but the training of a baby
starts by forming a strong bond with his “brain
trainer” through a process called attachment.
LEVEL ONE of his control center picks out
who he will attach to for his training in living.
Deep inside the baby feels the impulse to
attach as his bonding circuits switch on.
Everything hinges on what happens next.
•

Synchronized:
o When a baby wants to attach,
he looks for eyes, he moves
and makes sounds that to a
good mother mean “my baby
wants me”. His attachment light is ON so hers comes
ON too. When her baby has had enough for the moment he looks away,
gets quiet and lets her know he needs quiet now. Mom follows his lead
and needs. His attachment circuits and hers go ON and OFF together.
His basic evaluation at level two of his control center is, “this is good”.
With that, life is good and he is secure.
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•

Always OFF:
o The baby whose attachment light comes ON but no one responds is in for
an excruciating painful time. Nothing in his life will ever hurt as much as
having his attachment light ignored. We feel that kind of pain too when
our child dies or our mate runs away with our best friend.
Since the child’s need to connect is dismissed or unnoticed his basic
evaluation level says “bad”. He will try to turn OFF his attachment light
but since it is below the cortex with a mind of its own, it won’t turn off.
Baby’s second line of defense is to hide his attachment light. By his
second year of life he can begin to fake what is sociably acceptable and
hide his real feelings. Now he will play quietly by himself and ignore his
parents when they come and go.
He appears independent and
unemotional but inside his little heart is beating hard as he plays it cool.
By age thirteen all the outside traces of his pain will be masked so well he
won’t even know. His attachment level does not come on very often any
more. Only when it comes time to bond with his wife or children will the
damage show. They too will get ignored and disregarded. He keeps his
attachment light OFF so all his level one functions are very undeveloped,
ignorant, weak and un-synchronized.

•

Always ON:
o This insecure style of attachment is known for its clingy, dependent and
needy style.
The funny thing is that unless you pay attention to
synchronization, mothers who produce this kind of child are hard to tell
from good mothers.
The simple difference is this: good mothers
synchronize themselves to their baby; bad mothers want baby to
synchronize with them. In the case of these bad mothers, they are
guided by their own attachment lights and memories of past attachment
pains. An insecure and distracted mother looks for her baby when the
mother’s attachment light comes ON and then wants the baby to turn his
ON also. Whether his light is ON or OFF is not that important to her,
mommy comes when she needs closeness.
She overlooks his
attachment light signals because she is distracted by her own attachment
light. Slowly the baby learns to keep his attachment light ON all the time
because he never knows when she might come and leave again. He
does not want to miss out on his only opportunity for a while. Unlike
ALWAYS OFF who never seems to be upset, ALWAYS ON is always
ready to whimper and slow to be soothed.

•

Chaotic:
o When the turning ON of his attachment light produces unpredictable and
scary reactions, the baby begins to register the approach of his mother as
a scary event in his basic evaluation level. He needs her. He wants her,
but what happens to him when he gets her attention frightens him
sometimes.
He does not know how to solve this problem. Three things can make a
baby frightened of his own attachment light. When his attachment signals
produce frightening results like:
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!

Sometimes they make mom angry.

!

They lead to his becoming overwhelmed by mom’s positive
emotions towards him at times.

!

When mommy responds but he can pick up how scared she is.

o Under these three conditions when baby’s attachment light comes ON he
fears pain and terror, desire closeness and comfort — but what will
happen this time? Since he cannot know and cannot guess he becomes
disorganized. This child is also in for a life-long susceptibility to mental
illness and poor relationships.

Synchronizing right brain to right brain.
The main characteristic of good mothers is that they slow down, quiet down and match
their baby’s energy and ability. Level three of the control center is particularly suited for
synchronizing these energy states in an area known as the cingulated cortex. This area
we also call the “mother core” — it is generally larger in women’s brains. When a mother
synchronizes her mother core with the same area in her baby’s brain, they quickly develop
matching brain chemistry, matching brain patterns and finally matching brain structures.
The mother can download a working model of her own mother core system into her baby.
This can be done between two and nine months of age by face-to-face, nonverbal
interactions. All this must be at the mother’s initiation because her baby can’t match her
with his immature and (at first) disorganized brain. If she trains him well, by nine months
of age he can begin to initiate synchronization on his own.
Synchronization is
accomplished by right-brain-to-right-brain communication that is natural and easy if you
have a working mother core.

Starting and stopping.
The most obvious part of synchronizing is starting when your baby’s attachment light
comes on and stopping when he needs a break. This provides tremendous security to the
baby. He does not need to fear being abandoned or overwhelmed. He can focus on
learning how to make his brain do what mommy’s brain does. If mommy had a good
mother core, her brain will read his signals and know just when to start and when to stop.
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Climbing together.
When mommy first sees her baby is ready to connect with her and link their right brains,
she will usually be at a higher energy level than her baby. Her immediate response to
linking minds will be to lower her arousal level to match her baby’s. Her heart rate will
drop, and her face will relax until their minds are at the same energy level.
Together they will increase their joy until the baby’s heart rate peaks, his mind can take no
more joy and he looks away, disconnecting stimulation to his right brain. This process,
which only took a few seconds because the communication is so good, so fast and so
mutual, saw mom and baby match smiles, heart rates, brain chemistry and energy levels
as high up as baby could make it. That is half the synchronization cycle. The second half
is the decent.
This time Mom goes first and baby has to find his own way. Mom knows how to lower her
energy levels quickly so she goes to a restful state almost immediately. Baby has to coast
to a stop at first. He does not know how to quiet himself. Practice pays off again,
however, because the more they practice being quiet together, the faster baby becomes.
Being able to quiet himself when he is in an intense emotion will be a very useful skill. We
all love to be with people who can become calm quickly when things go wrong. This ability
to quiet himself quickly is the strongest predicator of lifelong mental health. A control
center that can’t quiet itself is the best predicator of mental illness.

Working and resting.
A mind that can start when it is supposed to start, stop when it is supposed to stop, get
energized when energy is needed, quiet itself when things get too intense, and keep
synchronized inside and out will have endurance, resilience and intelligence. We have
heard of people who are hyperactive or depressed. These are the people who cannot
work when they need to work and rest when they need to rest.
They do not synchronize their energy states with
others effectively. By alternating working together
and resting together at the baby’s pace a good
mother teaches her baby the rhythm of life and
relationships. Now he has the beat! Work together
— rest together, smile together, rest together, cry
together — recover together, first at his pace but as
soon as he can keep up he will join the band!
A control center with a well-trained third level can
begin to initiate synchronizing with others by nine
months of age. An ignorant, disorganized brain
may always need others to synchronize with him.
During the infancy stage of life a baby takes a
slowly pulsing mass of cells and transforms them
into a synchronized working brain.
•

He learns to synchronize the different parts.

•

He learns to synchronize himself with others.
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•

He learns to synchronize words and feelings, effort and rest, relationships and
emotions and asking and receiving.

If all goes well, by age four he is ready to start taking care of himself. No longer must life
be synchronized to him in the ways his nursery provided for him. Now he is ready to begin
matching the rhythms of his community.
Many children reach the age of four while their personality development is still immature,
disorganized, ignorant and incomplete. Weaning is a huge transition that can only be
made by a well-trained four-year-old brain. A mature toddler with a brain capable of selfregulation, synchronization with others and of guiding his relationships through both words
and feelings is ready for the next step.
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Child Stage
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•

Ideal age:
o Four to twelve.

•

Needs:
o Weaning. Help doing what he doesn’t feel like doing. Authentic help
sorting feelings, imaginations, and reality.
Feedback on guesses,
attempts, and failures. Love he does not have to earn. Be taught his
family history. Be taught the history of GOD’s Family. Be taught the “big
picture” of life.

•

Tasks:
o Take care of himself. Learn to ask for what he needs. Learn selfexpression. Develop his personal resources and talents. Learn to make
himself understandable to others. Learn to do hard things. Tame his
cravings. Learn what satisfies. See himself through the “eyes of
heaven”.

The CHILD STAGE begins as the baby
becomes a child at about four years of age.
Once weaned and able to begin taking care of
himself, he will be called a child and will be
quite angry if called a baby.
A child is more complex than a baby.
Children must learn to ask for the things they
need.
They must make themselves
understandable to others.
Children must
discover what satisfies them each day. To do
this, each child must learn to act exactly like
himself — like the child he is in his heart.
Children must develop their talents and
resources. Their performance must be selfexpression but not as a way to earn
approval or love. Children must learn to
receive and give life freely. They must learn to do hard things, things that they don’t feel
like doing at the time, but which are important and satisfying later. Each child learns how
to pack and carry his own backpack, read a map, keep moving on the trail and enjoy the
view.
In preparation for adulthood, children must learn the “big picture” of life. This overall
picture of life and maturity becomes his road map. He must also learn the history of his
own family because his big picture of life must first apply to people he knows. Family
history tells him where HE is on HIS map.
The GOAL for CHILDHOOD is to teach a child to take care of one person — himself.
Taking care of himself must be second nature before he can take care of two or more
people at the same time, as adults do.
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Cravings.
The “beast” each child must tame is the feeling that roars, “You are killing me!” when he
can’t get what he wants. When he was a baby, both parents would help him calm down
when he couldn’t get what he wanted.
As an infant his parents stopped him from getting things he craved but should not have.
Now that he is a child, dad must teach him how to tame a brain that screams, “I’ll die if I
don’t get it!” Dad says, “It isn’t going to kill you, son” but then must show him how to live
with unfulfilled desire.
The child is not so sure he won’t die because the intense signal he is listening to is coming
from his brain’s survival center in the limbic system. If he can’t control his cravings now he
will really have trouble when his adolescent hormones kick in to amplify his urges and
desires.
Deep in each brain the nucleus accumbens creates overpowering urges for bonding, food,
safety, and eventually sex. Because these are our strongest survival drives our brain
makes their voices intense and urgent. We feel as though we will not live if we don’t have
these desires. Learning to tame these intense signals is a job that falls largely on dad.

Many men have had no success themselves dealing with their appetites, urges, impulses,
and drives. As a result they will of course be useless in training their children if they do not
learn this first for themselves.
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The nucleus accumbens is such a strong
factor in life that most great religions contain
teaching about how to train and restrain
these drives. Y’shua [Jesus] spent forty days
fasting before He began to teach in order to
ensure that He would not make His own
survival His priority. He had to tame His
survival circuits. Learning higher values than
our own survival and learning to attach our
cravings to GOD are all part of the spiritual
disciplines in the Christian faith.
The nucleus accumbens not only responds
to our survival drives like bonds, food,
safety, and sex … but it is also the part of
our brains that reacts to drugs, heroin, alcohol, nicotine, caffeine, ecstasy, “speed”, and
other drugs. It is closely tied to the cravings that make those drugs addictive. Training the
mind to handle this powerful center in the brain that screams, “I’ll just die if I don’t get it,” is
a crucial part of avoiding addictions.
When teen-years come, sexual hormones
(testosterone and estrogen) will make the nucleus even more sensitive and reactive.
It’s training begins when baby screams as though he would die because he wants mommy
and he has daddy instead. Dad’s presence, closeness, and reassurance while he
screams as though he would die is the first reassurance that the nucleus is not always
right.
Of course, the dad who has not tamed his own nucleus, will be chasing Bathsheba,
downloading porn, using drugs, watching TV for hours on end, playing video games for
hours, obsessed with work or eating and drinking. Controlling these urges involves
learning to survive their siren song as well as learning how to control the brain circuits that
set off the alarm. To keep the nucleus from getting in a spasm, we must be good at
producing JOY and bringing ourselves to calm.
You can see which one of these two (joy or calm) people have trouble with by looking at
the addictions they chose. Addictions typically involve a stimulant for those who do not
know how to produce JOY on their own or a depressant (like alcohol) for those who do not
know how to produce peace on their own. We can crave being alive (stimulants like
cocaine) just as we crave becoming calm (narcotics and food).

Defective bonds with father.
The child who is unconnected with his father does not trust other men. He does not trust
his wife or daughter with other men either.

Weak bonds.
The person who is not connected with his father is at great risk of becoming a conformist.
He does not know how to be separate and make things happen.
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He is more prone to be changed than to cause change. He is not in full possession of his
own capacity. This makes it hard to do what needs doing. Dad is the one who teaches us
to go after what we want and make things happen.
A weak bond with dad produces a frantic search for control, power, and freedom. Such
children need to get away from what they fear will control them. This kind of man fears
commitment, challenge, work, and struggle. It does not matter who gets hurt as he tries to
escape.
Rather than the connection to his father that tells him he can stay relational and make
things happen, there is fear which leads to running away. Escape is necessary when
strength is missing — strength to get involved and stay involved. Men run away to work,
sports, and study. Some have made minor careers out of trying to be free of any
responsibilities in life.
GOD, as our Father says, “When you have done everything, stand.” Men who know this
kind of GOD don’t need to run. GOD promises the strength needed to stay even when we
might suffer.
If a person totally rejects their father, they reject the model on which they were based.
Such a rejection is a rejection of their very selves. Total rejection of parents will trip up our
identities. Until each of us can see our fathers through the eyes of heaven and see which
parts of dad are the distortions of evil and what is the created design, we cannot see
ourselves correctly either. For men this acceptance is crucial.

The next step.
If all went well the twelve-year-old child does a first rate job of taking care of himself within
his family and community. He has seen the world and learned to feed himself well from
the best of the land. He is already ahead of the average child in his country. A huge
transformation now awaits him — his passage into manhood.
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Nuturing a
Healthy Gender
Identity in Your
Children
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This is a sensitive topic nowadays, and even political incorrect to speak about — that is,
gender differences. People want gender neutrality.
We have been forced to believe that “different” is unequal. But different is UNIQUE. Male
and females have different qualities — they each have STRENGTHS that the other does
NOT have.
Why then is the world trying to nullify the
differences between male and female, instead of
celebrating them?
Genesis&1:27&!So!GOD!created!man!in!His! own!image,!in!the!
image! and! likeness! of! GOD! He! created! him;! male! and!
female!He!created!them.

Straight from the Word of GOD — there is NO
third option!
The male AND female image represents the GOD
of the Universe’s Image of creation like no other
part of creation does.
•

The FEMALE image has been stereo-typed that she has to love to cook, to sew,
and be really sensitive and weep easily, etc.

•

The MALE image has been defined as competitive and driven, and so forth.

If you don’t fit into those “boxes” then you are a “misfit”.
Girls do not necessarily need to be invited into the world of femininity and womanhood …
but little boys need to be invited by their father into masculinity.
There is a definite male and female essence that we need to recognize.

Sons
The male essence is basically: little boys are made to explore the world around them —
stretching the limits, conquering, and adventure. It is so deeply wired in to a boy —
however, boys need to be encouraged to move in a healthy way in that direction.
No little boy will go into manhood by being scolded and SHAMED by his father. He needs
to be INVITED in.
A boy needs to know that he is a part of a fraternity of men. Don’t point out the negative
things he does and shame him. Emphasize the positive.
A father thinks he has to teach his son a lesson in every single thing the child tries — and
so the father focuses on the negative things to try and correct him.
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Fathers, you don’t have to teach your son a lesson with every single thing he does … a
son does not need an instructor — he needs a DAD — somebody to love and care for him,
to nurture his soul — and only a DAD can do that!!

Daughters
Little girls have to face many pressures from girl-culture: to look beautiful, to be smart, to
be in fashion, to be “everything” — and the truth is — NOBODY can be everything!
Dads should tell their daughters they look cute — even if they are just wearing jeans and a
T-shirt! Tell them WHY they look good — the colours they are combining, how they did
their hair, and so forth. If they go out in the world and get teased by their friends, then it
doesn’t hurt too much because they know they are loved and beautiful at home! Their DAD
said so.
What do fathers need to draw out of their daughters to make them feel uniquely feminine?
Women draw to themselves friends, other people (including those that are “outcast”), and
so forth. They want others to feel comfortable around them. To encourage our daughters to
develop this skill, fathers should notice how they carry themselves socially and comment
when their daughter does try to reach out to others that are sitting alone, or are being
excluded.
Fathers can also teach their daughters that they can’t bring home every little stray dog and
cat — as little girls always want to! Through this lesson in childhood, a Dad can teach his
daughter that not every boy that is interested in her is WORTHY of her affection and love.
She has to choose WISELY. It has been proved that girls that are not fathered well, say
“yes” to more boys than what they should, because they are looking for that male
affirmation.
All relationships are very important to girls — any confrontation is the end of the world to
them! Boys don’t have BFF (“best friends forever”) friends like little girls do.

Female Nurturing Skills
Little girls are naturally wired to be NURTURING — it is a physiological chemical reaction
in their brains that make them want to be protective, that they want to hold babies close to
them, and to cuddle.
Deep down in her heart, a woman wants to be taken care of. She learns this first of all
from her father. She is wired by GOD to be important to SOMEBODY — she gets her
security from that.

Single Parents
Many children grow up WITHOUT fathers. Nobody can replace a father. However, there
are usually other mature/trustworthy men around that can role-model a father’s role for the
child — a grandpa, uncle, pastor, etc.
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For single parents, even watching a movie with their children can also be a good tool to
role-model to the child what a good/respectful man or woman is — what a man/woman
should do, and what they shouldn’t.

What is BOY-Power?
Boys should be encouraged to do what they want to do — playfully hit one another and
jostle, smash things - like breaking bottles on a rock, but NOT on the street. A boy must be
taught that there are ways to be masculine — there are ways to smash things and
“destroy” things … BUT there are limits as well.
A good man is a man who learns the boundaries — this is what I can and should do, and
this is what I should not do.

Selflessness in Husbands /Fathers
This should be an attribute that needs to be instilled
in our sons — where a man sacrifices himself for
others. For example: firemen, army men, policemen,
and so forth — they are not living their lives like they
are “cool” — they are putting themselves on the line
for somebody else.
You can start teaching selflessness by training-up
your son to stand up and give his seat to a lady who
enters a room/bus/train/etc. He must be taught to
never apologize for being a GENTLEMAN.
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Adult Stage
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•

Ideal age:
o Thirteen to first child.

•

Needs:
o “A Rite of Passage”. Time to bond with peers and form a group identity.
Inclusion by the community. Observe men and women using their power
fairly. Being given important tasks by their community. Guidance for the
personal imprint he makes on history.
Opportunities to share life in
partnership.

•

Tasks:
o Discover the main characteristics of his heart. Proclaim and defend his
personal and group identity.
Bring himself and others back to JOY
simultaneously. Develop a personal style that reflects his heart. Learn to
protect others from himself. Learn to diversify and blend roles. Life-giving
sexuality. Mutual satisfaction. Partnership.

•

Plus:
o An adult will need everything from the infant and child stages.

Life is to be lived every day … live it now!
The Rite of Passage.
The initiation17 or rite of passage means
a change of identity for the child.
Although it is frightening to leave
behind one identity in search of
another, two things can make it easier:
•

The company of those who have
already made the journey.

•

The support of other peers who
are making the same leap.

When a boy has no man to
help him.
SINGLE PARENT MOTHERS: When mothers take their sons through their rite of passage
without a father’s help, they take on a HUGE task!

17!For!addiGonal!study,!please!see!the!book!“IniMaMon!Into!Adulthood!—!Receiving!The!

Yoke!Of!The!Kingdom”,!available!as!a!free!download!from!the!website!or!for!order!from!
the!oﬃce.
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Mothers will have a very good chance of success if they know a mature man or a
community of men who will adopt her boy as a member. Mothers can provide all the
training and encouragement a boy needs but cannot welcome him into the fellowship of
men. It takes men to tell him, “You are a man like us”.
Mom can easily teach a young man about his heart, how to protect others from himself, to
see the effects he leaves on others, and how to satisfy himself and others at the same
time. She can teach him all the other adult tasks as well. Mom would be a big part of her
son’s training even if a father were doing his part.
Without a dad’s help however, her son will almost always have trouble accepting
her training as genuinely manly.
Because boys often fear being dominated by their mothers, they are more likely to resist
mom’s instruction and try to find out for themselves. Just a little encouragement by mature
men, or even a book will help these young men verify they are on the right trail.

No community of men.
Without a community of men, young men cannot practice or become sure of themselves.
Clumsy, limited and insecure, they either isolate or go the opposite direction and dominate
others. A lack of male community can happen in two different ways:
•

Most often the missing ingredient is a lack of mature men who can include and train
young men.

•

A lack of community can also be caused by a lack of peer companions. Learning
together with other beginners is necessary for mutuality and partnership to grow the
best.

The lack of male community for their sons afflicts some married mothers just as it does
single mothers. Fathers who are loners often produce the same results in their sons as
single mothers because they have no group of men where they can take their sons.
Mature men will generally have a community of men around them.

No mature men.
The boy and his mother are left to find their own way when there are no mature men in the
community. Much of the boy’s growth will be delayed until he can find mature men later in
life. If his mother will point out this problem to him, he will at least know what is wrong and
what he needs to find. When there is no community of men the strategy is the same; tell
the young man what he is missing.
In time he will locate a community of men and be included if he knows he should look for
one. It will be a lonely pilgrimage until then. Boys who receive no instruction don’t know
what they are missing. When they have no training from their mothers, no community of
men to include them, no mature men to train them, they simply don’t make it.
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Boys that did not make it.
There are many men that have no idea when or how they came to be men. The boy who
passes thirteen without recognition begins to feel the internal tension of being a man
without a rite of passage and an idea of how to proceed. He is left on his own and to the
mercy of his peers to invent a way to be recognized as a man. In fact, men often take very
circuitous routes to prove they are really men.
Most often these boys grow up trying to impress, intimidate, achieve, humiliate or lie their
way through life. They often fear and manipulate women because they feel controlled and
cheated by the women who withhold the good things from them. Most are, of course,
obsessed with sex, money, drugs or power. For them, manliness comes from destructive
activities.

Young Adults.
Power, relationship, and truth are the three preoccupations of young adults. Particular
attention must be given to their development during the POWER YEARS of young adult
life.
Proverbs& 20:29!“The! glory!of! young! men!is! their! strength,! and! the! beauty! of! old!men!is! their!gray!head!
[suggesMng!wisdom!and!experience].”

Most of the action and physical service recorded in Scripture is attributed to young adults.
Young men were the messengers for David, warriors, explorers, lovers, guards, and even
the one who buried Ananias and Sapphira!
Proper development requires that young adults:
•

Observe other adults using power wisely,

•

Do important tasks for his community,

•

Make an impact on history,

•

Learn significant roles,

•

Use sexual power wisely,

•

Protect others from himself.

Truth …
About thirteen years of age the brain develops
the capacity for abstract thought. Young adults
can now make decisions and live according to
principles and truth. The first application of this
search for truth is to find his true group identity. A young man needs both an individual and
group identity. Brain changes taking place at this age help him grow a new sense of
identity. The identity area in his prefrontal cortex, the principle level of his brain’s control
center, has just undergone a major disorganization in anticipation of a new identity.
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To help establish this new identity a young teenager seeks his true friends. He develops
his power as they practice and proclaim their group identity. For this to succeed a young
adult must:
•

Discover the main characteristics of his heart,

•

Develop a personal style that reflects his heart,

•

Proclaim his true identity,

•

Personal identity,

•

Community identity,

•

Spiritual identity.

Gangs, cults, armies, revolutionaries, and movements from hippies to punk rock have
grown on the power of young people seeking their true selves.
Uniting together,
supporting a cause, proclaiming their group identity and making an impact draws people
from all walks of life. They think they are right, they want to be strong, and they band
together to win.
True identity is found in the heart. For this reason each young person needs to know the
main characteristic of his heart. Without this true identity all power and relationships
become twisted.

Young adults and their hearts …
Ecclesiastes& 11:9!“Rejoice,!O! young!man,!in!your!adolescence,!and!let!your!heart!cheer!you!in!the! days! of!
your![full*grown]!youth.!And!walk!in!the!ways!of!your!heart!and!in!the!sight!of!your!eyes,!but!know!that!for!
all!these!things!GOD!will!bring!you!into!judgment.”

The heart is the place where we know truth. Young people are advised to guide
themselves with their heart and their eyes. Both are ways of seeing. Eyes see the
outside; the heart sees the inside. The eyes see physical things; the heart sees spiritual
things. All paths, truth and wisdom, are found by the heart that sees GOD and self.

Finding your heart …
No two hearts are alike. Young adults must identify the main characteristics of their hearts.
Some will be:
•

Kind,

•

Courageous,

•

Bold,

•

Speak truth,

•

Seek righteousness or justice,

•

Dead or hardened heart,

•

And so forth.
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Knowing what their individual heart is made of also helps young people understand their
characteristic pain.
•

Kind hearts are hurt by meanness,

•

Truthful hearts by deceit,

•

Accepting hearts by rejection,

•

Loyal hearts by betrayal or abandonment.
They will need support in the years to
come as they learn to live with a heart
like theirs and everything that brings
pain. Without this help many will
abandon their hearts, stop caring,
and find ways to stop “knowing”.
The community must prepare for the
purification brought by these young
hearts. They will be bothered by the
deceit, injustice, rejection and other
pains they feel, and bring older
community members to account.

A wise community will be corrected, while the foolish will silence these young adults and
their hearts. As the community instructs a young adult about his heart they must teach him
to use his heart to find his true identity, find GOD, and act like himself.

Caring for your heart ...
After finding their hearts, every group of young men should be taught the proper care and
maintenance of the heart. Without a working heart, life is pointless. Every spiritual
community has disciplines that must be practiced: prayer, confession, communion,
proclamation, meditation, fasting, giving gifts, study Scriptures, singing, Feasts, rites and
ceremonies. For those who have not first found their hearts, this is deadly, boring and
lifeless, for it becomes maintenance of tradition and not care of the heart.
A young adult must first find his heart so that he can know both GOD and himself. Only
then can he maintain his means of knowing — his heart!

Achieving fairness …
The boy, who until this point has had his own needs to meet and his own satisfaction to
seek, is about to meet his first major challenge. To be a man is to realize that his actions
have an impact on others for whom he has responsibility. The man must work to see that
others’ needs are given the same consideration as his own. As the man’s power
increases, it is possible to take unfair advantage of weaker or less knowledgeable men,
women and children. A man will see to it that this inequity does not happen:
•

Because it will not be satisfying,
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•

Because it will mar his contribution to history.

A man must love his neighbor as himself. Fair is fair!

Protecting others from himself …
As he learns to use power, each young adult realizes that he makes mistakes. He realizes
that not all uses of power are a good expression of his heart. He learns that his best
intentions sometimes don’t bring the results he seeks. Sometimes he uses his relationship
skills to get his own way with those who are weaker or less mature than he is. As his heart
and community point out these failures, he learns to protect others from himself. The way
older men and women around him protect him from themselves is a great example for him.
Men and women who dress modestly protect each other from the full power of their
sexuality. They avoid verbal “bulldozing” in discussions and take care not to overwhelm
others with their feelings or needs. Most importantly, they take notice when others say
“ouch!”. A safe person is one who will protect others from him or her self.

A young adult is part of history …
The young adult is now ready to know that because he has lived, life will not be the same
for other people. He will have his effect whether it be for good or ill. Understanding how he
is to participate in history will be his challenge for the next decade or so.
The history he must hear first is that of his own family and people, his own town and life.
They are the true stories of how he came to be, who he is, and how through him others will
come to be who they are. These stories synchronize right and left halves of his brain and
let his thinking make sense when they are true.
When he is thirteen, the new man starts thinking, “What is a fair bargain? How do I deal
with others so that it meets their needs and my needs? What I do will have an effect on
other people.” When each young adult wrestles with his survival center and its cravings
and urges, he must answer the question of who his stories have for a focus. For the young
adults who are Christians, this is the time when they must decide if Y’shua [Jesus] is
LORD.
If indeed life is GOD’s Story and our self-preservation is not the highest value, then we
must concern ourselves with living from our hearts for the benefit of all life, which GOD
created and cares for on earth as members of the family of GOD.
Young adults will live, die and even blow themselves up based on the stories they believe
— stories that answer their questions about power, truth, and relationships. The course of
world history is shaped by young men’s stories.

Life-giving sexuality ...
With the current infestation of predatory and opportunistic sexuality, young adults need
real help learning to live with teenage sexual feelings. The sex hormones, testosterone
and estrogen, make our brains much harder to calm.
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As a result, our capacity to find peace and rest is reduced in the early teen years. The
brain must find new ways to settle down and have quiet together. Interestingly sexual
arousal is produced by the quieting (parasympathetic) half of our nervous system.
While these new, irritable, and hard to quiet nervous systems are installed in teenagers to
motivate them enough to form new group identities, the possibility of malfunctions early on
are quite high. Sexual activities are the single largest area of regret in people’s lives as
they look back at their effects on history.
Pregnant girlfriends, abortions, affairs, pornography, incest, and sexual obsessions leave
men, from clergy to grandfathers, so ashamed of their histories.
Instead of giving life they find they have ruined lives for women and children and the men
who will pick up the pieces. Sexuality gives men a major opportunity to protect others from
themselves.
The commitment to always serve, protect, and enjoy all life we conceive is part of lifegiving sexuality. Another commitment is that once shared, life-giving sexuality will never
be withheld. This celebration of life touches our deepest joys and calls us to return again
and again. To find the gate barred makes us suffer just as being replaced would do. This
is part of returning to joy for lovers.
Life-giving sexuality is not just for lovers. It also protects the life-giving sexuality of others.
By recognizing a treasure in the sexuality of others we cover and protect it. This affirms
their value as well as ours. We need to protect beauty when we find it!

Marriage ...
As the young adult grows and develops all the skills of adulthood, the next step will be
marriage. Marriage is the adventure that tests every bit of equipment, skill and strength a
person has. Marriage is not an accomplishment, but a relationship!
Marriage is a commitment to share life with one particular partner. The call to be a
husband/wife is the most intense human expression of being a man/woman. In order to
survive and enjoy the experience, the adult must have his personal style working smoothly
so he can plunge himself into this joyous experience.
To be a husband means being all he can be to his wife … a satisfying brother, friend,
priest, lover, warrior, servant and king. He must be a son to her parents, brother to her
siblings, a friend to her friends. All the while he cannot forget who he is or his effects on
history.
Marriage signals the most common culmination of adult life. It is the most complex of all
life-sharing activities. Marriage is the height of what two adults can do together. It means
satisfying two people — at the same time — for the remainder of a life span. More than
any other human activity, this prepares the couple to have a unique and profound effect on
history — together they can start another human life.
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Parent Stage
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•

Ideal age:
o From his first child until his youngest child becomes an adult.

•

Needs:
o To give life. An encouraging partner. Guidance from elders. Peer review
with other fathers. A secure and orderly community for raising children.

•

Tasks:
o Giving without needing to receive in return. Building a home. Protecting his
family. Serving his family. Enjoying his family. Maturing his children.
Synchronizing the needs of children, wife, family, work, and church.

•

Plus:
o A parent will need everything from the infant, child, and adult stages.

Becoming a parent.
There is a mystical passage for a man the
moment he discovers he is now a source of
new life. Becoming a father is the starting
gun of the great race he has trained for all his
life. He started out as a baby himself.
As an infant he learned to express his
feelings and regulate his body’s joy and
peace systems. In time his father introduced
him to the wide world of satisfaction and
exertion and he went from baby to boy.
A few short years later he became a master
of knowing and satisfying himself. The boy
then faced the challenge of leaving behind
his boy identity for a new one through a selfobserved metamorphosis. While becoming a young man he used everything he had
learned as a boy as the community of men taught him how to participate in building their
future. Uncertain at first, but with rising strength, this young man learned to meet others’
needs along with his own. Fairness and hard bargains became his rules.
He learned to protect and serve. The most enjoyable part of this stage was finding a
woman who could be his equal in the task of life-giving. No sooner had he mastered this
adult identity when something deep, unfulfilled, overwhelming, and yet good began to tear
apart the man he knew himself to be. No boy or infant could feel these urges without fear.
The desire to give life began to challenge him to be more than he had known. He wished
to become a father!
This was his mountain to climb! This was his goal to reach! This was his life to give!
Fatherhood, more than anything else, expressed the life-giving man in him.
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All of his life the mystery of the father has pulled at him, calling for something beyond
bargaining and fairness, something that gave without being repaid. Fatherhood was a
strange path for it led toward paying another’s bills, even suffering for things one didn’t do
and for things one didn’t deserve. To do all of this with satisfaction is the secret joy of
being a father!

Do men want children?
The answer is that only men who have a reasonably working control center have access to
their attachment drive in level one. Mess up a control center and you have a man who
does not grow up, does not use his feelings well and is captive to his cravings.
An undeveloped man bonds to “GOD-knows-what” if he bonds at all. Many men in South
Africa will revert to infant level maturity under any stress. Not even their mothers told them
stories about how they would love to be fathers one day!
To be a father is to give without receiving in return. It is a chance to be rich. All men are
destined to be fathers and will remain frustrated, unhappy, and unfulfilled if they do not
reach this calling. All men have within them the need to be the source of life to others and
to give without seeking to receive — this is what it means to be a father. It is the giving of
life that every man must experience.

Dad’s control center.
The first two levels of the control center are sub-cortical. These two levels operate in the
deeper areas of the brain and therefore their activity is not under the control of our wills or
open to direct conscious observation. These areas are very similar to the portions of our
brains that control our blood pressure. Whatever knowledge of them or effect on them we
can have is indirect and yet they are vital to our survival. A quick review of the four levels
of the control center:
•

Sub-cortical:
o Level one — attachment circuits (attachment light).
o Level two — basic values and safety functions (good, bad and scary).

•

Cortical:
o Level three — synchronization (mother core).
o Level four — personal identity, which can be flexibly applied to all
circumstances.
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A good attachment circuit produces secure attachments. In this healthy pattern, a man’s
attachment light goes on and off in synchronization with those of his child and loved ones.
He hurts when his loved ones are not there to respond but he has enough joy strength to
wait for them to come back. He continues responding when they are available once again.
The three insecure attachment styles are all ways of dealing with attachment pain
produced by having one’s attachment light ignored. While the pain of having one’s
attachment light on with no response is intense and severe, it is also sub-cortical. So
unless men are taught to name it, they can live their whole lives and not know what this
severe craving actually is. This is our first hint that men could have a pain they could not
name. Not having a name would not stop men from attaching, but it would sure render
any stories useless. Without a name, men cannot know that a story about loving his
children applies to him and could guide his life.
Could men mistake their attachment pain for something else the way they mistake heart
attacks for pain in their left arm?
The answer lies in the general-purpose pleasure center dominated by the nucleus
accumbens. The attachment circuit uses the nucleus accumbens to express, “I’m going to
die if I don’t get my attachment”. Anything that brings pleasure will turn off the nucleus and
temporarily mask the attachment pain. Anything that produces a rush in the dopamine and
serotonin circuits of the nucleus accumbens will appear to be the answer to the attachment
cry.
The brain then makes the mistaken conclusion that what he wanted was whatever brought
the rush. High sugar foods, alcohol, escaping danger (adrenaline rush), cocaine, but most
importantly sexual arousal and orgasms can give just that rush. Even murder has been
known to blow the pleasure center’s lid and trigger orgasms for both men and women.
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Boys and men can learn to stimulate the nucleus accumbens pleasure center to mask the
signals of the unhappy attachment circuit effectively blocking their attachment pain. Once
a man learns to masturbate to shut off his unidentified and unnamed attachment pain, we
have a sex/pornography addict on our hands. Here we have a man who has no idea he
craves attachment but who knows he has a severe addictive compulsion to something that
gives him a rush. He cannot understand stories about attachment bonds in any personal
way. He has an irritable and unstable control center that is set off any time his desire to
attach is triggered — however, he would be the last person on earth to know that was what
he really wanted.
Is it any surprise that domestic violence and rapes are usually set off by a woman’s
attractiveness?
Batterers respond to vulnerability with violence. Drinking and drugs are usually involved
as men try to make the cursed nucleus shut up! They haven’t a clue and it makes them
quite dangerous.
One further step is to use sex to shut off the attachment response to specific individuals. If
a man uses sex to turn off real attachment messages to specific people in his life then he
will sexually approach those he feels the urge to bond with — his children, wife’s friends,
children’s friends, attractive people he meets, altar boys, congregants, interns, counsellees
and secretaries. Since the man’s sub-cortical goal is to shut off his attachment light, he
loses all sense of synchronization and his sexual activity, once triggered, becomes a ritual.
His ritual runs until the attachment light is out or masked and he stops. Quiet together
does not follow his orgasm — only stone-cold death.
Once a man uses sex to turn off his attachment light with an unsuitable sexual partner (like
his child), the road to a healthy attachment is forever closed guaranteeing that his
attachment light will be on again with no good solution available so the abuse and
molestation will continue.
On top of that, the man must now revert to fear bonding to cover his tracks and make sure
his attachment victim does not expose him. The tragedy is that it may well have been a
real attachment response that started the disaster. Now the man must become a closet
terrorist to avoid detection. This produces the disorganized attachment pattern — the
same person you want to attach to has become the source of your fear.

Identifying and managing attachment pain.
When the continued and persistent response to his attachment light is a plunge into
shame and hopeless despair, level two of his control center begins to regard the
attachment light as bad.
If the child is later able to block his awareness of his attachment light and reduce his
conscious level of pain, level two will find this good. Anything that blocks the attachment
light will be seen as good in this arrangement.
In this way, shame and hopeless despair become neurologically linked to the desire for
attachment, resulting in an avoidance of anything that might trigger desire for attachment.
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This man will keep his attachment light off for people and dismiss feelings as unimportant
if he notices them at all. Since it is quite possible for us to learn to avoid noticing what our
brain is doing when we are motivated to stop pain, we have the final clue to our question
about whether a man can have a severe attachment pain and not know it.
The answer is a resounding YES!
We have also seen that the potential for violence, assault, abuse, and addiction become
very high with this condition. The man with a tormented attachment level in his control
center is a man to avoid. If attachment happens randomly during infancy then the control
center’s level two will encourage keeping the attachment light on all the time to see if the
baby “wins the lottery”.
By always looking for attachment, he will be ready when opportunity strikes. His whole life
becomes about winning the “feel better” lottery.
When he grows up he finds a woman who makes him feel better. In time they have a child
and his child becomes another way to feel better. Children easily respond with joy to their
father’s interest so they become a good source for a fix and the pattern is passed on to the
next generation.
These men are sitting ducks for sexual addictions.
They may even become sexual predators or child
molesters if they suffer certain kinds of head trauma,
particularly damage to the back left side of the head.
Some fathers bond when their children are young
only to break the attachment later. This is also a
function of pain.
Dads, like any parent, will likely stay bonded with his
children up until the age when the children are
recapitulating the highest of dad’s maturity. That is
the point where his bonds broke and his pain
started. For example, Dad got through weaning and
then got stuck at five-year-old maturity.
This dad will still bond but in an impaired way. He will enjoy closeness with his child until
the youngster reaches age five. When the child begins to navigate the same problems
that stopped the father’s growth, problems will arise. The father then has three options:
•

Face his own pain,

•

Disconnect,

•

Keep the child crippled at age five maturity with him.

We all admire the father who chooses to face his own pain. In a very real sense, a dad
must review and retrace all the developmental stages with each of his children in order to
maintain his bond with them.
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Once a child reaches the place of the father’s defeat, dad must confront the problem that
once defeated him, but this time successfully, in order to keep the bond with the child
intact and healthy.
If Dad won’t face his pain, his pain will force him to withdraw from the child and break his
bond, or else he will cripple the child in the same way he was damaged. The bond is
broken and his child won’t keep growing properly. The point at which the father stopped
maturing marks the place where he lost track of how to act like himself. As a result he lost
his flexibility and stopped adding to his own complexity.

The wounded father and the infant stage.
The father whose own development crashed at the baby stage is faced with a monumental
task in raising children. He will either prove to be neglectful and distant; overprotective (in
a controlling way); or frightening with his children. Amazingly, this over-protectiveness is
the source for much emotional and physical child abuse. These fathers badly misjudge
the force they are using to control their children and instead of protection they produce
destruction.
When their brain’s control center becomes desynchronized internally they thrash about.
They pressure their children and family in order to settle themselves and their own
feelings. The father who was sexually abused at this stage will typically experience his
desire to bond with his child, whether male or female, as a sexual impulse.
He does very poorly at managing his cravings for closeness. Closeness for him equates
to sexual activity and may result in repeating the abuse. Some men control their impulses
by rigidly removing themselves from their children in angry isolation. There are two types
of trauma that can stop maturity. The first is obvious and includes all the bad things that
happen to children. The second type is easier to overlook and involves missing the
necessary good things — like vitamins in a healthy diet.

The wounded father and the child stage.
The wounded father will have already struggled with jealousy over his wife’s attention to
their children. He may have pressured her to wean babies too early. Consequently, the
children may be clingy, jealous and resistant.
Often such a father has isolated his wife from her friends, and so she is more vulnerable to
exhaustion and discouragement and more dependent on him. Yet he cannot support her
without anger.
In response to this crisis, the immature father will often angrily or coldly reject his sons and
foster his daughter’s immature jealous attachment to himself. In doing so, he seeks to
keep what his children give for himself rather than teaching them what they have for
others.
He is giving so he can receive in return — this is backwards!
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For his daughter this often means she must stay “daddy’s girlfriend” forever. For his son it
means performing and bringing glory to his father. The son becomes a slave who cannot
compete for mother’s attention with his father, except when dad is away. This is an open
training ground for mistresses the son may have later on.

The wounded father of young men and women.
The father who fell as he attempted passage into manhood is in for a bumpy time when his
children make the leap. He will find strong impulses to react the way his parents did or
react precisely the opposite. Since the most common symptom of this problem is a
continuation of the reactive identity of early teenage years, being reactive and negative
toward his children usually marks this father.
He may criticize the way his children dress, their choice of friends, their personal styles,
their choice of work or school and their personal habits. If they choose it he won’t like it!
A reactive identity is one where the person defines himself in terms of what he is not. It
can range from the response, “I am not stupid, you are,” to the complex, “I’m not like my
parents and family”. It is seen in tastes and choices. “I hate onions,” when dad likes them,
or, “I will never drink coffee,” when mom is a seven-pots-a-day drinker. Reactive identities
know what they don’t like, don’t want, and don’t value. They don’t yet know what they do
like, want, and value.
The second sign that a father experienced
trouble during his early adult stage is a
tendency towards extremes — that is to say,
his style is reactive. He is either too involved
or too withdrawn, too controlling, or too
permissive. He provokes stand-offs and draws
“lines in the sand” making every move by his
child a challenge to dad’s authority. There is
always hope for a dad who will face his pain.
It is the strength of the father’s heart-bond with
his children that inspires him to provide for his
children the very things he did not receive.
His heart moves him to feel with them the
emotions he was not allowed to experience.
By giving his life to his children, the father
finds the very best part of himself.
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Returning
to the Ways
of the LORD
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Jeremiah&6:16!Thus! says! the!LORD,!“Stand!by! the! ways! and! see! and!ask! for!the! ancient!paths,!where! the!
good&ways!is,!and!walk&in&it;!!and!you!shall!ﬁnd!rest&for&your&souls.”

The word here for ANCIENT [Hebrew olam]
means “old, concealed, hidden, perpetual,
eternal, timeless, from eternity”.
GOD’s Ways are heavenly, eternal, timeless. Did
you realize that GOD walked, and CONTINUES
to walk, in His ways before man was created?
We are made in GOD’s Image and there are
established within us His supernatural, timeless,
eternal ways. These Ways include ways of
thinking, speaking, behaving and relating to one
another. They are “Ways of Living Life”.
Since man chose sin, he has departed farther
and farther from these ways.
1)

What has happened?

Jeremiah&6:13*15![The!LORD!speaking]!“For!from!the!least!of!them!even!to!the!greatest!of!them,!everyone!is!
greedy& for& gain,! and! from! the! prophet! to! the! priest! everyone! deals& falsely.! And! they! have! healed& the&
brokenness&of& My&people&superﬁcially,! saying,! ‘Peace,!peace’,!but!there! is! no!peace.!Were! they! ashamed!
because! of! the! abominaMon!they!have! done?!They!were!not!even!ashamed!at!all;!they! did!not!even!know!
how!to!blush.!Therefore! they!shall!fall!among!those!who!fall;! !at!the!Mme!that!I!punish!them,!they!shall!be!
cast!down.”

2)

•

Verse 13: When needs go unmet, a person tends to become selfish and greedy.
Greed and deceit are bound to operate when crucial needs go unmet.

•

Verse 14: We think we are helping people by attempting to remove the guilt and
pain by speaking “peace, peace” without dealing with the root causes of the
problems.

•

Verse 15: When we make short-sighted choices attempting to bring peace without
dealing with the roots of the former wrong choices, we harden our own hearts and
are not even convicted of any wrongdoing.

Key qualities.
•

Who am I?
-

•

Identity is my perception of ME — “What am I worth?”

Where am I going?
-

Destiny is my perception of my function and significance on this earth — “Why
am I here? What am I supposed to do?”
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Ephesians&6:10*12!“Be!strong!in!the!LORD;!!draw!your!strength!from!Him.!!Put!on!GOD’s!whole!armour,!that!
you!may!be! able!successfully!to!stand!up!against!all!the! strategies!and!the!deceits!of!the!devil.!For!we!are!
not!wrestling!with!ﬂesh!and!blood,!but!against!the!despoMsms,!against!the!powers,!against!the!world!rulers!
of!this!present!darkness,!against!the!spirit!forces!of!wickedness!in!the!heavenly!(supernatural)!sphere.”

Satan sets up schemes and management strategies, that run themselves, because neither
him nor even his demonic hosts can personally afflict each person continuously.
How does the enemy do this? Satan tries to establish his images of identity and destiny in
your life. By doing this, he sets up a system of governing your life that more or less turns
itself and requires very little maintenance or service on his part. This is an effective
strategy of destruction in your life.
HOWEVER, GOD has appointed special agents on this earth to ensure that His Message
of identity and destiny is revealed.
Who are these special agents? PARENTS.
PARENTS’ primary job is to make sure that their children receive GOD’s Message of
identity and destiny throughout their growing years.
The ENEMY’S purpose is to access these very agents of GOD, parents, and impart his
message of identity and destiny.
3)

Satan’s message.

The enemy’s message of IDENTITY:
•

You’re worthless.

•

You aren’t supposed to be here.

•

You are a mistake.

•

Something is drastically wrong with you.

•

You are a nobody.

•

You don’t belong.

The enemy’s message of DESTINY:
•

You have no purpose.

•

You are a total failure.

•

You’ll never be a success.

•

You are inadequate.

•

You are not equipped to accomplish the job.

•

Nothing ever works for you.
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4)

GOD’s Message, the Truth:

GOD’s Message of IDENTITY:
•

To Me you are very valuable and are
worth the life of Jesus Christ.

•

You are a “somebody”.

•

You belong in the family of Christ.

•

Before the foundation of the earth, I
planned for you — you were no mistake.

GOD’s Message of DESTINY:

5)

•

You are destined to a great purpose on
this earth.

•

I placed you here for a purpose.

•

You are a success as a person and are completely adequate and suited to carry out
My purpose.

•

Set your vision high and allow Me to complete great accomplishments in your life.

What has happened to us?

Isaiah&1:6!“From!the!sole!of!the! foot!even!to!the!head!there!is!no!soundness!or!health!in!the!naMon’s! body!
—!but!sounds!and!bruises!and!fresh!and!bleeding!stripes;!!they!have!not!been!pressed!out!and!closed!up!or!
bound!up!or!soiened!with!oil.!!No!one!has!troubled!to!seek!remedy.”

Many of us have been deeply wounded and hurt through the impartation of the devil’s
message of identity and/or destiny, especially by parents and other key individuals.
6)

Satan’s three-fold plan.
7. To distort the image of who GOD has created you to be.
8. To drive you out of the place in which GOD has called you to dwell (family,
marriage, church, employment, city, country, etc.).
9. To steal your inheritance (children, finances, ministry, pension, relationships).

7)

GOD’s Ancient Pathway.

Important terms:
•

BLESSING is GOD’s Primary mechanism of imparting His Message of identity and
destiny into your life.
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•

In Hebrew, blessing is BARUCH, meaning “to have a pleasant and fulfilling
journey”.

•

To CURSE is to disempower or to disable the one being cursed from thriving,
succeeding, or having a pleasant and fulfilling journey through life.

Cursing BINDS ... while blessing LOOSES.
8)

Marriage, the family, and identity.

Genesis&2:24!“For!this!reason!a!man!will!leave!his!father!and!mother!and!be!united!to!his!wife,!and!they!will!
become!one!ﬂesh.”

People that are blessed by their parents are able to leave in a healthy way ... but those
who are not blessed cannot properly leave.
•

BLESSINGS of parents frees up the identity to leave and thus to cleave.

•

CURSING (or by default, lack of blessing) binds the identity to the parent and
hinders cleaving.

There are two primary reactions to cursing of IDENTITY:
1. Decision to isolate from parent and write him out of your life — “I don’t care what
he thinks. It doesn’t matter.”
The RESULT? You bind yourself to that parent. You also lose an internal, emotional focus
that will often reproduce in your own life or in the life of your marriage partner — the very
qualities you hated in your parent!
2. Decision to continue striving after the blessing of the parent, no matter how long
or what it costs.
The RESULT? You bind yourself to your parent and are not free to cleave.
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For example, a mother constantly criticized her son for everything he did and redid all his
tasks — nothing the son did, could please his mother. The RESULT? The son decided:
“The best way to avoid being hurt and criticized, is to do NOTHING”. The RESULT? In
married life, he defaulted on all his domestic responsibilities. He was still tied to his mother
and was not loosed to cleave to his wife and be a proper husband.
BLESSING establishes GOD’s Image of identity and destiny.
9)

The seven blessings.

GOD’s Ancient Pathway has seven “sign posts” — these seven milestones are special
times of blessings, times GOD has intended for His people to receive HIS Message, rather
than the enemy’s. These seven blessings lead us to REST.

The seven special blessing times are:
1. Conception.
2. In uterus.
3. Birth.
4. Infancy.
5. Puberty.
6. Marriage.
7. Parents.
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10) Parents

are strongmen.

A family is a spiritual entity. There is a spiritual glue that unites a family.
This family unit is created when a covenant is made between a man and a woman in
marriage. There is a spiritual protection in marriage, and the parents are the strongmen.
Machew& 12:29!“Or! how!can!a!person!go!into!a!strong!man’s! house! and!carry! oﬀ! his! goods! without!ﬁrst!
binding!the!strong!man?!!Then!indeed!he!may!plunder!his!house.”

The word HOUSE used here (in Greek, oikos) means “the descendants thereof”. Satan
comes to plunder your HOUSE — it means he is after your family.
Because of children’s vulnerability, GOD wanted to ensure that children would be blessed
right from the time of conception.
The identity of a child is blessed at the time of conception when two primary requirements
are met:
•

Parents are in covenant through marriage.

•

The child is wanted, accepted, and received.

Marriage creates a protective hedge around children. In Biblical times, GOD’s
Commandments provided protective measures that ensured the well-being of children —
all cases of fornication and adultery were capital offences. The penalty was death. These
protective measures were walls that GOD placed in society, to preserve the correct image
of identity and destiny for His people.
Today these walls are no longer in existence — we have forsaken GOD’s Ancient Paths.
People today struggle all their lives with feelings of being a mistake, depression, fear,
irrational anger, lust, guilt, as well as varied demonic afflictions.
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11) The

key-role of the father.

The father is a key-role player in imparting blessing to the children at the different stages
of development. Releasing a child into adult identity is a crucial time: “Am I a real man/
woman?”
Divorce statistics prove that more often than not, divorce occurs in a family right before the
age of puberty of the first-born child. This has to be a strategy of the devil to remove the
father from home, before he has the opportunity to bless and impart adult-identity and
destiny to his children.
12) Abandonment

of GOD’s Ancient Paths.

By the time most people enter into adulthood, they have endured countless experiences of
identity cursing by those close to them.

This results in very thick walls (calluses) being built to keep out further hurt, but also,
unfortunately, to keep out love — even from GOD.
The RESULT? Man cries out to GOD for help, healing, and love — and it seems to him
GOD is far off and not hearing his cries.
The TRUTH? GOD is trying to get His Love through to man, but without realizing it, man is
resisting that love because of the shell around his heart. The primary force keeping the
wall in tact around the heart is FEAR of being hurt again.
I&John&4:20!“If! anyone! says,!‘I!love! GOD’,!and!hates! his! brother,!he! is! a!liar;! !for!he!who!does! not!love!his!
brother,!whom!he!has!seen,!cannot!love!GOD,!Whom!he!has!not!seen.”

If you don’t love others, you don’t love GOD either. If you cannot receive love from others,
you also cannot receive love from GOD. Healing the wounded heart involves pulling down
the wall and opening the heart to people in a safe environment.
FEAR is the terrifying expectation of rejection, public exposure, and ridicule.
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The goal of life today for many people is simply pain-avoidance and trying to find someone
or something to make them happy. The RESULT? Hardness of heart.
13)

Forgiveness18

If we have grown up in families where our
parents were broken, and they in turn broke 19
us, we will have to face the TRUTH about our
past and deal in depth with forgiveness.
Forgiveness is the ACTION that changes us!
Forgiveness is such an important part in coming
to WHOLENESS.
We must give GOD our hurts, so that we can
forgive. Take His Hand … walk the road of
HEALING out of forgiveness … it’s WORTH IT!!
Let the JOY of the LORD be your strength!!

18!For!more!info!on!forgiveness,!please!see!J2F7!and!J2W3
19!For!a!powerful!video!on!forgiveness,!check!out!this!link:!hCps://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=vWBNrK56JAE!(Hungarian!subGtles).
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Additional Study Resources
•

“Arrows In The Hand Of The Warrior”

•

“Godly Limits With Children”

•

“Godly Limits In Relationships”

•

“HTSBH Sexuality, Ages 13 To 18” (CD teaching available in AFRIKAANS)

•

Working through the ENTIRE “Journey2Freedom” series — especially
modules 2, 3, and 8. The J2F8 materials include information on parenting,
childhood brain development and bonding, and the stages of growth/maturity.

•

“Journey2Wholeness” (the follow-up series to J2F) covers a number of
aspects to parenting. The entire series will be helpful, but be sure to check
out the J2W2 module.
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The Priestly Blessing ...
Numbers 6:24-26

“24 The LORD bless thee, and keep thee:
25 The LORD make his face shine upon
thee, and be gracious unto thee: 26 The
LORD lift up his countenance upon thee,
and give thee peace.”

The Priestly Blessing ...
Hebraic Translation1

"YHVH will kneel before you presenting
gifts, and He will guard you with a hedge of
protection, YHVH will illuminate the
wholeness of His Being toward you,
bringing order, and He will provide you with
love, sustenance, and friendship, YHVH will
lift up the wholeness of His Being and look
upon you, and He will set in place all you
need to be whole and complete."

*Transla(on*by*Jeﬀ*A.*Benner,*for*more*informa(on,*please*see*h9p://
www.ancient?hebrew.org/12_blessing.html*

The Priestly Blessing1

`^r<ñm÷.v.yIw> hwhy ^k.÷rñ<b'y>
and may he guard you

the LORD

may he bless you

May the LORD2 bless you3 and keep you4

`&'Nñ<xuywI ^yl,ñae wyn"P' hwhy raey"
and show you favor

on you

his face

the LORD

May he shine

May the LORD make His face5 shine6 upon you and be gracious7 to you

`~Alv' ^l. ~fey"w> ^ylñ,ae wyn"P' hwhy aF'yI
peace

for you

and establish

on you

his face

the LORD

may he lift up

May the LORD lift up8 his face to you and give you peace9
1

This blessing is (ritually) recited (by the kohanim) during synagogue services during Nesiat Kapayim ("the Raising of the
Hands"), though it is also recited over children on Friday night before the start of the Shabbat meal or as a bedtime blessing.
2
The name YHVH (hwhy) represents God's attributes of love and mercy (~ymix]r:h; tD"m)i , in contradistiction to the name Elohim
(~yhil{a)/ , which represents God's attribute of justice and power as our Creator.
3
hk'r"B. (b'rachah). Jewish tradition considers this both material and spiritual prosperity. Pirkei Avot 3:15 says, "If there is no
flour, there is no Torah," by which is meant that material benefits are intended to help you pursue study of Torah. The first
occurrence of the word "blessing" in the Scriptures pertains to pru urvu (Wbr>W WrP.), "be fruitful and multiply" (Gen. 1:22).
4
rm;v' (shamar): To guard, protect, heed, as in the exercise of diligent care. Only God has the power to secure the conferred
blessing and keep it from turning sour or from fading away.
5
The word for "face" (~ynIP') is plural with the 3rd person singular ending. It is considered metaphorical since God is
incorporeal. The plural form is thought by some to indicate God's revealed and hidden attributes in creation.
6
The hiphil verb (raey") comes from the word "light" (rAa), and is thought to refer to God's wisdom. "May God enlighten you"
with His wisdom, i.e., the Divine Light that preceded the work of creation (Gen. 1:3).
7
May God grant you grace or favor (!xe), i.e., to understand the "breadth and length and height and depth" of God's love (Eph.
3:18). Grace refers to the bestowal of an undeserved gift. The blessing is bestowed even though unearned or unmerited.
8
Since one's face is an indication of the heart's attitude, Rashi says that this means God will suppress His anger by "looking at
you" (if God is angry at you, He "turns His face away" and refuses to admit your presence). The "lifting of face" also
pictures God lifting you up as a father might lift up his child in joy. The "showing of face" indicates spiritual intimacy.
9
All of the other blessings are useless without the establishment of inner peace, and therefore it is the seal of the blessing.
Shalom (~Alv') is not simply the absence of strife, but a balance and harmony between the finite and infinite, the temporal
and the eternal, the material and the spiritual realms. Shalom is a gift from Sar Shalom (~Alv' rf;), the Prince of Peace.
Birkat Kohanim: Num. 6:24-26
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